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ACCESS has been accorded Official Recognition by the American

Revolution Bicenteniiial Administration for its contribution to
f

the advancement of citizen participation programs, and the

promotion 6f more responsive local governments.

Information gathered through this program can be useful to

other communities or regions in the organization and develop-

ment of similar efforts.

. .

(on February 3, 1976, ARBA endorsed the ACCES'S
pYolect as an Horizon project in the "Call for
Achievement" program..)

The idea underlying the ACCESS project is a .simple
one. The ACCESS project is a national prototype
explorationanto new means to assist democratiC
policy making at the regional. level.

The ACCESS project-was undertaken to design a new
process to improve regional policy through dialogue
informed by research, which makes appropriate use
of science and technology, assisted by graphic -

telecommunications.

The ACCESS project is especially concerhed with
perteption'and communication.- CommunicatiOn of
facts, ideas and feelings is the cement of all human
organization. In a free society the binder in that
cement is "truth." For truth to make its contribu-
tion freely it must, continuously be discovered,
rediscovered, communicated and perceived.
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ABOATHIS REPORT

This. report has three jrurposes:

1) to report to the National Science
Foundation on the Design Phase of
the ACCESS project;

2) to discuss information handling'
in relation to democratic regional
policy making in a timeof great
complexity and change; and -

- 5

3) to relate the significance of the
ACCESS project in the SotakCdast
Region of Santa Barbara County to
national needs.

Two charts summarize the development and evolution

of ACCESS as a-project and a prOoess: Evolution
of the 'ACCESS Concept (pp. 30-31) and The ACCESS
Research Design Matrix (pp. 56-57). A summary -is

provided at the beginning of each section of the

report. (See also Visual Communication and
Regional Policy Making, p.i9:)
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THE. SOUT COAST IRGION'OF SANTA BARBARA COUNTY?
CALIFORNIA, site of the ACCESS project-, from a

NASA. satellite, 565 miles above sea level. Home

for 163,000 people, the region stretches-60 miles,

east to west alOpg the coast, 90 miles northwest

. of Los Angeles.
(Composite courtesy Department of Geology

University- of _California, Santa Barbara)-
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ACCESS concept, an dpportUriity to engage_the community
of the South Coast RegiOn and to evolve.

4 4
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"Many new things in-this. -fast-moving age make it ,difficult to
keep `pace, with an ever-changing world. ,Let us communicate,

cooperate and ,coordinate sour efforts for good freely."

.
Pearl Chase

photograph by Leinie Nagel .
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FOREWORD

as

a

Aa a.p..eople we are becoming newly aware. We

are awi?e- of energy,. technology, environment,
employment and the economy,, pollution, nature,

resources, pepulation7-and CHANGE. We are
becoming: aware of these factors in terms of
the world, nations, cities and Village settler
mefits=-in increments of time that reach to
the year 2000-arid beyond.' We are also becom-
ing aware that `all. this change may.,be experi-
enced 4ifferently through the different
,logics of different-cultures. At the same
moment Ne are becoming aware of the inter-
relatedness of every thing and .every person. ,

The concept of the'ACCESS project is to desigri.

a---Igess to .help comprehend the complexity of
-this reality--in this time-ef,enormoua change- -
in ways which can help na make better policy
concerning, the quality 'of life within regions.
-This seems- to require' us to create. new means to
facilitate peoples'_ access to information, exper-
tise and to each other.

Participants in .the ACCESS regional policy-dialogue;
Apf:ermekby.research-, aided- by interactive.graphiC:
eglecommunieatione, andmaking appropriate pse-of
science and tethnelogy, woureinvest themselves
with new ,compreheqsipnand nc'ew effectiveness.. .The

process, intended would:facilitate the dispersal of

knowledge to regions, and the greater use of_
science and,technology to further human purpciaes,.

in harmony with.nature ove'r=he long term.

14
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-EPOCH - A New Beginning

...epochs sometimes occur in the life of a
nation when the old customs of a people are -
changed, public morality is destroyed, reli-
gious-belief shaken, and the spell_bf tradi-
tion broken, while the diffusion of knowledge
islet imperfect and the civil rights of the
community are ill secured or _confined within
narrow limits. The country then assumes a
dim an&dubious shape in the eyes of _the
citizens; they no longer behold it in the
soil which they inifablt, for that soil is to
them-an inanimate clod; nor in the usages of
their torefathers, which they have learned to
regard as a debasing yoke; nor in religion,
Tor of that they doubt; nor imthe laws, whtah
-do not originate in their own authority; nor
in the legislator....

"In this predicament, to retreat'ii impossible,
for a people cannot recover the sentiments of
their youth any more than a man can return to
the innocent tastes of childhood; such thing's
may be regretted, but they cannot be renewed.
They must go forward...." - Alexis de Tocque-
ville (1805--1857)2/

Statements of the French writer de Tocqueville
still'live. Acknowledged as one of the most
astute observers of America in history, if Pearl
Chase isgthe "patron saint" of Santa Barbara,
Alexis de Tocqueville is the "patron saint" of
the ACCESS-Project. He recognized both ePoch and
"vbluntary associatiou,q that particular American
genius for coping.

The nature of our time is accelerating change,
grbwing uncertainty - -a threatened and threaten-
ing environment--tall it an Epoch - A New Beginning.
This change, as It has accelerated since World

2/Alexis de Tocqueville, in J.P. Mayer and Max
Lerner's Democracy-and America, Harper &"Row
1966,.

15
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.War II, is now so rapid, of such a scale, and so
Pervasive, it can only be appropriately compared
with the-industrial tevolution of the 1800's and
the agricultural revolution of 8000-6000 B.C.
Population growth (and concentration) and tech-

, nology are changing our understanding of time,

distance, resources, environment, and above' all, '

expectations. Each is interacting with the
other and with people In new ways.

.We can identify our time by de Tocquevillets
definition above, and in contemporary terms, as

a Technological Epoch. In the past, a'signifi-
cant invention was one that brought an increase
in 'efficiency of-2-5, times. Sifice World War

the effectkveness.of computers in all ways, inr-

cluding speed, is said to have increased one
million times and is expected to increase another
100-000 times in'the next ten years and then

continue to improve.

Atomic energy, in World-War II, had a potency one
million times gretei than ordinary explosives. It alter-

nately threatens and promises us the future. In

the past century,the facility, volume and speed
of communication are said to have improved by a

factor of ten million, much of if-since World

-War I.I. World population has grown lopy times
since 1700 and while national populations double,

_their cities quadruple. "Business as.usual" has

grown more hectic by the day. Existing.'means

for society to reach sound policy decisions
falter more often.

We may have reached a transitionperiod in the
"Ascent of Man" that is the equivalent of his

rise from the ape. But the mood of many today is

pessimistic, tense, apathetic--generally one of

dismay. Understanding, and.the goodwill that

makes understanding possible, has become more

difficult. Many "pract,ical" mefi of our day con-

tinue to plan their operations as if they can be much

the same as in the past. They Ao not seem to sense

that part of the' solution to the urgent needs of

today is innovation and anticipation of the

next five, ten, fifty,-one hundred years.:.:
Government and private enterprise,-both focused
on the short term, seem either to underestimate ,

xv
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the circumstances or overestimate their capa-
cities. And most of the people look to one or
the other for solutions.3/

UPDATING DE TOCOZEVILLE

Jahn D. Rockefeller III calls for The Second
American.Revolution, a Bicentennial Era from
1976-1989.4/ As we mark America's Bicentennial
it can be said .that the "Tyranny of the Environ-
ment" of a Technological Epoch is today's ruling
tyrant, as overbearing as King George's-"Tyranny
of the Crown" in 1776.5./

And perhaps the- capacity we need to cope with this
tyranny is at the core of one of our greatest
traditions, as de Tocqueville saw, in 1832. Perhaps ,

the "voluntary .ociation," in twentieth century
form, is the application of American genius ...that
ianow most needed to help deepen our capacity to
master the "Technological Epoch-"

3/Ewaldi-William R.,,Jr., "Managing the Environ-
ment Now, Far the World Ahead," for the Edithon
Electric Ihatituie national conference, January
27 -29, 1972, at' Santa Barbara On, the concept of
the "ACCESS' process" and the possibility af
the Santa Barbara Region for a pilot test.

,4/Rockefeller,-John D. III, The Second American
Revolution, Some Personal Observations, Harper
& Row, 1973.

5/Technological "Tyranny,of-the Environment" was
examined by commissioned authors and "Committees
of Correspondence" marking The American
ittte of -Planners 50th year. It was the
'Principle Investigator's basis for organizing
AIP's widely sponsored, four yeaf $1.25 'million
national consultation- THE NEXT FIFTY 'YEARS--
The Future Environment of a Democracy. Consulta-
tion books: Environment for Man, Environment
and Change, and Environment and Policy were
published by -- Indiana- Univeraity-Freas, 1967,_
1968. A 28 program videocassette series from
the consultation, also entitled THE NEXT FIFTY
YEARS, was Completed in 197.3.

xvi
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Associations are sometimes referred to as a "third

force" in'American society. One contemporary
writer had this to say:-

-"This force represents neither business nor govern-
ment, both of them established bureaucracies of

professional specialists. Nor does it represent

the acadeMic establishment, which is the training
ground for the professional specialists employed
by business and government.

The- Third-Forte is a manifestation of strong
American habit, descrOed vividly by de Toque-
ville more' than a century ago, He observed
that Americans, when confronted by.a new need,
did not wait for S Royal Commission or an

.executive decree,. The American method was to
forman ad hoc association 'of citizens to bring
the need to the attention of all,who might be

-concerned. Americans wanted to get things
done, and this was_the quickest way to do it.

It was at that time America's answer to the
Charge-that demotracy la inefficient. It still_

is America's answer. E
J

An'association Of.the kind that de'Tdcqueville
described is indispensable if we want to
make.-..changes called for...in time. Other-

' wise we shall allow ourselves to be backed
into the future,_fighting rearguard actions,

crisis after crisis...:For the reactions-of
bureaucracies are sluggish, andit takes
more than one crisis to get any reaction from

them at all..."6/

The ACCESS projett, in :the StUth Coast Region of
Santa Barbara County, California, is designing
a process for considering regional issues; options
-and impacts-which is to be managed by a responsible
'update" of_de-Tocciueville's "association."

6/From the preface by_ Richardson Wood, former
managing editor of Fortune, in The Next Fifty
Years Syllabus, by William R. Ewald, Jr.,
qommissioned by the Academy for COntemporary

.,
P roblems, unpublished.

4
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The ACCESS project plans to examine a specific
region's issues, values, options and.impacts,
and thereby to seek-new means to use science and
technology to achieve a, human environment more
-conwatible with nature. The ACCESS process to be
tested will strive to'be more rationai,-tore
pervasive, and at the same time more "sell-
instructive" (and of more use to the decision-
maker) than the pressuring and public-hearings
called "citizen -participation" today.

The ACCESS process proposes to offer eans to
help balance the common sense of citizens with
the experience and skill of-experts and decision -
makers. The goal of the ACCESS process 'is to
increase the capability of democratic decision
making, leading to timely implementation In
the fast changing complexity of the Tech-
nolbgical Epoch.

William R. Ewald, Jr.
Santa -Barbara
July 1975

19
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I.' THESIS

p

The ACCESS project recognizes science and tech-

nology as driving forces for CHANGE.- It also

recognites that they promide,ektraordina'ry,tools
to help manage CHANGE. These are large issues.
Science and technology and human values are them-

selves thangin, and democratic control of science

and technolOgy to advance the human purpose is yet

to be perfected. Important as :,

and
issues are

how can we learn how to think and communicate

more usefully about them?

This section of the. report discusses how the
examination of specific regional policy issues

and options, by the ACCESS project provides a
practical-basis to explore new ways to inject

science and technology into environmental policy

making. Incorporated-into this stndy,is an explora-

tion of the contribution.of visual coMmunication,

eppecially, interactive graphic telecoMmuniCationsf

to perception and thought.

1
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND REGIONAL POLICY"

The world today is made and powered by science,
and for any_man to adVocate ignoring science
is to walk with his eyes open into slavery.'

- Jacob Bronowski

Science must be humanized....It must be an
integral part of our culture and must remain
a part of it subservient to the rest.

- George Sarton

Most discussion about better use of science and
technology has been about national science policy
-or,technological assessment In general. rt 4.s,

natural that such discussions take place at high
levels-. The subject is exceedingly abstract;
domarids much specific knowledge- and, seems to
attract articulate persons with a keenly,,developed
concern for the -"human condition." Certainly it
is important that discussion with a "global per-
spective" continue.-

A major tenet of the ACCESS project, however, is
that such discussion on this level alone Is insufficient:-

2
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By remaining at _the level of global or national

policy abstraction, science and technology are
incomprehensible to all but am elite. In a democ-

racy this makes it difficult for Congress, the

President,- and the "scientific community" to formu-

late' and implement fundamental improvements regard-.

ing the application of science and technology.

Until more of their constituents have had first

hand, credible experienCe' with such policy making
"back-home" it is politically Impractical. .

Support for this assertion can be found in the

energy. situation. "Asilmow being revealed,
for decaded all the urgings of science advisers

in the-White House, all the scientific advismiy

bodies and individual scientific, technological,

and business experts testifying before Congress

and wriiing in the Tapers in past years- were

unable to head off the current situation "... -. "the

pace of change and the problems it has created

have far outstripped our ability to bring-SCience--

long-range,'comprehensive
scientific thinking- -

to the point of acceptance and action by the

political system."7 /

Although it-is part of our culture, science -(and

technology) has not been integrated with other

elements of our society. Some people, probably

many, are fearful that it will be, Orwell-style;

others can accept the Bronowski' and Sarton state-

ments. above. The, latter recognize'in science both

'a greathreat and a great good which inust'be

brought intm the conscious working of, society if

the human purpose lo to be furthered.

The ACCESS project, in its explorations to improve

policy making, -seeks wOys,to make greater use of

scientific knowledge and scientific methods to

help policy-makers at the regional level.

7/Stever, H. Guyford, Director of the National

Science Foundation at the meeting of The-Amer-

icn Association for the Advancement mf Science,

San- "Francisco, February 29, 1974; Public

Sciences Newsletter, MIT Press, May, 1974.

3
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Dialogue at the regional level can be clarified
by the-understandable realitiet Of a place people
relate to. Such dialogue becomes -more useful when
there is an .awareness of the natural barriers be---
.tweeri scientists and politicians,-andWben it
is carried On in a-manner responsive to the plibrid,
tnviying,inyolveMent and understanding.

By the nature of their profeisions, scientists
arespecialiSts, whereas politicians- Are sener-
aliats, 'Scientists, often act_ as cooperating

_members_of:comMittee4 whereas politicians act as-
:apersary lawyers. It is especially important to.
keep in mind-for this project, that scientists
tend to be visual thinkers,.versus politicians as
verbal thinkers.

"The'scientist'srole in societyls to gain'
,knoWledge and understanding; the'polttician's
is to decide and to act. Indeed, inour
democracy he alone has the obligation-, as the,
people's elected representative,-to:make
decisions as to 'what soclety-shalldo-and.to
take responsibility for those decisions. In,

his search for truth, the sctentist.is
oriented toward the future; the politician's
orientatiln,:fs"-usually here -and: now..-"b-/

There must be much wider understanding.of the
potentialities and limitationS of human action,
science and _technology. The ACCESS pioject, by
examining specific regional environmental issues,
seeka ways to involve the scientist -,.the politician,
and the- public in polity making-

"Science...sweeps away superstitions that
'paralyze political responsibility. It opens
up new opportunities- and new possibilities

8/kevelle, Roger, 'The Scientist and the Politi-
dian," Science, Vol. 187, March 21, 19753
pp. 1100-1105.

24
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GEO-CODING WORKSHOP June -1974 Students, professional's

-and citizens meet at the ACCESS LUio Adobe. Morning

'Alhecama, Theatre
pte'sentations are 'carried' into an after-

noon dialogue. (photograph by Leinie Nagel)
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,for coopeYation, and thus makes the concept
of public interest. more meaningful, though
at the same time more complicated and diffi-
Cult fo'deline...that is ,why the scientific

,community and the politicians need to develop
.the,clearest possible idpa,of'the working,
rules that govern their _relationship. But
it is not easyto-define the4-ways fn which
cientists shduld'be'given support by govern-
-went and girmitied to exercise their initia-
tive or influence on policy issues of interest,
to government.'" 9/

The most recent full-time-science advisor in-the
,White House to a President, Dr- Edward E... yid,
4r.,"in a letter encouraging the - ACCESS pro ect's
explorations wrote!

-".,..today it isoincreasingly,clear that the
anatomy-of the world, situation yequiresnot
only the,unity ofiengineering and science,
but also the extension of this unity -tot, m
include,ather_elements,namely, economics,
social factors, .legal cOnsideratIona, and.
political 'issues. It Is this coalition,that
'is required for coping With the,challenifes
Of the 19.70'sand 198U's, just as the unity

and.technology was the theme of
1950Js and 1960's....The new unity I

speak of...cannot becoie a.teality,Without
the'kind of,exploratory effort ydu are mak-,

-We understand far too little about
public. particIpatkon in decision-making,
and I hope and expect ta,pee new techniques
toward-this end."

9 /Price, Don-K.-'The Scientific - Estate; Cam=
bridge,' Belknap Press,of Hatvard University
Prasi,: 1965, p."274=275.
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Technology Asses and Technology Transfer

The ACCESS regional policy, procesis could become

an - instrument for _regional (and ,scientific)
self-education for all those who take part in

it - -from offidial lawmaker3 to concerned lay

citizens. It, proposes, in a sense, a new form

of continuing education (possibly. available for

students in school also). As such, it has the

otential to provide a,regional capacity for'

t
'

/I echnology transfer, technology apiessmemt,
.

':--

futures research and-research utilization.
.

The ACCESS regional policy process serves a

"midwife" function between information'(inolud-.
ing.technology) and potential users. Through
theACCESS process a region can learn what it-

needs to learn; it can establish practical tests

to- refine knowledge o its own purposes.

This can be important. By now, for instance,
fe'deral agencies such as NASA and"NSF have had

"4 significant learning experience in their
attempts to transfer technology and research to

local levels. There seem to be 'certain >

tions to the contribution that can he 'made to

that transfer by either universities or local

governments.

Advanced technology'mgy already he well under-

stood in universities, where much of it has

. evolved, hut the universities' natural facility

fdr "transfer" is, as part of the 'educational

process, to its students. Transfer of technoldgy"

'by universities directly into the operating
circumstances of local government and-other`

local organizations has not been so well' proven

that it can be accepted as the obvious means.

Similarly, local governments, with operating
hureaucracies which do have the, capacity to use.

technology, are not, typically, familiar with

rapidly changing technology.. Besides, government
departments are harried by their single function

focus'and the daily emergent/ea of their own
operations with fixed budgets for dealing with

them, ;Thus inhibited, technology:transfer by

7
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.government is further dampened by elected
Offician Who can seldok afford to take the risk
-of failure which lurks in,innovation, They have
troth the real threats of technology to keep in
mind and the easy political advantage that can
be taken by-political opponents eager to point
out any failurep.:

To date, most federally sponsored innovative
research with urbantinformatiOn systems and tech-.
nology transfer has-beeil performed in universi-
ties or local governMents,, Progress has been
made, but it is limited and not widely disseminated.
This experience has -been a basic factor in federal
-agency interest in-the ACCESS project.

The ACCESS project offeri a place for 'testing
technology transfer...through a nonprofiE. broadly
based regional organization. Without being
caught up in the primarYsoperations of either
government or higher education, the ACCESS .project
relates to them both. The politician or the
university administrator, thereby, is not'called_
upon to -take the responsibility of 4, gamble with,
innovation. He Can explore innovative ideas
through the ACCESS community-baied process where
they Can be tested and adapted before being
officially adopted. .
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VISUAL COMMUNICATION FOR'REGIONAL POLICY MAKING

A major emphasis of the ACCESS process is the

visual display of information to address and com-

municate about regional policy issues, and to

-enhance regional policy dialogue, learning and in-
.

formation exchange. A wide range of graphic tech-

niques- -maps, models charts; photographs, film
animation--would be used. Interactive computer-
assisted graphics would be emphasized.

Visual perception and communication will be dis-

cussed at some length here. Perception and communi-

cation are central to the ACCESS design for develop-

ing a new competence to deal with the complexities

of regional. policy making (including related self-

education, technological assessment, technology

transfer, Iuturmresearch, and research utiliza-

tion).

The design for the,ACCESS process recognizes,

further, that a wide spectrum of interests and

persons of different.degrees.of sophistication

take part-inregional policy formulation. This-

makes visual,,commUnication:even more vital.

9
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Words Versus Graphics

The investigator has found that visual communica-
tion seems to cut across the technical jargon of
different specialties, minimizes semantic con
fusions, facilitates-an expanded perception of
a 'task which incorporates more points of view
and reduces to insignificance lack of prior
personal acquaintance of inter2diaciplinary team
members. For one policy study he_established
procedures which restricted each study team
member to verbal or graphic no written) ex-
changes. The work together was intensive and
combined the products of many others not present.
I t was completed in a span. of a few months
although team. members did not find it profitable
to extend sessions beyond 2 1/2 consecutive days
at a time.J&/

Itt is not intended that the ACCESS process
emphasis on visual communication exclude verb-al
language. (Actually; most persons have an ease
in generating words-whch they do not possess in
`pictures, and this is likely to persist.) .It

is simply that in the ACCESS process it is
recognized that reliande on words alone is a
limitation that need not be accepted. For the
important purpose of regional policy making in a
fast-moving time, all means of cognitive and
affective communication should be used.

...The function of language .is essentially
conservative and stabilizing-,-an therefore
it also tends_negatiVely to make cognition d-f

-static and immobile."11/..."The word symbol
which carries with it a fixed connotation
tends to-crystallize into static notions many
of the concepts which can only be understood

jot/Undertaken for Governor Nelson A..RockeEeller,
the graphic report resulting was published .by
New York State in 1964 as CHANGE/CHALLENGE/.
RESPONSE - a 60-Year Development Policy for
New York State.

11/Arnheim, Rudolf, Visual Perception and Think-.
ing, p.`100. See APPENDIX for a' bibliog-
raphy of visual perception references.

10



in dynamic Motion."12/P...The advantage of
graphical output is that graphics represent
a two-dimensional language as opposed to the
one - dimensional' language of verbal or printed

media. The scanning and absorption process
for two-dimensional information is much faster

and more efficient than the one-dimensional
information."13/

-One-dimensional as referred to here means only

one sort .of pexcept'ion is possible through ver-
balization, wheieas visual perception offers

content and relationships, simultaneously. In

combination the visual image and the spoken word

offer the-potential for complementary reinforce-

ment.
.

Words alone make things -less than their total, by

analytically subcategorizing them. For instance,

if you say an apple is red, yam have made a
"false" statement, in the sense that it is,so

incomplete. An apple is also round and three-
dimeneional, etc., etc., but you didn't say that.

You can't present specific qualities verbally,
except one at a-time. That one-at-a-time sort
of sequence is much further removed from.the
gestalt of reality than a visual image---What-we-

see sequentially--ate-yh-die perspectives, not

qualities. For many important sorts .of

thinking (such as regional policy making) we need

a dynamic, more nearly "total" means of communica-

tion than words by themselves allow.

New Graphic Technology"

In computer geneated images, "A dynamic dimen-
sion is now available that requires the inven=

tion and development of new conventions and a

_visual syntax appropriate to this new medium if

12/Cassirer, Henry R., "Learning to See", p. 504,

255

I3/Abrams, Marshall D. "Graphic Communication of.
Data from the Digital Computer", p. 280-

1
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CHANNEL CHANNEL
BANDWIDTH
(HERTZ)

CHANNEL
CAPACITY

(NTSPERSECOND)

TELEPHONE
WIRE
(SPEECH)

3A00 60,000-

AM RADIO 10.000 60,000

FM RADIO

AL_
200,000200 250,000

HIGH-FIDELITY
PHONOGRAPH
OR TAPE .1r.

17.4

t 15X00
.

.

250,000.-4.
.711

COMMERCIAL
TELEVISION

j
6 MILUON 90 MILLION

MICROWAVE
RELAYSYSTEM
(1.200

TELEPHONE
CHANNELS)

,.

20 MILLION

-

mkapoN..T.:
.

L-5

COAXIAL -CABLE
SYSTEM
(10.600

TELEPHONE
CHANNELS)

57 MILLION 646 MILLION--4,
,

PROPOSED
MILLIMETER-
WAVEGUIDE

[250.000
TELEPHONE
CHANNELS)

/

--10-
-

.

70 BILLION -15MLUON.-7,.>

HYPOTHETICAL
LASER SYSTEM

10TRILLION 100 BILLION

CAPACITY OF VARIOUS COMMUNICATION CHANNELS -(Adapted from
"Communications" by John R. Pierre,Copyright 1972 by
Scientific American, Inc., all rights reserved.)
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it is to be fully used for communication and

education."14/

Computer generate'd images provide a'means for
decision-makers and lay citizens to enter into

regional policy dialogue-with access to a vast

amount of understandable information. Images can

even be made responsive to query regionwide, via

a return sign-al on -co-axial cables. The technology

exists but thisuse is unproven and most people

are not themselves adept at generating images. For

that reason, Huggins, while recognizing the

capacity of-computers to -'generate images, says

"a word is worth a thousand pictures." Graphic

literacy is at the core of, the ACCESS exploration.

The accompanying chart shows how the capacity for
communicating "bits" of information is growing:

(Bit is a contraction for "binary digit",

"1 ". Thisis the computerte-way-of-ergeintEhoice,
mkradk" Or "white", "yes" or "no:' which is how it .

"moves" information.) Measuring English text
at one bit per character, experiments indicatethat
the information rate of speech is probably much
less than 100 bits per second. Contrast that with
the 60,000 bit per second capacity of telephone
wire, the 90 million bits pet second of commer-

. cial broadcast' television and what is projected! *

Still-, if a picture costs at least as much as 1000
/spoken words to transmit, those 1000 words are
also more expensive to transmit than 1000 words in
written text. We need to know in what ways the
picture is worth the 'extra expense. Is the combined
affective and cognitive learning that results from
its use really worth it?

Traditional learning is primarily, cognitive,'
verbal, and occurs in school. Affective visual
learning is only beginning to be employed, most
of it outside the school room. Education

14/Huggins, W. H. and Entwhisle, D. B., "Computer
Automation for the Academic Coiamunity% p. 623..

J
13
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tas been both limited' in availability and directed
to only "half" of our capabilities. Graphic
telecommunications, on the other hand, may help
establish an entirely new, and widespread, learn-
ing experience that contributes_ to a mudh better balance
of affective with cognitive education. What will
it-mean if we learn-to-use our "total" minds?

Even though it can now be seen that enormous and
widesptead graphic capabilities could be made
.available we still seem to underrate the signifi-
dance of visual .communications. Sdant research
is 'going into its potential applications.

Visual Perception - Visual Thinking -

Experimental psychologists have traditionally
held that-perception is separate from thought.15/16/
This may be one of the most vital of misunder-
standings-- missing the gestalt of reality - -_
denying the power of affective as well as
cognitive means of analysis/synthesis/communica-
tion.

Two-of the most respected scholars concerning
visual perception who challenge the notion that
perception is separate from thought are Rudolf
Arnheim and J. J. Gibson. Quoting from Arnheim:

"My contention is that the cognitive operations
called thinking are not the privilege of mental
process above and beyond perception but the
essential ingredients of perception itself."17/

15/Arnheim, Rudolf, Visual Thinking, p. 2.

16/Neisser, Ulrick, Cognitive Psychology

17/Arnheim, Rudolf, Visual Perception and,Think-
ing, p. 100.

14
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Gibson says essentially the same and goes further,

stressing the uninhibited nature of visual infor-

mation:

"Not only do we perceive in terms of visual
information, we can also think in those terms.
Making and looking at pictures can help us to

fix those terms..visual thinking freer and

less stereotyped than verbal thinking; there

is no vocabulary of "picturing "- as there is

of "saying".18,/

Scientists and engineers as well as artists,
architects and designers tend to think in graphic

terms-. Aeveloping this visual capability
to-think is not part of our educational curriculum.
Our concept of intelligence is largely 'based on

verbal-aptitudes. Verbal performance sO dominates
education one wonders if we don't indeed "harbor
a crippled concept of human potentiality."19/

One assumption of theACCESS process design is that

our inadequately developed ability' to think as well
as our inability to communicate regarding complex
is"sues, such as regional policymaking, makes us
pessimistic about mastering change. If the. two

capacities go together--as in perception and

thought--a process whichrecognizes this inter-
dependency may help free the human mind, and society

-at large, for the-Multi-variable policy research

ahead. The technological means for combining
communications and graphics for this purpose is

at hand.

tt, ...Computer graphics will become a part of

-
thinking and problem solving and decision mak-
ing wherever those functions are,carried nut.
Design will,of course, be a major application

18/Gibson, J. J. "The Information Available in
Pictures", T. 93.

19: /Eisner, "Media Expression and the Arts", p. 103.

15
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area: design-of all kind's of systems 'and
processes--space, urban, transportation,
manufacturing, military--as well -as -devices
and structures. Applications will abound in
research and development andin medicine. But
the application area par excellence will-be
education."20/

The ACCESS.Project -Exploratory Research in
Visual Perception

"The infoxmation provi-dedb-y nrISIC'ture 3.s
information for perceivflig in the widest
sense of the term, not only for remembering
something in the past but also for conceiving
something in the future - in short, for
apprehending."21/

Visual perception may help lead us tothefieer
way of thinking a Technological Epoch would seem_
to call for. Today we can be solemn when we
talk about long range planning, without being
serious about applying it, because the future is
such a complex abstraction. The way we communi-
cate about the future does not compete with the
current crisis for serious attention.

Perhaps through color, patterntmotion, sound and
.the ability to interact with visual images we can
'readily structure abstract conceptual percep-
tion (and thinking) about the future. Perhaps
images of the future can be generated which can
command immediate attention in-policy dialogue
when combined with the power and realism of voice
and other sounds. Such images would be assured
of the greatest possible constructive use if they
were also subject to instant challenge and query.

The ACCESS project proposes to investigate this
possibility, first in its one-year Pilot Test-and
then al-a 3-5 year region -wide System Research

20/Licklider, J.C.R., "A Picture is Worth a Thou--.
*
sand Words - and It Costs..."., p. 620.

21/Gibson, p. 9Q.
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Demonstration. Free of the constraints of tra-
ditional institutions, the'ACCESS project
a'basis to study and test the potential, of

, visual communication as it relates to the complex
thoilght involved in regional policy making.

When-we speak of policy dialogue we mean two or
mbre Tersons conversing or reasoning together.
.Dialogue can be written. The' term as commonly
used, however, relies on. the spoken word made

more meaningful ,by the_gax.ticipants!--pezceptIons-
of each- other, face- to face. The ACCESS process
expands this means of conversing and reasoning
together to provide explicitly for visual communi-
cation (of all kidds but especially interactive
graphic telecommunicAtions).

In so doing, there is no intention in ACCESS policy
dialogue "ta underrate the importance of the con-
scious formulation of verbal concepts, the tradi-
tional form of expression for great thinking.
The aim is rather to enlarge the foundation of
this expression, to guard against intellectualism
devoid of emotional meaning, to modern mad"22/...
and to help cut through; qUiCkly, great complexity
to reveal interrelationships and processes.

The ACCESS concept of "Visualized" policy dialogue
would be at its richest for regional policy mak-
ing purposes, occurring in a special placeffor
10-25 persons. Me call it a Regional Situation
Room. It would be especially equipped for infar=.-

mation retrieval and visual' display. For maximum
flexibility, and for the capacity to handle large
volumes of information with comprehension,_the'
'ACCESS project proposes to explore the effective
ness of "responsive" graphic telecommunication.
Information in this form could be generated from
computers, proiected on the wall,of a Regional
Situation Room, interconnected to other meeting
places (or,terminals) and carried throughout the
region by,,cable televiSion--with an ability to int-
tiate or respond to the graphic display built-in".,

22/Finn; J.D., "A LOOk at the Future of A-V
Edtcatioe, p. 247.

rr
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Of course a significant part of the dialogue in
a Regional Situation Room would be the signals
that are read,In face-to-face interpersonal
communication. It is assumed that the visual
media=selected would be appropriately matched,
to the content of the issue under discussion.

-it
the power of affective communication,

-It is also vItal_that appropriate measures be
taken to guard against poor information,. mis-
Tep_tesentations-and-emotionai-manipulation.' The
. means by which this is accomplished Is, In fact,
being explored by the ACCESS process design..

Policy dIalogue,-inthe ACCESS designcombines ,
affectiye perception, and an awareness of the
personal interrelationships involved, With the
need for quick access to volumesof information.
This seems to demand the sort of storage, access,
processing, display (graphic telecommunications)
that is possible only with the assistance of
-computers.

It has been said thai,at the present rate of
increase -, figuring two hours per book,,, it would"
take one person reading 24 hours.a day, approx-
imately two years. to read- the 15;000 volumes re-
ceived in sciences and technology by the Library ,
oe'dongress during a 3-month p,eriod.23/

We need this incredible, specialized, ever -
increasing lode of information but through today's
traditional means it is unavailable to us for
regional policy making purposes-.

In the ACCESS process, computers would be-used both
to retrieve and. analyze information. Visual
display would convey both content and relationships
via computer-assisted graphics compatible with coror,
television. This is a potentially powerful means
of communication. The ACCESS piojeat recognizes
this and in future stages would encourage its- use as
a test bed' to study and establish visual conventions
which would preclude misrepresentation and protect .

the viewer by indicating the tentativeness., accuracy,
authority and timeliness of information*distilayeA% '

23/Cassirer, Henry R., "Learning-to See",p. 504.
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Ihe purpose pf this section of the report is,to
summarize the concept and design, evolution and
implications of a.riew process to improve ,regional

policy-making. Known as ACCESS ('for Alternative
Comprehensive Community Environmental Study System)

the process isfin its desighl.an4 exploratory
stage.

The ACCESS project makes exploration of a complex
subject manageable by bringing ft'-down to.the
level 9f-a very, small region. With concerned
people of the SOuth Coast Region of Santa Barbara
County, Calffornia, ACCESS staff and consultants
plan to study specific environmental problems
(and opportunities) using the.ACCESS 'process. 4By

testing and evaluating the procesa,the project
proposes,to develop a systematic organization
and methods which can be adapted to policy making
-in, regions from the scale of rural development
districts to met,ropolitan, or multi-state'regions
many times the si.ee 'of the ACCESS region.

21
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WHAT IS ACCESS?.

ACCESS.is an action /research project concerned

with policy making and citizen involvement in-a

fast changing time. As such, it must becoAceined
_with the long range future. . Its work is to define
a'ygional process to help decision-makers Yid

interested citizens better anticipate,: understand,

and manage change. ACCESS is conceived as aA
.national pilot project to design a continuing
process to increase people's capabilities -to
defend and enhance the Quality of Lire in their,

region as they diterminel*,

The ACCESS project is sited on-the South Coast..

Region of, Santa Barbata County, ,California, from

the crest of the Santa Ynez mountains into the

Channel, from Point Conception to Rincon-Point at

the Ventura Couihy. line. (10 x 60 iles, "16.3,000

people.)
- ,

In its Design Thase,ACCESS has been sponsored and/

or endorsed ty more than 2Y organizations throughout
the South Coast Relvion and supported by the aationalSciehce

Foundation. (ItajUnds were administered by the .

AMerican Society of Landscape Architects Founda-'
,

Lion.)

22
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The objectives of ACCESS as stated by its members

are:

- to locate the information needed to evaluate
-properly alternative policies of concern to
city council members, county supervisors, and
other regional' polieymakers

- to assemblediailay and transmit regionally
significant-and time.;1y information in wags

that facilitate morecoiprehensive approaches
to policymaking .

- to focus on community policy choicea and their
long term regional consequences

- to concern itself With regional environmental
issues, conceived in the bioadest sense of
the word (physical, economic and dultdral)

to study for the most creative practical reso-
lution of issues within the region

- to integrate regional policy by means of a
system which makes better use of science and
technology for Iurtheiing the human, purpose -

and "Quality of Life", as defined by the
people of the region.24/

The purpose of the ACCESS project can be stated simply:
Itisanational prototype teo explore new means

to aselit-regional"policy making.

But "region" itself is a perspective unfamiliar to

most people; regions, are typidally without an
integrated decision-making process; the infbrma-

tion required in these fast-changingtimes is
profuse, dynamic, often technical; technology

and local leadership are themselves, rapidly chang-

ing.

The introduction of a new process using new means;

such as felecomtuniCations, to assist. regional pblicy
making; therefore, is definitely not simple.

24/Resolution of ACCESS Advisory Bord, February

13, 1975.

z
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Citizen and decision -maker access to information
and'policy making, on a region-wide.scale in this
era of complex, rapid. change calls for a "systems
appfoach" that makes use of the capatities of '

computers. 4This.in itself is not. automatically
accepted, nor should it be. Comprehensive, inter-
active, computer-assistedgraphic information must
be made available-on a basis that prevents:

(1) centralization of information that is
closed to public examination? challenge
and use;,

(2) manipulation'of data and informaticin that
diatnrts or forecloses thoughtfu-latudy
of alternatives.; and

(3) invasion of proprietary and personal
information.

Furthermore, annual, categorical grants at the
federal level, combined with fractionated political
authority at the local level, contribute substantial
dis- incentives for organizations and individuals .

to gather, maintain and pfbcess the information
that is needed to make long range regional policy.
In-the Sokch Coast Region of Santa.Barbara County,
the ACCESS project is attempting to design the sort
of informative dialogue regions need, demonstrate
how it would operate, and determine what sort of
contribution it'actually dan make.

WHY A REGION?

Region, for-the ACCESS project, is defined as the
largest territory of common concern of a function-
ing pattern of human settlements, which has the
greatest opportunity to match problems and
potentials with resources--whether or not there
is presently a unified regional government.
Typically,- regions in this country are multi- .

county or multi-state, without focused representa-
tion, skilled research, organized decision-making
capacity or adequate regional policy dialogue.

A regional perspective strengthens the opportunity
to:

24
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a
- consider the long range impacts of current.

actions

- match the scale of the decision process
to the scale of problems

- create integrated solutions to problems
(transport", housing, water, waste disposal,
energy, land use, etc.)

- consider the social and economic impacts of
changing the physical environment

- provide for feedback from citizens to other
*policymakers

- make appropriate use of science and tech-
nology.

WHY SANTA BARBARA?

The objective was to pick a region of the nation
for this complex exploration where the opportuni-
ties for success were believed to-be the highest.
The resources of the South Coast Region for the

purposes of this exploration, 'as estiMated, from
the outside when selecting it, have all been con-
firmed. It is true that "The Santa Barbara region
probably has the culture of a:metropolitan area
ten times its size." 25/ (See Section IV, DESIGN
PHASE, p. 82)

Reasons for selecting the Santa Barbara South.
Coast Region for this national exploration include
the fact that it is (1) all in one county;
(2) recognizable as a region by the people resi-
dent in it; (3) small enough for cost-effective
exploration, but complex enough with its incor7
porations, water and school districtsto represent
the interrelated problems within development
distkicts, major standard metropolitan areas or
states; (4) very concerned about its environment,
with a long history of citizens skilled at

25/ John Wilkinson, Senior Fellow at The Center
for the Study of Democratic Institutions-
ACCESS Workshop, July 2, 1974.
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working to protect it, rekindled by the 1969 oil-
spills; (5) has University of California, Santa
Barbara - a major,state'university offering a base
of skill and facilities needed by the project - plus other

research organizations;= (6) has extensive regional coverage

through the ninth largest cable television system
in the country - with two-way capability in 1976.

CONCEPT_AND DESIGN -OF- THE ACCESS PROCESS

The ACCESS project is an effort to design a
process to improve regional policy-making and to
involNie local organnations and individuals in
helping to create that design. The ACCESS process
incorporates capabilities which facilitate self-
education, technology assessment, technology
transfer, research utilization and futures re-
search.

The specific functions which the ACCESS process
would perform are:

(1) to study and communicate ,about regional
problems, options, and their long term
consequences.

(2) to provide a neutral forum for policy
dialogue which' emphasizes graphicAds.ual
techniques of communication to explore
alternative regional policies using relevant

and appropriate technology. (The process

itself doed not decide or implement policy.")

The design characteristics-of the ACCESS process
are:

(1) it is regional in scope;

(2) it is based in the non-profit, public
interest-sector;

(3) it is informed by research, making
appropriate use of science and technology;

(4) it facilitates policy-makers' (including
the interested public) access"to.informa-
tion and to each other, particularly-through
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policy dialogue in a "regional situation
room ", and via remote terminals, and

(5) it stresses the use of modern communication,
,especially computer-assisted, interactive,'
graphic telecommunications.

The ACCESS project has ten basic des-ign elements
which it will explore in the development of the
ACCESS process. These are listed below, briefly
amplified. (See Section III, CONCEPT, pp. 56-57, 61.)

People- who is involved

Policy Questions - basic to all issues

Interrelationships - with existing institu-
tions and activities

Social Processes - how people are involved

Intellectual Tools - data, surveys, computer
programs, theory

Technological Tools - "situation room", com-
puters, TV, remote sensing

Institution/Organization - to manage the
process

Resources - financing, people, facilities

Evaluation - method and criteria

Utilization - adaptability, transferability

EVOLUTION OF THE ACCESS PROCESS

A possible pilot project in the South Coast Region
was first mentioned at the Edison Electric InStitute
Conference in Santa Barbara, January 1972 26/,
although the concept of the ACCESS process had
evolved for the Principal Investigator over thirty
'years of work. Consulting contracts with The

26/See footnote 3.
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National Science Foundation in 1973 supported-both
a reconnaissance of this possibility and a survey
of relevant graphic telecommunication:27/z

ByJune,1973, over twenty1/21.ive ATuite-di-verse-
institutions and civic leaders of the South Coast
Region had committed themselves to support an
exploratory phase of ACCESS. In January 1974
NSF provided the basic support in a grant through,
the American Society of Landscape Architects
Foundation.

The uncertain period from June 1973 to May 2, 1974
was spanned with the-assistance of a self-selected .
ad hoc coordinating committee. This committee-and
the 'diverse nature ol the sponsorship made effec
tive the Principal Investigator's urgings for
wide participation in ACCESS at the exploratory
stage. On May 2, 19-74, the first organized meet-
ing of ACCESS was held. Over 90 attended and

- organized themselves into six work committees:

Data and Information, Research Resources,
Relationship' to General Plan, Organization,
Broadcast and Cable TV, and Computer Sys-
tems and Graphics.

By May 1974, the historic Lugo Adobe, half a block
from the Santa Barbara City Hall, had been refur-
bished as ACCESS meeting space, consultant con-
tracts let and the small ACCESS staff, later
bolstered by students, assembled. As they had
chosen from the outset, citizens o.f the region
served as reviewers of ACCESS staff and consultant
work papers.

After an NSF site visit in. June, additional funds
were added to the project. The national evalua-
tion of ACCESS initial policies, which took place
during July 25-26, cited the importance of the ACCESS
project and advised, as the ACCESS study groups had

27/See Appendik for both these references and a
complete listing of ACCESS publications and

visual productions.-
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concluded, that the project needed to demonstrate
Its process. Both the evaluators and ACCESS
members said emphasis on graphic means to discuss
policy would require testing with several specific
reglAnal_Issues-belore-it-coul-d-be und-Eigiiiiid in
the community, or its design sufficiently completed
for a 3-5 year regionwide systems test.

By August 21, ACCESS members from all six study
committees completed a series of dialogues
structured to define regional issues and to help
Select the most appropriate.ones for a one -year
Pilot Test. Out of this experience of work to-
gether a citizen's Advisory Board of 29 was-
organized. On October 22 an. Executive COmmittee
of-nine was formed. In.November 1974 the project
Report to the South Coast Region, incorporating.
eight. policy recommendations, was delivered -; a

half hour television show was produced and broad-
.cast thiee times. Presentations were made to the
County, the City of Santa Barbara and the City
of'- Carpinteria- -the Design Phase was completed.
(See-S,ection IV, DESIGN PHASE, p. 91.)

'A draft "proposal for the one-year Pilot Test was
delivered to NSF in October 1974. The proposal
of February 28, 1975,was expanded and resubmitted
May 23, 1975. 'From January to August, 1975, the'
Principal Investigator spent two weeks of each
month in Washington making ACCESS presentations
to NSF and federal agencies. In January,-ACCESS
membership began study of the Sort of non-profit
organization ACCESS should become.

ACCESS ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Specific project accomplishments during the Design
Phase (January 1974 - November 1974) include:

(1) Definition of the ACCESS regional policy
making process and its ten elements;

(2) On the organizational,level, the creation
of six Study Groups (80 members), an Execu-
tive-Committee' (9,-,members), and an Advisory
Board (29 members);

(3) The creation of a "Regional Situation Room"

29
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Evolution of the

Concept Recon- Design
Conference naissance Phase

Pilot
Test

sept Jan feb July jan- nov jan jan

1972 1973 . 19 74 1975 19 76

basic
concept
suggestion

TASK

to suggest
and critique
basic concept

t

theory and concept

design

I 1 1

laboratory
validation
of concept

TASK TASK

to make a preliminary
survey of 'graphic
telecommunications

to ascertain regional
staff, interest

consultants.

unfunded

south coast region
/ participation

TASK

to design the
ACCESS process
and Pilot Test

to prepare re-
gional .policy
reports
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ACCESS Concept

Regionwide System
Research Demonstration and Verification

January

1977- 1978

l'aboratory demonstra-
tion of application-

. TASK-

to assemble and test
components of ACCESS
policy making procets,.
including tgionwide,
interactive graphic
telecommunications

to begin research in-
to the topology of
graphic communication

to develop staff, data
bases, equipment tests;
estimate applications,
cost's and funding,
including institutional
user charges

1919

.-
January

1980 1981

preparation foi
full-scale field

' applications

TASK

to establish cost/bene-
. 'fit criteria and match '4

various scopes of ser-
vice withtregion size

to continue graphic com-
munications research;
establish training in
ACCESS pro,d-ebt

to determine potential
applications xiationwide
as well as basis for con-
tinuing ACCESS services
to the South Coast
Region
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which provides a neutral forum for analysis
and dialogue about regional problems and
options using visual means of communication,
and for use and application of -relevant.
technology and research results;

(4) Two workshops on geo-based information
systems for regional planning;

(5) Twenty-four Resource papers, inc1uding five
surveys, contained in:500 pages of documen-
tation on the process used to create the
design for'ACCESS1

(6) 'A favorable national evaluation;
,

(7) A-Design -Phase Report to the South Coast`
Region containing sections dealing with:
Issues and ACCESS, Data and Information-,'
Research Resources, Relation to General
Planning, Organization, Cable and Broadcast
TV, Computer Systems and Graphics, and
Financial Feasibility; and the one Pilot lest.

(8) Three-videocassettes Concerning the ACCESS
process, one of which includes a section
which- demonstrates how various graphic
techniques (using physical models as well
as computer graphics) can be used to
analyze regional policy - problems and
options; one defining Ole purpose of the
project; another demonstrating its trans-
ferability;

(9) Progress reports; briefings and presenta-
,
tions to. use what lhas been learned in the

Design Phase;

(10) Sustained regional support;

(11) Broadened familiarization and potential
support from federal agencies;

(12) This report to the National Science Founda-

tion:
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FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED

Findings of the ACCESS action/research project--by
its nature- -are really an emphasis or restatement
of.certain aspects of- its accomplishments and lessons
learned:

fter

(1) the ACCESS design evolved from concept, to
theory,.to six study committees, "to_the struc-
ture of ten basic elements during the Design
Phase and as such demonstrated that action/
research directly involvingf.people as parti-
cipants, is a useful technique for applied
social science ntudy;

(2) the utility of a "Regional Situation Root"
as one specific,place.to facilitate, conduct
and sharpenidialogue, including the evolution
of the ACCESS process itself, was demonstrated;

(3) meaningful discussion-about the graphic-
oriented ACCESS process,when carried on with-
out adequate visual demonstrations,, ranged
from difficult to impossible;

(4) Understanding and evaluation of the ACCESS
concept--complex, integrative and interdisci-

\
plinary as it is, and combining action, ze-
qearch and demonstration in actual problems
in real life situations - -is very difficult .

for an expert in one field of specig1ty,
r ior fora caught up in the operation

of a traditional one-function institution;

5 federal agency interest in the ACCESS project
stemmed as Inge:: er more from searching for
effective ways to discharge their',new.res-

\ponsibilities under-the 1969 National Env4,_ron-
ental Policy Act (NEVA) oe any other factor
(devising newHways to obtain sufficient and
meaningful involvement of citizens in environ-

- mental polity making);

(6) the utility of visual commurrication .made
responsive to the viewer forpolicy making
purposes is more readily recognized by
"operations" than "rt-teCa401" people, and finally ;

(7) there is no generally accepted'technique-to
evaluate an ACCESS-like project, let alone

furi,d it.
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Three basic principles for establishing a regional

process such as ACCESS were reported July 1973

after the Reconnaissance Phase. They still stand,

namely:

(1) Sponsorship of the initiating action- must
clearly gain nothing material for the

sponsors, which probably means funding
from outside the region;

(2) Efforts to explain and organize must-be, and-
be_accepted to be; independent of any public

or private institution ar any sector o.f

society in the region concerned;

(3) Open discussion, participation and support
should be sought from all sectors of the

region from the very outset, while avoiding
involvement in any political contests.

These three basic principles Were expanded with a

list of specifit suggestions, "a to z."28/

Six basic lessons learned from the Design Phase of

the ACCESS project (January - November 1974) are
selected here for emphasis. To establish an
ACCESS-like.process, plan for:

(1) 2-3 years' funding;

(2) competent staff, at least 3;

(3) timing the effort with the school year;

(4) a permanent meeting place, at Ieast.''S

minimally equipped "Regional situation Room";

(5) early milestone resulti; and

(6) resistance to technology, per se.

Since the ACCESS project is intended as a national

prototype, "Lessons Learned "-are repwitedan St

length in Sec_vivn IV, bg8IGN PHASE-,. pp.. 106-120-

28/Ewald, Willi= 1), jr- ACCESS the Santa
baN; P(ae-Iudal 7' ;for. Test, 1975, p. 11.
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NEXT STEP .

"The' next step proposed after the Design Phase is
A one year Pilot Test, preparatory to a 3-5 year
Regionwide System Research Demonstration. (See

Also Section V, NEXT STEPS, p. 132.) The purpose
of the. Pilot Zest is to complete the design of the

"ACCESS process. To accomplish this the ACCESS
Projett would:

(1) Use two specific regional issues, as derived
from citizen dialogue during the Design"
Phaseito refine the design and make it more
concrete,'using graphic communication:

- Fuel breaks in the Santa Ynez Mountains

- Water quality and quantity ad it relates
to land use

(2) Study and define six components of the
Design Elements (p.146), for which more specific
idformatio isreqqired-to detail the design
of the ACCESS process and necessary for a
3-5-year regionWide system research demonstra-
tion:.

- geo-based data techniques

- machine-readable annotated bibliogr aphy
of data and information' sources

- machine - readable tabulation of research
resources (people, facilities. and
institutions f the region)

- the organization'to manage the ACCESS ,

process

- means to reach and involve hard-to-reach
publics.

equipment, facilities, media,,systems

(3) Evaluate ACCESS project:.

- overall policy directions, project design,
So
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9

future costs
o

- .project activities, organization,
community relations, process def.ign

.

- community impact, _learning experienced,
via-selected visual communication

01.

IMPLICATIONS

TO deal with the long range implidations of re-.,
gional policy choices in these changing times 4t,3
to deal with the abatracraistp of ilifordation=handling
and societal values. A Mac thesis of the ACCESS
project is that to usefully examine policy options.
and their long term consequences requires the direci
involvement of more person's and appropriate and com-
prehensible use of science and scientific methods.
,"Appropriate" here is takO 0 mean supportive-of
the humanpurpose and compatible with nature, as
well as cost-effectiVe. ;Comprehensible" is here
defined to be perCeption brought to an awareness
that is useful because valid information is readily
uUderStood and credible.

The one year Pilot Test'is a trial exiAoratio0 of-
the ACCESS process. It proVtdes "test case" visual
communications to increase comprehension of

.scientific and technical information as related to
issues of regional concern. A 3-5 year regionwide
research demonstration is planned to broaden and
deepen this experience.

r'
Implications of the 3-5 year research demon-
stiration are considerable. 'The ACCESS project will
attempt, through exercise of its process, means of
involvement and Use ot technology to help cloSe the
gap between.scientific knowledge and societal
decision-making. In so doing, the project proposes_
to explore the contribution of visual communication-
to the complex,information-handling, perception and
thought involved in dialogue about regional policy
issues, impacts" and,UPtions. (See Section I, THESIS-,
p. 9.)
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A major contribution of the ACCESS project as a
national model may be the' organization of the Pilot
Test itself. Acting as grant applicant, the
University of California, Santa Barbara has a -
recognized technical competence, combined with
organizational and financial integrity with which
to assure potential funders. Through its Community
and Organization Research Ihstitute (CORI) the
university has the ability to locate and apply
many different skills to local problems... In fact,
facilities throughoutthe University of California
system can be readily integrated into an applied
social science research. project like ACCESS.

By subcontracting the definition and application
of these skills and acilities to anon-profit
citizen-based organization, such as the Community
Arts Association, a "practical" discipline pf
esoteric knowledge can be exercised by citizens
and policy makers. The coordination of the two is
ach,eved by the Principal Investigator serving. in

the dual role Professional Researcher in CORI;
and as project manager for the Community. Arts

Association.

--The ACCESS project proposes to use color, pattern,-

motion, sound, and, in the 3-5 year phase,*two way
communication to "interrogate" information bases.
In the-one year Pilot Test this would be achieved
through the direct involvement of,diverse individuals
in defining alternatives, editing their presentations
and incorporating their responses into the final

presentation. ,"Interrogating" information bases
would be possible during the Pilot Test, opeiation
of the ACCESS process to a limited degree through
the selected option presentations which could
be readily called up in the Regional Sitmatior
Rodm for viewing and discussion.

But the one year Pilot Test is intended only for
demonstration, refinement and validation of the ACCESS

concept. It actually provides only an indication
of the utility of graphic information processing
and technology applied to policy dialogue29/. It

29 /Eald, William R., Jr. GRAPHICS for Regional
Policymaking, NSF, 1973.
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would take 3-5 year to arrange for graphic-displays
.

of information on regional issues that would be
instantly responsive to the "what if" inquiries of
persons in the Regional Situation Room, or at
television terminals throughout the region.

The ACCESS project would, at the same time, create
an important test-bed for research on fundamental
questions of perception and learning: It will take
a sustained effort over three to five years to
provide evaluatilie research of this complex multi-
variable social science project.
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III. CONCEPT

The ACCESS project assumes-that this is a time of
extraordinary change, that this change is perva
sive, and that to manage it will require us to
reeducate ourselves to the task.

:The purpose of the ACCESS project is to desgn
and explore a process whick, manages information
needs at the regional level for policy making
concerning the Quality of Life in a Technological
Epoch. As such, ACCESS is .concerned with making
the complexity of reality comprehensible for the
purposes of policy makers, including public
participants. A fundamental tenet of the ACCESS
process is that visual communication is essential
to the understanding of this complexity.

This section defines the concept, objectives and
design of the ACCESS Trocesd.
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PROBLEM AND NEED

We live in a free society:" But if we do not under-
stand the consequences of our choices, in this
fast moving time of change, are we really free?

How can we shape the future effectively rather
than merely react to events? Where can we turn for
the comprehensible information we need in this

Technological Epoch?

Constrained by the extreme pressures of explosive
change, present institutions concerned with manag-
ing the environment have often been unable to:

(1) consider the long-range impacts of present
actions, for example with regard to such
problems as energy usage, natural resource
allocation and environmental hazards;

(2) design and implement integrated decision-
making processes. This failure has resulted
in (a) unnecessary and costly redundancies
in data collection, policy formulation and

program design; (b) the inability to coordi-
nate planning efforts in circumstances which
require swift and concentrated action be-

yond the capacity of any single local insti-
tution or agency; (c) the inability to co-
ordinate vitally needed large-scale programs
in such areas as transportation and housing;

and (d) misunderstandings and friction among
planners and between planners and the lay

public;

(3) institute systematic and effective' programs
to obtain'public feedback on proposals
likely to incur significant impacts. Public
involvement is particularly necessary in the

early stages of a planning process, when
citizen input is valuabrg both substantive-
ly and in terms of forestalling potential
future criticisms and opposition;

(4) experiment with and employ powerful informa-
tion processing and graphic.technologies now
available to analyze, synthesize and communi-
cate regional problems and alternative solu-
tions to regional decision-makers and citizens.
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The problem, as it has been defined, suggests the
need. It is to solve or at least to ameliorate
the problems towhich regions have become increas-
ingly vulnerable. It is true that this need will
be difficult and costly to meet. But the failure
to do so will leave us where we are: increasingly`
uncertain about and vulnerable to the fundamental
transformations and upheavals which characterize
the time we live in. In Thoreau's metaphor, more
apt now than when he wrote it, it is a question
of whether man will ride the horse or the horse
will ride man.

Our survival and well-being depend on our ability.
to:

(1) harness our resources effeCtively to solve
the problems which confront us; and at the
same time, to

(2) protect and promote such values as ,freedom
and representative government.

Therefore we need to:

(1) create more accurate perceptions of problems,
causes, impacts and options; and

(2) create better consensus About the problems
which confront us, and their possible
resolutions.

Access for people to information, expertise and to
each other is the new necessity of life. Policy
dialogue is a needed key for this new coming

,together in society.

Since the problems which confront us pdcur,at all
scales of decision-making--internatiOnal, nation-
al, regional, state and local--effective policy
dialogues, informed byfresearch, are needed at all
levels. No one planning/decision-making system
can resolve the difficult problems which confront
us. It is vital, therefore, that attempted im-
provements be explorid at whatever scale is appro-
priate to the problem. The ACCESS projectris
focused at the regional level.-
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SCOPE

The scope of the ACCESS process, and the degree
and type of policy involvement sought, calls,for
involvement of all interested parties at every
stage of making a decision: from determining what
data to collect, through its interpretation as
information, to analysis; from the synthesls of
alternative policies, and the evaluation of their
long and short range consequences to their imple-
mentation and foreseeable obsOlescence. This is
a matter of continuing data collection,
analysis, communication, and_ involvement.

PROCESS FOR CREATING A HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

reconnaissance

and

data collection

--11.philosophy,4-1

--irpriorfty4---

policy 4

program 4,

jo.p1Sn4

p.project*--.

I

0
.4 0 0

r-I rf
C.1 ¢ 1.1
CU 0 cdri

analysis

and

design

For the development-of a future environment that
admits and enhances the rational-non-rational-

-extra-rational qualities of individuals, we need
the scientific approach: to observe, rela.te,
abstract, distinguish, deduce--and more. We must
start with an encompassing philosophy. derived
from our values and p:oceed straight throUgh a
whole ( reconnaissance and research, analysis and
design, decision and delivery> system to decision,
and implementation.
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It is the balance of human intellect, emotion, and
spiritthat is critical. The process of creating
the future social, economic, and physical environ-
ment will either steady or tip this balance....In
attempts to decide upon a course in these stress-
ful days, we can and do oversimplify. We are
sometimes told our choice for building the future
envionment is between practical technology (read
"anthill") or spontaneous individual effort(read
"anarchy"). The sensible human choice, of course,
is to take neither. But something must be put in
their place.

We favor enlightened dialogue leaning to specific
action. But the nation needs social inventions
in order to make possible intelligent two-way
dialogue now concerning the future we are headed
into, the 200 million o. us. That's the function of
the proposed non-profit situation and outlook centers.

To avoid becoming a: planned society, kemus,t become
a planning society. It is further suggested that
to achieve. a planning society, we need a dialogue -

which'assumes the good will of'all parties in each
situation and calls upon such techniques of factual
exposition as the computer, graphic displays, and
sethinars.30/

Through the ACCESS process, expert, complex and
abstract information about the future would .be-
come more manageable by society because it would
be as close to people as the "region" with whith
people identify--and oriented to that region. The

process would be credible because it would be kept
up to date and would be open to, supported, chal-
lenged, operated and used by all the special
interest groups of a region (as well as business,

,government and education)--and it would not take

sides, but it would explore options. Its examination
of alternatives would be more understandable'be-
cause it would make full use of all means of

30/Figure and subsequent paragraphs to this foot-_
note edited from Ewald, in Creating
the Human Environment, Urbana; University of

Illinois Press, 1970, p. 17.
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communication, including "interactive graphic tele-

communications".

"Interactive" graphic telecommunications means
visual, "graphic", displays that are made respon-
sive to questions or statements of the viewer.
"Telecommunications" are "any transmission,
emission or reception of signs, signals, written
images and sounds*or intelligence of any nature
by wire, radio, visual or other electromagnetic
systems including any intervening processing and

storage."31/

Modern telecommunications providing for interaction,
with graphic displays may be the major'means to
make interdigciplinary zegional policy research
processes democratic and do-able, even for very
large regions.

.If we are to manage. conserve and develop the
environment, decis ion- makers and society at large,
in a democracy need'to recognize the rates, causes,,
orders of magnitude and complexities of change- -

and the critical nature and timing of decisions
to deal with change. This implies regional
policy research, where communities of people con-
sider more deliberately than ever before the

1

long range future consequences of.decisions which
must also accommodate the present.32/

The center of focus of the ACCESS process is the
official decision-maker of government and business.

In concentric spheres of influence around
the decision maker, the process also includes
first his support staff, consultants, boards

and commissions; then special interest groupg
and concerned citizens, and finally, the

voters.

Without itself taking sides or making decisions,

the 'ACCESS process for regional policy dialogue

31/As defined by the Committee on Telecommunica-__
tions for The National Academy of Engineers,
Peter C. Goldmark, Chairman: Communication
and the Community, NAE, 1972, p. 143.

32/See Footnote 3.
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*provides comprehensible information and citizen
feedback for the regional policy-makers. The

process involVes neutral forums for policy dialogue,
'informed by research, which attempt to understand
choices, consequences and their connection to the

past, the present and the future environment.

Environment is commonly defined as "Surroundings"
or "'all that surrounds" us: the elements of nature
(including Man himself) and the elements created
by Man, artifacts as well as waste products".33/
In this report, the term environment is used in
its broadest possible social and economic, as well

as physical, context.

What interests us most is the mutual relationship
between organisms (including humans.) and their

`environment. That relationship is the definition

Of ecology. For human beings this -is-more-than
a physiological and psychological matter. "Human

ecology" also comprises cultural, social econom-
ical, political and spiritual aspects of environ-

mental relationships.-

THE REGIONAL POLICY-MAKER'

It can be seen that'the term, "regional policy-
maker", as used in the ACCESS process, concerned

with as broad adefinition of environment-as
given above, is all inclusive. Regional policy-

maker included those-who contribute to the formu-
lation of policy as well as those who decide

policy. Both are considered part of "policy-

making" in the ACCESS process. Therefore, inter-
ested citizens, as individuals and as organization
members, or voters, are policy-makers--as are

corporation directors, educational administrators

and government officials, elected OT not.' That
isa substantial expansion of the common use -

of the term policymaker and Contributes significant-
ly to the definition of the ACCESS analysis/
synthesis/communication process.

33 /International Federation for Housing and Plan-
ning Bulletin, June 7, 1971.
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Regional decision -in king is under real time pres-
sures. Yet, it must attempt to take into account
the complexity of interrelationships among many
variables, over different-geographic scales, at
varying inc'rements of time. Simultaneously, it
should account for changing technology, and ack-
nowledge the chasEIng expectations of people.

A listing of assumptions about the regional Polley-
maker may be helpful here; such c: person can be

described as:

(1) an intelligent, basically honest 'generalist";
(2) under political end time pressures to make

decisions;
(3) inadequately informed and full of his own

questions,;
(4) impatient with details, but skeptical of

summaries;
(5) able to give only severely restricted time

for analysis;
(6) suspicious ,of computers (and their program-

mers);
- (7) uncertain about typing into a computer

terminal;
(8) unable to comprehend, unaided, the inter-

relationships of many variables;
(9) probably limited -in his ability to use

maps, charts or graphs;
(10) skeptical about the validity of long- range.

projections (and expert opinions);
(11) limited in his comprehension of develop-

ment factors4 important ,to the region, which
work at different geographic Scales;'

(12) only partially informed regarding technology
and its impact;

(13) not really convinced that, major social and
economic changes are underway;

(14), a believer in adaptation, not radical change;
(15) seeking respected authority on which to base

his decision.34/

34/See Fpotnote 29. P. 3.
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PERCEPTION AND CREDIBILITY

Different groupings and combinations of neoule are
involved in making policy for a region:

(a) an aggregation of public officials without
an established regional., political consti-
tuency;

(b) businessmen and other adminiitiators with
differing short-term concerns, some con-
trolled from outside the 'region;

(c) citizen-based groups which may or may not
be regional in scope, each with different'
purposes in mind; and

(d) many other competent people, including
those in universities and in the profee-
.

sions, who dont't yet relate to "region"
as important to what they do and how
they live. s.

To exchange concepts, issues, infoimetion, analy-
ses, judgments, and feelings about regional issues
with 'these regional policy - makers - -in such a way
that the basic choices buried in pending current
decisions are related to alternative futures- -
requires more than valid analysis and communica-
tion. The process as well as the information it
handles must be accepted as credible. A major
aspect of the credibility of infotmation, obviously,
is Its source. But how the perception of informa-
tion affects credibility is More significant than
the scant attention it has been given to date.
This is a matter not only of how minds are already
"set" when they receive information, but also how
Information is presented to them. The physiology
and psychology of *how we see and receive information
is important to policy-making.

Information, even if it is accurate,
valid and reliable, must be comfortably assimila-
ted by a person, to the point it "feels right",
before it becomes credible. It may be that,
information must become something akin to an
"insight" or "intuition" before it-leads to
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decision. If intuition, in turn, can be defined
as subconscious reasoning, then whatever helps
that reasoning has a significant effect on credi-
bility;

The important point for'the policy- maker -- besides
the accuracy, validity and reliability of the in-
fdrmation, analysis and synthesis proyided--is
whether it is readily assimilated by him. He-

prohably needs to "sense" as well as to calculate
decisions rationally. It can be assumed, how-
ever conscientious the effort; that the informa-
tion and data provided him will almost always be
inconclusive. It is especially important there-
fore, to recognize that infdrmation has to "feel
right" before he can decide with it. (One needs
to"feel somewhat more comfortable with one view
than with others in order to make a decision at
allexcept the decision not to decide.)

.
Ultimately, the policy-maker must leap from the
'best that can be quantified and reasoned, across
what cannot be known,"to his position or decision.
It's a leap of faith, or What policy analyst Sir,
Geoffrey Vickers terms "the passions of judgient, "
(beyond reason alone).'

There are many subjective elements in arriving at
a decision or a position. The purpose for bring-
ing more of the capacities of science and tech-
nology to regional decision-making is to'quantify
those elements which are quantifiable, to convey -

analysis and information with-credibility, to
help synthesize complex problems and to reduce
uncertainty.

Recognizing that all alternatives for each issue
cannot be explicitly stated and then precisely
quantified, there comes recognition of the need
for an accurate, credible r:ocess"that generates
and reinforces sound intuitions in the policy--
maker., Much of the process we are seeking to
invent may evolve in the policy-maker(s) -mi%d(s).
Perhaps we should recognize that what we are at-
tempting with visual communications. eapecially
interactive graphic telecommunications, is to
establish new capabilities for feeding informa-
tion to those minds. An example of that "process"
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.may be how the concept of Spaceship Earth was
quickly "sensed" from the Moon 'photographs taken

by the astronauts,. An entirely new perspective
was grasped. (How puny the words,of astronauts-
comparedto the perception of their photographs!) ,

Yon-verbal graphic symbols communicate to many,

levels simultaneously. Such graphic communica-
tions may become a "universal" language for.
poliCy-makers, managers, workers, learners and

consumers about their region. The same informa-
tion, used differently by researchers, policy-

makers, and the general public, maybe communicated
in the same form; through the same` t'e'chnology,

using the same systems. a

If people do not understand because they fail to
perceive the "whole" of complex systems, because

they lack a "perspective-of reality," perhaps,'by.
using common graphic symbols, people of a region

can perceive more perspectives in common, includ--

ing the understanding that different people, with

the same information, may'arrive at different

perceptions. If so, then-tn facilitate theper-
ception'of "wholes" will be among the greatest
contributions raphic-non-verbal communication
can make to constructive regionarldialogue,35/

INFORMATION, POLICY-MAKINGAND DECISION

In a-democracy both- decision-makets and society

at large must be aware of the rates, causes,
prders of magnitude, complexities and consequences

of change--And the critical nature and timing of
decisions to deal with change., In our times this

means regional policy making informed by research,

where communities of peopleconitdet more delib-
erately than ever before the lbng range future
consequences of decisions whichbmust also accammo-,

date ,the pre'sent.36/

35/this subsection is edited from Ewald, see footnote

29, pp. 4-5.
36/See-footnote 3.
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Information, policy making and decision are each
very big subjects. Information, for instance, is
necessary for decision, but systems which improve
the supply of information are much easiex to
describe than systems t:; improve decisions. It
is important to distinguish between. these two as
Downs has.37/ Knowledge leads to power; the
handling of information is fraught with potential
political impacts. Present technical possibili-
ties for better information handling to improve
the quality of decision will no doubt be realized
in time, but only as the user understands that
potential, and only as the information is made
responsive to him.

...(users) are to a great extent unaware
of what data can be acquired, how to gain
access to the data and how to use it once
it is obtained....It cannot be stressed
too strongly that we have made great strides
in data acquisition but have far to go in
data utilization 38/...frequently (we) do not
understand what characteristics information
must,have in order to be useful for decision -
making." 39/

It is very difficult to change the day-to day
.operations of government (or business, or any other
large enterprise). Unaided- by clear demonstra-
tions of the utility of a government-w,ide informa-
tion-handling system, for instande, there will be
very few leaders able to take on and'-wIn over all
departments of a city or county-at once. Regard-
less of the utility and lower cost of the "total"_ .

approach, department by department resistance can

37/Downs, Anthony, Urban Problems and Prospects,
,Markham Publishing, Chicago, 1970, pp. 251-263.

38/Dr. S. Benedict Levin, ex-Vice President, Earth
Satellite Corporation, testimony before the
Committee on Aeronautical and Space Science of
thle U.S. Senate on 5.2350 and 5.3858 (August 6,
8, 9 and,September 18, 1974).

39,/Frank G. Zarb-, Associate Director, National
--1-

Resources, ,Energy and Science,Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, testimony as above.
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be anticipated. And information-handling techno-

logy is still improving at a rate that provides

a reasonable argument against a city or county-wide

application "now".

The ACCESS project in its 3-5 year demonstration
stage would afford a demonstration of the relation
of governmental departments to a region-wide re-

gional policy information and dialogue system.

'There remains also a major question about policy

t making. Hor open should it be? And who should

decide? "Openness" is desirable as long as it
is not perverted to play tricks with a process to
avoid decision. "Sunshine" laws can probably go

too far, but clandestine and paternalistic sorts
of decision making already have. "Black and white"
positions on such issues are not; in themselves,

reasonable.

"The best evidence of anthropology, as Franz

Boas pointed out, is that the-judgment of the

masses is sounder than they judgment of the-,
classes on broad questions t of policy, where
sentiments and values are concerned. This

doctrine must not be perverted into a claim

for the common man's expeirtness.in-technical
or artistic matters. "40 /

The balance of people and expertise is at issue.
The reasoned view in these times is more often

"both/and" rather than "ei,iher/or". The ACCESS

pfocess, employing visualized regional policy
dialogue, facilitates the "both /and" approach.

I

At least as important as the accuracy and timeli-

ness of the information required for regional ,

policy making today is whether it is understood

and believed. Confidence lin the objectivity olf

the organization that mans es the information/
process itself is a vital aspect of that infoirma-

tion. The ACCESS design p
responsive

a nori=profiit

organization constituted by

40 /Kluckholn, Clyde, Mirror f4 Man, New York, Fau-

cett World Library, A Premier Book, 1960; p. 197.
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to the many different interest groups of a
region to finance, staff and direct the ACCESS
process.

DESIGN THROUGH ACTION/RESEARCH

Design of the ACCESS process is to be found, in
part, only in the doing. The ACCESS project as
research, therefore, has confounded =ore than a
few."' Real issues, people, experiences and cir-
cumsta ces of the region selected are in them-
selves important parts of the project,,and the
means for refining the design for the ACCESS
process. Obviously, they cannot be "controlled
variables" as is true in physical and natural
science research. The ACCESS project is, and

- must remain open to, and involve,a broad spectrum
of interest groups, each contending differently
with the changing and conflicting realities of
the region. It cannot know in advance precisely
"how" to go about the design it is involving the
people of the region in creating. - The "how" is
actually a major part of what the project is
attempting to explore and learn.

As an action/research project ACCESS has -been
'neither "action" the way local civic organizations
or city councils think of the term, nor is it
traditional "research". To many traditional
scientists ACCESS may look suspiciously like a
demonstration project. "Demonstration" happens
to be the appeal of ACCESS to most mission-
oriented federal agencies. They seek specific
"demonstrations" to provide solutions to problems
leading to direct application nationwide.

To combine action with research, people and tech-
nology, society with science (and each of these
with each of the others'at the regional level) in
these fast-changing times, requires not only pre-
cise but many different kinds of knowledge. The
ACCESS project asserts that the opportunity needs
to bg created to study means to work that know-
ledge into specific issue resolution with "wisdom".
"Wisdom", as it is conventionally defined, is
seen as more likely to occur through regional
policy dialogue. Such dialogue must recognize
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and facilitate the potential for different con-
tributions from many different people for self-

government by enlightened citizens.

An impediment to NSF continuation with the ACCESS
project is the "action/research/demonstration"
character of ACCESS research. The ACCESS project
approach, while rigorous, and open to evaluation, is
interdisciplinary and it is not orthodox "scientific

method." This has made it difficult to review and

fund ACCESS from the 'start. Even though the National
Science Foundation, in its RANN program, has
the primary national charge for the relatively
unknown business of learning how to apply science

to civilian human affairs, the traditional basic

scientific research orientation of its review

process makes this difficult.

"We claim we- live-an a scientific era, but
the truth is that, as presently managed, the
scientific enterprise is too lopsided to
allow science to be of much use in the
conduct of human affairs. Scientists shy

away from the problems posed by human life
because these are not readily amenable to

study by the orthodox methods of the natural

sciences."41/

Similarly, the people of a region must have practical
demonstrations, in the early stages of an ACCESS-

like project, to warrant their continued cooperation

and future support. What will they accept as
"practical" (that is still a bona fide innovation,

with its attendant high cost when high-skill tech-

nology is involved)? As to federal agencies, their

requirements for demonstrations are often so

narrowly constrained by Congress that the relation-

ship of functions attended-by different agencies

is slighted. Or jurisdiction over a function can be

so rigidly specified by current-realities that even

innovative one-time explorationd may be difficult

to support.

41/Dubos, Rene. So Human an Animal, New York,

Charles Scribner and Sons, 1968, p. 216.
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ACCESS Research
BASIC
ELEMENTS QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

1.

People Who is to be involved, to design, construct,
and use the ACCESS process?

2.
Policy
_Questions

.
.

What are the important policy questions, re-
gardless of what specific regional policy
issue is being examined? '

,3.
Interiela-
tionships*

What is the relation of ACCESS to other insti-
tutions in the region and to such processes
as federal, state and local government?

4.

Social
Processes

What are the social process options available
and used to address and communicate aliout the
important policy questions?

5.

Intellec-
tual Tools

What are the dntellectual tools available
and used to address the policy questions?

6.

Technologi-
cal Tools

What are the technological tools available
and used to address and communicate about
the important pOlicy questions?

7.

Institution-
Organization

.

What is the institution for the ACCESS process
its bylaws, organization and membership?

8.

Resources
What are the resources needed to operate the
institution an'd process, for example, funds,
staff- and facilities?

9.

Evaluation What are the methods and criteria for evaluat-
ing ACCESS' policies, actions) impacts and design'

10.
,

Utilization
What are the means for using the products
produced by the ACCESS process, within and
outside the region?
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Design Matrix
DESIGN PHASE ACTIVITY

. _

T

NEXT STEPS
work products status 1 yr pilot 3-5 yr tes

survey and
invitation

_.

diverse, skilled

persons involved

.

ACCESS concept not

widely understood,
but becoming known,
assimilated

surveys and
community involve-
sent to be
deepened

ACCESS staff,
expert roster,
leadership to be

established

regional policy,
information

functions defined

two regional test
issues selected,
basis of prototype
analysis and
presentation set

study of
alternatives
established as
policy

basic policy
questions to be
defined, tested

.

means To pick

policy issues for
regional study
to be set

. local and federal
agency discussion,
group study

liason persons
identified,

involved

informal relation-
ships established

formal interest

of government,
university,
institutions to be

tested

basic formal
working relations
to be established

media,media, meetings,
study, dialogue,
survey

publicity, ACCESS
organization

policy, dialogue

procedures
defined

involvement and
impact of process
to be tested

outreach,
education and
research transfer
techniques to be
refined

qurveyg, workshops,
consultant and

group study

r

computer programt,
survey, data needs
identified for
Pilot Test

subcontracted
work for Pilot
Test specified

geo=based data,
biblibgraphy of
sources, other
tools to be
defined or studied

region-wide system,
data base, projec-
tions,programs, etc
to be tested

computer polling
:amilled: cable

FV/rompoter
compatibility
established

Regional Situation
Room defined,
sited, initiated,

equipment for
Pilot Test
selected

-tools tested,
interactive system
to be selected

interactive
system tools to
be tested

diverse sponsor,
and membership

BO person
organization;
29 Advisory Board,
9 Executive
Committee

basis established
for incorporation

ACCESS project
assimilated into
Community Arts
Assn. (1nc.1923)

corporate form,

relation to uni-
versity'to be
finalized

'

ASLAF and local
support realized,

NSF support
doubled

basic objectives
of initial grant
for Design Phase

realized

federal support
broadened
considerably

university as
applicant, federal
lead agency and
support established

basis for sustained
public, private
utility, education
service charge sup-
port"to be tested

qite visits,
national evalua-
Lion, peer review

favorable evalua-
tion, broad
government support

national signi-
(icance of study
area established

_

policy, program;
operations, audio-
visual communica -

tion to be eval-,
uated

cost-benefit,
scale, scope,
operations; system
impact to be
evaluated

W. Washington,
national confer-
ence, NSF & other
federal agency
presentations

audio-visual
and published
reports

reports and films
suitable for
reproduction

nationwide
distribution to
be sought

,..

ACCESS process to
be adopted as
Bi-centennial Era
prototype; other
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THE DESIGN TO DATE

Resionar.policy making concerning the conserva-
tion and development of the environment is complex,
difficult, important--and in need of improvement.
Progress is being made in managing the environ-
ment in different places throughout the country,
including in Santa Barbara County, but there are
few who would claim they had mastered environ-
mental management, policy research and citizen
involvement.

Purpose

The purpose of the ACCESS project is to design
and test a new process for considering regional
issues and options which would be applicable to
other areas of the nation, as well as to the
South Coast 'Region of Santa Barbara County.
'(The South Coast Region, 10 x 60 miles, 163,000
people, is a small example of typical regions and
their processes.)

Issues include conservation and development of
the region and.its people in the overall context
of Quality of Life, as defined in the region:

- Work and Recreation

- Health and Education

- Energy and Environment

- Water Supply and Land Use

- Transportation and Communication

- Population Growth aad Distribution

The ACCESS project involves the use, where appro-
priate, of science and technology to help study
and communicate about regional issues and options.
In the ACCESS process being designed, science
and technology are regarded as means to help solve'
problems in regional decision-making rather than
as ends in themselves. It is anticipated that the
results of a number 'of recent federally sponsored
research projects, as yet little used, would be
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tested and incorporated into the ACCESS process,
beginning with the ACCESS Pilot Test.

The ACCESS project is especially concerned to
establish the competence and credibility of the

process itself and is keenly aware of the contribu-
tion of communication to that end. Interactive
graphic telecommunication is an essential 'component
of.the ACCESS process (along with all visual media- -

models, aerial photography, graphs, etc.).

The importance of visual communication to the de-

sign of the ACCESS process is in the fact that visual
communication has a capability to deal with con-

cepts, abstractions and multiple relationships,
across different knowledge bases, in ways that can

open the way to more creative understanding, in-
volvement and resolution of complex problebs.

The ACCESS project is concerned with designing

means to make complexity comprehensible. Forthe pur-

poses of policy makers, including public partici-

pants, this is believed to.entail visual communica-
tion by means of color, pattern, motion, and sound

enhanced by its being responsive to queries and

statements of the user.

While not contending that "the medium is the
message", the ACCESS project does take a stand

that in these fast-moving times, without the
correct medium there may be no adequate message.

Complexity, interrelatedness, expectations, rate
of change--and the desire to affect change, combine
to suggest that the stress today on resources,
environment and on people call for some break-

throughs in communication applications. Fortunate-

ly the technology needed for regional policy-
making is at hand. However, it is in need of

selection, combination, refinement, and test

applications.42/

'42/See Footnote 29.
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Characteristics

The characteristics of the'ACCESS process, when
fully designed and implemented, can be stated as:

(1) Regional in scope;

(2) Based in the voluntary association sector;'

(3) Informed by research;

(4) Making relevant use of appropriate science
and-technology;

(5) Equipped with a "Regional Situation Room"
with the capacity for information processing
and graphic display that is interactive;

(6) A means to focus the information, education,
research and-organization resources of,a
region to study and communicate about regional
problems and options;

(7) The capacity to pose-alternatives and trace
the possible future consequences of current
actions, events or_decisions;

(8) An open, interactive process that involves
policy-makers, including interested citizens_
all elements of the public, and a wide range
of organizational resources in the region;

(9) Feedback by means of which citizens may
communicate with policy-makers concerning
regional policy problems and options while
remaining neutral itself.;

(10) A means by which releVant NSF and other
agency research can be applied;

11) A way to solve regional problems by means
of improved perceptions and consensus about
regional issues and at the same time, to
strengthen freedom and self government.

(12) Aneutral forum for dialogue that does not
take sides or implement policy.
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TEN BASIC DESIGN ELEMENTS

A significant part of the work of the Design Phase
was the isolatiOn and definition of the ten'basic
elements of the ACCESS 'process. (It may be helpful

at this point to refer to the diagram depicting
the Evolution of the ACCESS Concept. [pages 30-31].)
These ten elements have become the context and
structure for both the one year Pilot Test and the

1-5 year Region-wide System Research Demonstration
and Verification, The extent of community interface
and the context of ACCESS- research is given in the
ACCESS Research Design Matrix, 'page 56.' What
follows here is a discussion of that chart:

(1) .People

People are the most important, dynamic and pervasive

of the ten basic ACCESS elements. People as
N"uncontrolled variables" enormously complicate
the research design, but that is the nature of the
ACCESS process and the difficulty. of this sort of

applied research. 0

Who is to design, construct and use the.ACCESS

process? Who will select issues, define options

and consequences and approve their presentation?
What people of scientific and professional exper-

tise; what decision makers, citizens, educators,
spokesmen for various.points of view and differing
interests are to be involved to use research,

appraise options, facilitate technological
assessment and technology transfer?

Design Phase.- the ACCESS project has been cited by

experienced lOcal community leaders as the most
diverse assembly of people and cababilities in the

South Coast Region. ,This diversity is a require-

ment of, interdisciplinary regional policy research
and a .ncessity if its work is to be credible. At

the Design Stage this broad an involvement without
"practical demonstration" has served only to intro=
duce theeconcept in the region: It cannot be said'

it is well understood.

Pilot Test. A separate group of citizens will be
organized from the region to help define each
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policy alternative for the, two pilot issues
selected. The expertise required for aysembling and
,presenting these alternatives, will be subcontracted
to the Forest Service and the.University of California,- -
subject to citizen guidance. During this period the
survey to develop a machine readable roster of skilled
and experienced people will be continued.

System Test. The 3-5 year system test will provide
the continuity required to select and train staff,
to identify strong leaders and educators and to ,

-develop skill and expegencg rosters and liason with
special groups and hird'to-reach minorities.

2

(2) Policy Questions

For each regional issue study thtre are basic policy
questions to answer. The emphasis, specifics and
details or difficulty of agalys.is and presentation
for any given issue will vary, but it is possible
to address each issue, wti.th a standard spt of questions.

+

_What is the problem? What'arerits causes? What
are the options (goals and means) for coping with the

,problem? With reiard to the options: What are
the impacts;`' problems of and principles fOr
implementation; conditVtons for success; costs
and benefits; criteria for evaluation; trade-
offs; priority'; and recommendation?

Design Phase. Through a se-ries of deductive work
sessions the diverse membership of ACCESS
established the function and the issues which cseeme
most appropriate for an initial demonstration-''of
ACCESS process capabilities, The function selected-
was for ACCESS to serve as a.neutral.regional forum.
The issues it selected to examine for options and
long term consequences were: ..1) fuel break§ in
the Santa Ynez Mountains,,, and 2) the impactof
,water quality and quantity on land use.

Pilot Test. The first basic p'olicy to be demon-
strated is that the ACCESS process can without
bias, identify and communicate policy choices'and
consequences of selected regional issues. The ,

experience of this practical test is itself expec-
ted to help clarify and refine the set of basic
policy questions that will,make the,ACCESS process
operative:
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System Test. The issues which the regional forum

will examine are in eheiselves a potential source

of bias. (A region-wide accepted procedure for

selecting study issues, such as ballot initiatives

or referenda will be established for the System

Test. At that time other functions such as

secondary or adult environmental education and an

information clearing house may be tested as well.)

(3) Interrelationships

The ACCESS project admits the complexity of reality.
This requires that relations be developed with insti-
tutions and sources of decision and information at
the federal,. state, and local level. The acknowledg-
ment of real and vital interrelationship;is a basic
means by which the total context of- any given policy.

question can most readily be identified. For instance,
certain issues can be resolved at the local level

\ while others are matters for national decision

(which may be-influenced with competent regional
\analysis and presentation). Also the context of cer-
tain issues may be'More-eConomic than aesthetic, or
Conversely, but both are involved, etc'.

The ACCESS process intends to assemble and make.avail-
able skills and tools that no one existing institution
cnn afford or appropriately operate. In that ACCESS
tikes no policy decisions itself, nor attempts to

implement any, it should be able to sustain relations

wi61 diverse groups. These groups may themselves be
continually combining in coalitions, often temporarily,
regarding a

-
specific issue.

Design Phase. The acceptance /of the ACCESS project
to date has been for its theory of the contribution
of communication, involvement, education, and
feedback to general planning and policy- making.
Locally and nationally, agency presentations,
discu4sions and study have served to- provide
official letters or resolutions of'support and to
establish liason persons and tentative discussions
of futyre involvement.

Pilot Test, From theSe informal beginnings, formal
interest and specific offers of support have grown,
especially within federal agencies which recognize
in the ACCESS project a potential' approach for
research and learning in some of their toughest
problem areas--credibility, involvement, rational.
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understan ding. Research into the presentation
of issues is underfunded. The ACCESS process
is now ready for testing on a pilot basis with
the University of California as applicant
and a consortium of federal agencies with related
missions as funders and users of ACCESS project
research. The community-university-federal agency
relationship is"the core of the national prototype
ACCESS is intended to become.

;

System Test. From the Pilot Test it willbe
possible to "define and formalize relationships,
services, financing sources regarding federal
state and local government--and with education and
business.

(4) Social Processes

"Social Processes" are the methods by-which people
of the region are involved in addressing important
policy questions. This includes such factors as
duration, sequence and organization of the activi-
ties for the dialogue; number and roles of the
individuals involved; geographic scope; and
remoteness of the issue addressed 'in terms of time,
space and level of abstraction.

,Who and how many individuals are involved? In
what way? What activities do they perform? fling

are the individuals-and activities organized?

Design Phase. First, a score of diverse
regional institutions were committed as sponsors.
Then the ACCESS ad hoc committee identified indivi-
duals whose primary work became the business of
contributing to the study group which they had
joined. This interest was sustained by the
satisfactions of involvement and ultimately led
to the recognition of the establishment of an
ACCESS organization and its policy dialogue function.

Pilot Test. Work on the issues selected for pilot
study will demonstrate the capability of the
process to a) identify and involve local leaders
with experience and expertise related to specific
regional issues and b) make a valuable contribu-
tion to the education of individuals and to improv-
ing regional policy decisions. \\
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System Test. Having "indicated" by the Pilot Test

the potential of the ACCESS process. the work of
the System Test will be to examine, test and

refine the ability of ACCESS to provide practical

services, learning experience and research as they

relate to the "Quality of Life" in the region.

(5) Intellectual Tools

The uncertainty and complexity involired in regional

issues call for an awareness, skill and selection

of the appropriate "intellectual tools" to help

address basic policy questions. These tools include,

for example: trend extrapolation; use of expert

opinion; Delphi; relevance trees; scenario writ-

ing; checklists; PERT charts; cost benefit, cost

effectiveness, risk and sensitivity analysis; his-

torical analogy; model building, gaming and simula-

tion; decision theory; decision treed; matrices;

cross-impact analysis; networks: morphological

analysis; statistical correlation; planning,

programming and budgeting systems; and manage-

ment by objectives.

Design Phase. Traditional survey, workshops, consul-:-

tant, staff and group study were the means by whfch

the intellectual tools for the Pilot Test were

identified. Data availability for'instancet was a

determinant of'the test issues'selectd.
University and other experts helped identify

the computer prograti techniques for research

presentation.

Pilot Test. The number of intellectual tools to be

employed will be expanded, and described as they are

used to examine the .Pilot Tnst issues. Further,

the Pilot Test will establish the principles and

technique for the geo-data base and the compiletion

of a machine readable bibliography of data

sources for the region. An initial cost-benefit

study of region wide systems proposed will be attempted.

System Test. The definition, ordering, develop-

ment and application of a whole range of tools will

be possible within the continuity of the 3-5 year

Regionwide System Test. These would include an

accessible interactive data base, simulation,

feedback and more'.
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(6) Technological Tools

Technological tools useful to synthesize and
display issues and options include: maps and
physical models; aerial photography and satellite
imagery; gaming and simulation; computer model-
ing--involving the use of interactive computer
graphic's; citizen polling and feedback systems
and broadcast and cable television.

Telecommunications are important to the analysis,
accessibility and compreilension of regional policy
data. The data will be experienced first in
visualized dialogue in the Regional Situation
Room (described in the subsection that folloWs).
Ultimately, coaxial cable television will help
provide the capability to study and communicate
about regional problemsiand options, and to obtain
feedback and stimulate discussion throughout the
region.

Design Phase. With the ,assigtafice of consultants
the project established the feasibility of computer
Rolling to stimulate dialogue, of making computer
graphics compatible with two -way /coaxial cable
television in the region, and defining the
Regional Situation Room concept. -tven'impleMented
with traditional equipment, the Situation Room
was crucial to the completion of the DeSign Phase
as planned. The equipment required .for the Regional
Situation Room for the Pilot Test. Was selected
(see p. 100) as well as that to be used in
creating the alternatives.

Pilot Test. The presentation of chosen options
and their consequences, for each policy issue, will
incorporate the, use of computer assisted graphics'.
During this test the technological tools to be
used in the 3-5 year System Test will be determined.

System Test. The pilot test will determine the
extent of an interactive region-wide system
for graphic telecommunications using coaxial
television. The research and demonstrations
to test it will be carried zut in the System Test.
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(7) Institution - Organization

A claim of the ACCESS concept is that as, the long

range consequences of sensitive regional policy
issues are more clearly understood and more

broadly communicated, challenges of credibility
will increase in importance. The credibility of
the organization that manages the process which
studies and communicates about the future ";Quality

of Life!.: in the region will greatly affect its
If the process is to function as intended,

there must be community acceptance "of both the

competence and the objectivity of that Organization.

Design Phase. To assure the region of the integrity

of the ACCESS project, widespread and diverse \
involvement was sought from the outset.; Sponsors

and participants, both chosen and self - selected
contributed to the project, and funds were managed

through a national professional societTfoundation,
The American Society of Landscape Architects

1

Foundation.

TNase who were particularly concerned with the
management of the ACCESS process joined- -the study

;group on organization in May 1974, and examined

alternative organizational forms, including
existing institutions in the region.

()Ace the functions and requirements of the ACCESS

process were clarified, the 80-100 members,
organized in six study groups, established a 29

person AdviSory Board with A 9 person ExecUtive

Committee. A subcommittee reported to the Board on

the sort of broadly representative non-profit
corporation that seemed most appropriate.

Pilot Test. As it has developed, the University of

California, Santa Barbara will take responsibility

for the ACCESS project Pilot Test. Coordination of

the University's study and research with the region,

and the involvement of policymakers will be managed
through the venerable Community Arts Association,
incorporated as a non-profit citizen's organization

in 1923.
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System Test. The investigation of the ACCESS
process, having been soundly based in the
community during the Pilot Test, will be further
refined and formalized. By the close of this
stage a competent staff should be trained and
experienced enough to take over from the
Principal Investigator.

(8) Resources

Resources, as defined here, include the staff.
participants, funds and facilities required,
for the ACCESS process. Meaningful local
involvement in the project from the outset
was considered essential if the ACCESS concept
was to "take hold" and be adapted to the
region, as well as to provide evidence to
NSF of the region's genuine interest. By
June 1973, broad regional support for the
Principal Investigator's concept was evidenced
by the diverse sources of the $12,000 that
was committed. NSF awarded $67,500 in
January 1974.

Design -Phase. The timing of the NSF award con-
tributed considerably to the delay and resource
requirements of getting underway. The presence
and mode of operation of the ACCESS project was
dramatized by opening its public efforts with
the Regional Situation Room., With additional
local in-kind resources, and a doubling of NSF
funds through supplemental grants, the objective's
set for -the Design Phase were realized. During
this time,briefings made by the Principal Investi-
gator included representatives not only of various
departments of NSF but many federal agencies.
These introductions to the -ACCESS concept paved
the_way for p-resentatione, which were made in 1975
to each federal department.

Pilot Test. The shift of the ACCESS project's
broad sponsorship from the Research Applied to
National Needs (RANN) program of NSF to the
Department of Environmental*Educationin the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare has
maintained federal agency interest in and financ-
ing of the ACCESS project. Local funds are
not being sought in this stage, whiCh is intended
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as a national demonstration of the ACCESS concept

rather than as an'immediate resolution of a local

problem.)

System Test. Given the national' recognition of

the ACCESS project, its successful operation
during the Pilot Test is intended to locate the

national, state and local support required to

sustain a 3-5 year Region-wide System Demonstra-

tion and Verification. The basis for
sustained public, private, utility and
education support (and fees charged) will

depend on the feasibility and scope
of services provided.

(9) Evaluation

To rigorously examine policies, actions, impacts
and design of the ACCESS process requires documen-

tation, close monitoring, wise judgment and th,e
sophisticated application of evaluative research.
Validation of the ACCESS process will involve
_quite different methods and criteria than those
common to the natural and physical sciences. The

nature of ACCESS as a research project has been
implied by its avoidance of the term "experiment."
Experiment implies control of variables, or the

use of a control group in research design,that is

simply not possible for the. ACCESS sort of complex,

applied social science research project.

Instead, the term "national prototype" has been

used to desCribe the ACCESS research Rigorous

examination of the project by recognized experts
who understand the purpose of the project, yet
are independent of it, has been an integral part
of its research' design to date.

Design Phase. During the Design Phase the NSF

program manager visited the ACCESS project thiee

times, a team was sent by NSF to examine the

project in June 1974 before the first supplemental
grant was approved, and in-July 1974, the mid-pro-

ject national evaluation took place in Santa

Barbara. All these, and the sum of the peer

reviews of theNSF application for the Pilot Test
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recognized the significance of the national
problem that the ACCESS project confronts.

During this time the broadening of federal agency
interest and the sustaining of local support was
itself a form of evaluation.

Pilot Test. Evaluation during the Pilot Test has
been designed to promote an independent assessment
of the workability of. the ACCESS concept with
respect to the elements that are involvedin the
pilot issues. A student control group, specialized
(fuel break and water) knowledge group and -the
public thatis involved will be surveyed. In addition,
responses and interactions of persons taking part
in the ACCESS process will be monitored for the
extent to which issues are narrowed or broadened,
the intensity of feelings And the degree, of
polarization. This evaluation is to be conducted
by researchers of the University of California,
Santa Barbara, not involved in the development of
the ACCESS project.

System Test. The 3-5 year span of the System Test,
will perbit sophisticated use of evaluatiVe
research not possible during the one year Pilot
Test. The impact of various modes of visual
communication and interaction through graphic
telecommunication will be measured and cost-
benefit studies of services provided. User evalua-
tion within the region will be-an important part
of the test leading to a matching of the scope
of services to the scale of region.

(10) Utilization

_Utilization refers to the transfer of the
perspective, process or products produced by the
ACCESS project. A major factor of utilization is
simply that understanding of the project, and what
it has learned be widely' disseminated. Another
major factor is to structure the research itself,
so that -it has the potential of wide application.

The South Coast Region of Santa Barbara County
has been identified as both unique and typical of
other regions. It is unique in its small scale
combined with being rich in interest, research
capabilities and facilities. It.is typical in
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the content, entities, and manner in which policy

making for the region is undertaken. Research

-which the ACCESS project undertakes is structured

for maximum utilization elsewhere.

Design Phase. Briefings to NSF and other federal
agencies, national conferences, reports and tele-

vision production have documented and begun the
dissemination of the work of the ACCESS project.

These reports are suitable for reproduction and
national distribution.

The project approached the design of the ACCESS
process and the subsequent Pilot.Test as a poten-

tial "standard" from which all regions could learn.

While this approach was not expedient. to winning
local support it has helped assure the trans-,
ferability of what is"learned through,the ACCESS

project.

Pilot Test. Both ACCESS members and mid -project
national evaluators agreed that a Pilot Test was

a necessary prelude to a 3-5 year System ,Test.

There was need for evidence within the region of

how the ACCESS processworked in order to determihe
whether it would. -be used.7--Tke two test issues

selected carried out, and the visual pre-
sentations of alternatives provided, in a manner

that shows .the process is,indeechtransferable
to other issues and to other regions.

System Test. The 3-5 year System 'Test would vastly

expand national dissemination begun urijig the
Design.Phase and made more explicit in the Pilot

Test. By that time, visual productions would be-

come a routine output of the project and the rela-

tion to federal, state and local agency programs

established. ACCESS, as a national prototype of

citizen involvement and policymaking for the future

could help provide an example, during the Bicenten-

nial Era, of-how citizens and regions of the
United States can solve the problems which confront

them while at the same time, they protect and
strengthell 'freedom and representative self-govern-

ment.

THE REGIONAL SITUATION ROOM

A'major component of the, ACCESS process and focus

of its research is the"Regional Situation Room."
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The Regional Situation Room is a facility which
.provides a new means for science and technology to
make their -contribution to public policy making.
It is a direct descendent of and combines elements
of the New England town meeting and NASA's Command-
and Contror Centers.

Definition A "Situation Room" is a physical loca-
tion in which problems, trends, options and the

. results of policy-related research can be displayed_
graphically in a form which decision-makers, includ-
ing the public, can more readily see, comprehend,
interact with and discuss.

Uses The uses of ategional Situation Room are:

(a) to monitor the flow of information relevant
to ongoing basic planning activities and
systematically tb collect acid disseMinate
that information which is particularly
important to informed public discussions of
major issues;

(b) to establish neutral forums for policy
dialogue and graphic communication of
complex policy problems and options;

(c) to synthesiie, analyze and communicate prob-
lems and options, including costs, benefit's,
and risks;

(d) to make available a means whereby citizens
and policy - makers can more easily and in-
tuitively see and understand the critical
elements and interactions of large complex
problems and to obtain a sense of the degree
of ignorance and uncertainty concerning
such problems;

(e) to enable individuals who are in potential
conflict to focus on the problem "out there"
displayed through the use of various graphic
techniques;

(f) to provide a means to develop better percep.
tions and cons:nsus on problems and options,
and. through the 1.rocess of dialogue, to
-develop shared values, increased trust and
agreement about Annirnhle cho-fr.es.
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(g) . to design procedures which will promote broad
public discussion of issues and ensure that
citizens' views will be more frequently and
seriously considered by policymakers;

(h) to strengthen long-range regional planning,
emphasizing the need to take into account
the future consequences of present actions
and policies;

(i) to stimulate the creation of new forms of
planning action where traditional techniques
have proven insufficient to cope with the
special problems and pressures of radical
economic and-social change; and

(j) to use and experiment with the vast possibil-
ities of the new information collection,
analysis and display technologies, for ex-,
ample, remote sensing, photogrammetry,
computer generated-graphics, simulation, and-
gaming.

Principles If Regional Situation Roams are to
contribute, via policy dialogue, to improved under -

standing- and consensus, principles for their use

should include:

- Graphic techniques to display problems, options
and impact;

- Dialogue based on reasoned argumerit-wil-evidence;

- Presentation of a range of alternative future
long ternr states of the environment and society;

Stated impacts of trends-, problems, a nd optioni

made as objectively as possible;

- Attempt to state the probability 'of' occurrence
connected with any impact or trend, and the

degree of ignorance and uncertainty associated
with any factual statement;

- Agreement among proponents of varying viewpoints
on the accuracy of the portrayal of their position;

- Presentations from individuals representing a
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range of poinis of view. -(The Regional Situation
,Room should not become a propaganda tool for any
one group or policy option.)

NASA'soperationscontrol centers, and its much
simpler but vital conference room installations,
come the closest to providing a "Regional Situation
Room" prototype. NASA's need for simultaneously
managing the "real title" operations, of scores of-

satellites has caused it to develop techniques
which suggest how "real time" access to complex
data and information bases can be developed.

;
Making-policy for regions is not thersame as making
decisions in NASA, but there is a similarity to be
found in the need to know--a lot--from any sources,
.accurately and quickly. *

t._

Du ring any given year, regional policy-makers are
concerned with reports, budgets and projeCts that
total hundreds of items. Any of these matters
may beldropped or picked up several-times during
the year. b

Policy-makers never have enough time for total
comprehension of their subject Matter. They need
whatever` facility can be provided to reduce .the
likelihood of resorting to over - simplification in
order to reach any decision at all. The cumula-
tive negative effect of decisions so made is
evident in the environment-all around us. But
there is a limit to the time decision-makers oan,
devote to each issue. And there is a limit to
the policy formulation and staff analysis that is
possible. Still, the necessity for decision
persists.

ti
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IV. DESIGN PHASE

Following specific regional commitments made in
June 1973, the ACCESS Project Design Phase was
funded January 15, 1974, by the Office of Explora-
tory-Research and Problem Assessment in NSF/RANN
with a grant of $67,\500. Ultimately ,$12,G00 in
local contributions and $5,600 of in-kind support
came from the governments and 25° diverse indivi-
duals and inatOutions Of the South Coast Region
of Santa Barbara County, California. three sub-
sequent grants by NSF have raised NSF support to
a total of $132,300.

This section of the report describes the' evolution
of the ACCESS project, its accomplishments and
the__lessons tolbe learned from it to date.
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EVOLUTION OF THE ACCESS PROJECT

_
ACCESS as a project has been developed in
the South Coast Region in large measure because
of the region's long history of effective
citizen action to protect fts'environment. , While

. the concept for the ACCESS\ rocess evolved from
the Principal Investigator's professional exper-
ience, it has developed to is present state be-

. cause of, the South Coast Region. Putting the
conceptAogether with the region's experience has
been the work of the project.-

k -,..

,The ACqgSS project "Regional Situation Room"., fur-
ther, h4s similarities to Harold Lasswell's "Social
Planetarium" and "Decision Seminars". There is
even possibly a subliminal debt owed to Dr.
Lasswell's earlier experience43/, although the /

ACCESS concept did evolve separately. Recognition
of this prior experience led to the selection of:

1

Harold Lasswell as chairman of the ACCESS natio al
evaluation team in Jttly 1974.

43/Harold D. Lasswell, Professor Emeritus of Law
and Political Science, Yale University, wrote in
the 1930's about "decision seminars", (defined)
in Gary Brewer's "Dealing with Complex Social
Problems:---The Potential of the 'DE-Cision
Seminars' ", RAND, 1972,as organized "for context -
specific, disciplined, integration of diverse
perspectives and purposes to solve problems".)
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ACCESS first became the acronym for the South
Coast Region Troject in4an early 1973 press re-
ledse that detailed the concept and the reasons
for selecting the region.44/ Earlier examples of
.ways to explain important factors of policy making
with graphics are _evident in work of the Principal
Investigator since 1946. .Among the Most directly
related prior experience were studies for Winthrop
Rockefeller's Arkan%as Industrial Development
Commission (1958); Governor Nelson R. Rockefeller's
Office for Regional Development (1964); President John

F...Kennedy's Appalachian Institute Committee
(1964').-45/ Also the national consultation on THE NEXT
FIFTY YEARS, the Future Environment of a Democracy ,
(1966-1970) addressed head -on the potential con-

, flict of technology and society and specifically
addressed the.possible involvement of the non-profit
institutions in helping to resolve this conflict.46/

The first mention of the South Coast Region as

the site for a national explorative test of a new

process to improve regional policy making was

at the Edison Electric Institute conference in
Santa Barbara, January 27-29, ,1972. Fifty invited
persons representing the viewpoints of business,
government, research, foundations, environmental
and other institutions met with 25 utility execu-
tives to critique the Principal Investigator's
paper which suggested the "ACCESS,Process".47/

The evolution of the ACCESS' concept into a funded
project from that point has already been summarized in

44/Santa Ba*rbara News Press, February 25, 1973. .

45/The Arkansas Encyclopedia, Little Rock, AIDC,

1958; CHANGE/CHALLENGE/RESPONSE - A 60 Year
Development Policy for New York State; Albany,
1964; Report of the Appalachian I titute
Committee, Washington, EDA, 1966.

46/SeeFOotnote5,especially Environment and Policy,
pp. 446-453.

47/See Footnote 3.
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Section II, SUMMARY, p. T7. Next It may be use-
ful to state more spedifically the reasons
for selecting the South Coast Region for the
project, the issues in Lhe region, and ACCESS project
activities during the Design Phase.

CHARACTERISTICS OrTHE SOUTH'COAST REGION

The South Coast Region of Santa Barbara
County, California is a very small region 'that is
particularly rich in environmental concerns,
institutional resources and articulated, perceptions.
A manageable exploration in this region has
the potential of achievement more quickly and

economically than in, the large scale regions in
which the process being studied might ultimately

be applied.

.,,After the oil spills of 1969, experienced South
Coast Region citizens helped bring th'e nation to

a new awareness of threats to the environment.
They seemed; therefore, to offer an exceptional
opportunity to demonstrate how science and tech-
nology, in the hands of local government and
citizens, can be used to implement further a con-
servation ethic uncommon to the world. The mini-
region which was proposed as this possibility is an area
10 x 60 miles, from the Ventura County line at

Rincon Point to,Point Conception; from the ridge
ofthe Santa Ynez Mountains out into the Santa
Barbara Channel; centered on the Cey of Santa
Barbara. This South Coast Region f,163,000 people,
various incorporations,,water districts and school

adistricts, has certain dvantges as the locale
for an exploration to improve regional policy

making:48/

(1) The mountains and the sea define the area
clearly, making ie easily understandable
as a "region";

(2) There is- a tradition of active, organized,

48/See Foopnote 28, pp. 21-25.
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local citizen l'eadership, probably much more so
than in most other places. (Since this -
experimental effort would tie in a major way a
communication test, it is an:especially critical
asset to have many different organizations
through which to involve people);

(3) The region already has in its focus the basic
national issues of transportation, water,
energy,' growth;

(4) The Area, the population, the number of pub-
lic jurisdictioni, and settlements are large
enough to serge as a regional model, but
not so large as to be unmanageable for a
research - dialogue demonstration;

The region (600 square miles) is all within
one county, (2,700 square miles, With'163,000
of the county's 283,000 popUlation--with a
competent, traditional county government);.

Except for water supply and recreation, and
the-attention of county supervigors to all
parts of the county, the South Coast Region
may be as close to being a small.free-stan'd-
ing region as could-be hoped for study pur-
poses--yet it is threatened by the growth of/

Los Angeles;

(5)

(6)

(7) The famous oil spills in the Santa-Barbara
Channel make the Santa Barbara location a
catalyst for:

(a) widespread, quick communication of
experience and innovation successes
of the proposed ACCESS research-dialogue
process;

41?) attracting substantial outside study
funds;

(8) Environmental initiatives and prograis of
fundamental concern to the proposed process
include: 'local water rationing dispute
over connection to the state aqueduct; the
turn to a "controlled growth" philosophy;
the new Coastal Zone Conservation Commission
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established by state referendum; the Friends
of Mammoth decision (resulting in California's
requirement fox environmental impact evalua-
tion of private as well as public develop-
ments); the Serrano decision of 1970 (which

- prohibits the support for education per Child
to vary by district and has important national
implications for other governmental functions
and taxing); The Brown Act (which is perhaps
the strongest. state access to public informa-.
tion law in the U.S'.): and continuing attention
to oil: drilling in the Channel.

(9) The region has a regional consciousness not
typical of major metropolitan areas, and it
is without their severe racial strife. This
should permit more whole-hearted concentration
on the evolution of the analysis/communica-
tion techniques of the ACCESS process.

(10) The region has the additional advantage of
being physically close enough to draw from
several important National Science Founda-
tion environmental research projects and is
in a state which offers a wealth of scientific
and professional'experience.

(11) The region has significant computer and
environmental program capacities available
to it through the University of California at
Santa Barbara (UCSIA, and in p-rivate industry.

(12) The presence of the Center for the Study of
Democratic Institutions has developed a cadre
of interested people who are a .unique
resource to this project:

(13) The region is in a state especially conscious
and ctoncerned with environment and its own
definition of Quality of Life.

X10 Significant coaxial cable television-capabili-%
ty exists; 62% of the homes in the coastal
area are already connected, the deepest
penetration in the United States and the tenth
largest cable system. There will be two-way
capability in the region in 1976, and at a

a
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later stage, the entire county could be brought
id by microwave over the mountain.

(15) Perhaps 80% of the circulation Area of the
Pulitzer Prize-winning Santa BarbarA-News-
Press is within the Sodth Coast Region;

(16). The Continuing- Education Division of the
.Santa Barbara City College is one of the most
experienced and used in the United States;

(17) The information base is the beSt it has been
in recentyears. Recent revisions have
brought up to date: The County General,PlAn,
mass transportation proposals, Coastal Zone
_Commission plans and regulations, water supply
studies, Santa Barbara City downtown re- °

development proposals and Los-Padres National
Forest surveys.

It is recognized th &t exceptionally competent efforts
have been and are being supported by Santa Barbarans
to plan and defend their environment, especially
when Santa Barbara is compared to many other places.
The-process proposed is intended to enhance present-
ly organized effOrtd by providing a more effective
foruM.and a shared new competencebto addresd and
communicate about regional issues.

REGIONAL ISSUES AND THE ACCESS PROJECT

Complex, controversial issues are the center of

public discourse of the South Coast Region Of Santa
Barbara County,-for example: environmental pro-
te&tion; land use; population growth; *governmen-

tal structure; allocation of scarce resources
(e.g. water); exploitation of natural resources
(oil); energy; and edubLation. It is obvious that
these are also issues nationwide. But there are
probably few areaS.of the kountry, where they

are so much in the public mind, or where they
!provoke such intense reaction. Historically,
and with particular vitality since the region's
population explosion of the 1960's and the channel
oil spill of 1969, the citizens of the South
Coast have sustained their tradition of int,erest

in preserving. the physical, social, and cultural
characteristics which constitute the Region's
distinct Quality of Life.
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In its Desigd Phase, the ACCESS project reviewed
five recent public opinion studies of citizen

concern in the region.49/. The natural environ-

ment appears repeatedly in these 1474 studies,

either as an explicit issue or as a componentof
gther issues such as populition growth.

Livingston and Blayney, planning consultants for
V,

the revision Of the County Comprehensive Plan,
adopted a procedure for posing a series of nine-

teen questions to Citizens Advisory Committees in

various communities of the region. Concern for

the environment was pervasive even when economic

factors were cited as possibleArade-offs. The

top two issues in an informal Junior League study

were 1) land use planning and the growth issue,

and 2) water.

Radio Station KIST, in reapplying to the FCC for

license renewal, reviewed community interests and

needs. The community leaders sampled did not

explicitly raise preservation and protection of

the physical environment=. KIST's brolder random 0

sample of the area produced-as major issues "the

City, Council and its no-growth attitude" and

"general people problems." Opposition to no-growth

policies was reported to be widespread. This

survey also cited -fhe need to protect the environ-

ment, especially from pollution risks incurred in

off-shore oil drilling.

Also in 1974, random telephone interviews con-
centrating on attitudes towards growth, were
methodiCally conducted and tabulated by a group

of local citizens (The Santa Barbara Task Force.)

commissioned by the City'Council "to provide an

analytic base to help determine an optimum level

of population for the city" Overwhtlming oppo-

sition to increased population.was reported and

the city has since set a populatidn ceiling of

85,000. This is the pdpulatiOn level for 1990

selected by Livingston and Blayney. (The present

49/Wormhoudt, Daniel. "Issues and Access," ACCESS

.Design, Phase Documentation, Volume B, from which

this subsection isedited.
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city population is 74,000.) '

A series of meet ings conducted by the ACCESS
project throughout the region early in its Design

.
Phase took up the issues of "Growth" and the

"Quality of Life". By means of a polling mini -computer,

sessions ioderated by its inventor Thomas Sheridan,.
MIT, stimulated and recorded spontaneous, open
dialogue. With regard to the environment, the pre-

dominant concern of all groups'was to slow poptila-

tion growth. Growth waA closely linked.to Quality

of Life which was defined by each group in differ-

ent terms, but overall, economic security, natural
-environment, aesthetic and cultural facilities
and responsilie government were mftst prominent. A

growing number_of special problems were identified:
the need or controlled development; better land

use planning; more public transportation; adequate
waste supply;.reduced air, water and land pollution;

new employment opportunities; better education for
'minorities; and simpler, more tesponsive government.

If the South Coast Region` has a preeminent concern

it is "Quality, of Life". "Quality of Life" is a
phrase which appears repeatedly in the South Coast
Region press, in group discussions, and private

conversation. Thosugh the phrase surely has no -

single common meaning,,it seems alwayS to include

protection of the natural environment and it serves

asra standard against which the importance
other issues is measured.

Among the citizen participants in the ACCESS pro-
ject itself, the" problem of determining what
issues are most significant in the region and what

role or functions ACCESS might perform in relation

to them became a growing concern. ACCESS-Members,
organized in six committees, began to define

and establish the ACGESS'pilot process.
In order to,facilitate the identificatidn of
specific issues which ACCESS might addresp.in'the

,,)one year Pilot Test, two meetings with a selected

group from each ACCESS citizen study group were
scheduled (August 11 and August 13, 1974).. The

following questions provided the agenda:

FirstlMeeting,

A. What are the most press-ing.issues facing the
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4

Sotith Coast Region?

B. Which of the issues identified in A, are most
feasible for ACCESS to concentrate on?

a

Second Meeting

G. What form of organization Must ACCESS assume,
and what sort of functions should it perfOrm,
in order to d&al with the priority issues
identified in the first meeting?

D. What is the most important item or set of items

for an immediately operational agenda, given

the goals and organizational functions defined

..' in C.? .

E. What actions must.be taken now to implement the
agenda deVeloped in response to D.? Who must
do what, and in whit way, to accomplish the

immediate objectives before ACCESS?

The design of the questions and the procedures for
discussing them was Intended to encourage a deduc-

tive process. which would progressively narrow and

- sha.pen the group's focus and produce as an outcome

clarity and agreement about the particular direc-
tion(s) ACCESS should take.

The five highest priority issues thus identified

were:

(1) UNIQUE AND SCARCE RESOURCES - Identify the
unique resources of the region and produce
consensus about them; use water and other
scarce resources more effectively;

(2) LAND USE - /Control land-use in the region.'
more closely;

(3) HUMAN ECOLOGY - develop a consumer educa-

tion process/organization and a political -

education process;
1

(4) COMPREMSIVE PLANNING - devise a more

comprehensive, integrated and responsive
planning process in the region;
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(5) TRANSPORTATION examine the possibility
of aegional multi.-modal transportation
systeL,

By.the end of the firstHmeeting, the five priority
issues facing the South Coast had been seleCted
and a broad consensus reached about which of them
might most feasibly and productively be-addressed

.by.ACCE§S. The consensus appeared to be that
ACCESS should undertake as its aemohstration'task
a set of specific,:limited.dasues. The need for
specific projects was justified on the grounds
that ACCESS has limited resources, that it,naeds

to create presentations or reports quickly in
order to promote increased and wider citizen
awareness and participation, and that it must do,
especially in its first efforts, a highly skillful

and competent job. (This represented complete
concurrence with the national evaluation in late

July.)

During the course of the second meeting, six
functions-for ACCESS were chosen:

(1) INFORMATION CLEARING HOUSE - It as widely
agreed that numerous sources of data and.

information relevant to the issues,confront-
ing the. South Coast Region'already exist

or, are currently being .collected by `;other
organizations. ,4 ACCESS should, as one parti-
cipant phrased it, serve as an "information

clearing house".

460

(2.) INFORMATION "DRAMATIZATION" - It was empha-
sized that ACCESS should be excitingthat
information and its analysis should be
"dramatized", relying heavily on the electron-
ic media (especially TV).

(3) PUBLIC FORUM - It was proposed that ACCESS
should be open to, the bioadest possible
public as a regional forum in which anyone
may participate, subject Only to certain
minimal procedural rules. 'It -was recognized
that, at least at first, ACCESS will have to
promote tselfactively within minority
communities and groups in ,order,to encourage
their participation.
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(4) CONSEQUENCETRACING - It was 'decided'tha't
whilt'ACCESS should not *itself attempt-to be

a policy-making neither should it be
\merefi a passive resource, a library. Ifs.

should ifistead..pose.and project answers to

the ouestion'"What f...?" in a variety of

. problem areas.

(5). EDUCATION - ACCESS was seen as n educational

.
tool or vehicle in two distinct Senses:

(a) it should provide the people'of the
region with the orientation and information

e
they,need to understand and form intelligent

opinions about the 4ssues confronting th'e

region;. (b) it should familiarize people

with the new and powerful technologies of

information collection, processing and graphic

display y encouraging people to use them
interactive computer-terminals).

.(6) 'PROCESS - ACCESS.is a Process, rather than,a

static structure, and-It-should, therefore,
include procedures for continuous monitor-

ing and evaluation.
.

After review by ACCESS Membtit, it was decided to

- leave .the details of an-operational agenda (Ques-

tions D and E) to the ACCESS staff to propose.,

/

ACTIVIT*1ES'OF THE ACCESS PROJECT

The original concept .of the ACCESS Design Phase

was to begin in. September 1973, three to four

months after the diverse group of South Coast

Region leadership. institutions had indicated.
their interest and support of the concept: In

nine months, with local Citizen inVolvement,
the design ol_the ACCESS proceSs was to have. been

-completed, A-major fliscipline to that dtsign was

to 'cost awg ?detail .a three to five' year
research demonstration.

Beginning in September, the ACCESS project, -built

on the initial show of enthusiasm,-wasto have

fitted intopeop?:e's normal calendar of .activities

which coincide with the school year.
I
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ACCESS ^DESIGN PHASE01974 HIGHLIGHTS

January 14

February 1 -9°

April 3

May 2

ft,

Project announced in Santa Barbara

Operations and staff selection
begin in Santa Barbara

ACCESS-dialogue at Center for the
Study of Democratielnstitutions,
Santa Barbara

ACCESS first citizen organization
meeting in Lugo Adobe; sfx i'tudy
groups established.

May 15. Consultants,commissioned

AGUSS Public Workshop - "Now
fools for Managing Change"

June 1-7 ACCESS first videocassette-produced

June 30 -July 1 NSF staff site visit

Jane 1

July 23 .Santa Barbara-City Council with-
draws endorsement, but not
financial support.

I

July 26, 27 Project.evaluation by-national /-

-panel

August 11-21 ACCESS selects range of issues. and
methods for one year Pilot Test

September 17 ACCESS Advisory Board formed

September" 28

October 22

Conference with planning special-
isti from , e region

4

First meeting of ACCESS Advisdry
Board; executive committee - 1 14

4
announced .

Deceiber 2, 3, 9 ACCESS Design Phase Report to
South Coast Region, presentation
and television 'production
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Januarycto May 1974
.

,

.

Re nal funds were not added by the National ,

Scie e Foundation1 until January 14,`1974. The ..

Print, pal inVestigator-did not move to Santa:Barbara,

until February. Energy was immediately directed to

efforts -that ultimately aid revive interest and

,

regain visakilitr in the region, but th"e delay in

funding cosettig project four 'valuable months.

t It was not until May that the ad hoc citizens group

that'had kept ,the project alive was in a positio'n

to extensively broaden citizen ihvolvement% Three

local citizens 4ere designated'as project coordina-

tors. On May 2, over 90 people selecte'd their

places on the six study committees as defined by

the Prihcipal Investigator: That membership matched

project sponsors and endorsers in its diversity,

and the project was launched.

f.

Vs.

. <4 J

May to August, 1974

During the next three months, through July, ACCESS

consultants and, staff prepared iftesource papers"

in each of the six study areas, and organized and
supported their review by the study committees.,

The study areas as originally defined for citizens

on "sigh up sheets" are given below:-,

(1)4 Data and Information. Identify regional
data and'infAmation sources, where located
how collected, how maintained.; also, recom-
mend detail, kind, scale, type, frequency,
source, maintenance of data and informatiOn
desired.,

(2) Research Resources,. A survey of regional
human resources and specialized equipment.
This Pis to include especially faculty and'

students ef UCSB; commercial research firms,

such as GE Tempo, General Research Corp.;
gOvernmentil oagencies; nonprokit rganiza-
tions;,and indiVidual professibnals and

sciptis.ts. Computers and commuOcation
skills are.to be included.

(3) Relation to ,General Planning. Over the next
several' years from $300,000 to $1,000,000

-92
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will be expended on general planning in the

region. This includes.plans by the Coastal
Zone. Commission, the County, the City, and
the,Redeve1oPment Authority of Santa Barbara.
A common data base, alternative approaches
and coordination of these plant will be ex-
amined, as well as those undertaken by special-
ized governmental functions, utilities, etc.

(4) Organization. Alternative ways to organize ,

the-proposed process need- to be analyzed.
The.repreientation of _various viewpoints,
linkages to existing institutions (especially
public and citizen policy makers), use of
communication,media, sources of funding, etc.
will be addressed. -Whatever legal instruments
are necessary will be drafted.

(5) Cable and Broadcast Television.__ The present
cable system and local broadcast televieion-
systems need to be assessed in relation- to
the proposed pilot process,..The-poteritlal,
-cost and Phasing of -limited as well 'as

regional twa-way television needs to'be
estimated. This study is to include feasi-.

Ability,apd cost estimates performed by con-
stiltants.

WL.

'(6) Computer Systems.= A particular interest of
this project is /to attempt -to learn the-ex=
tent to which computer assisted graphics,
drawing on ,cdded,. Ordered data and informa-
tion bases, cah,be applied to regional' re-
search and policy making. This committee- will
take up time-Sharing, the APA-netwoik, com-
puter equipment accessitile in, the ,region:

These early statements of the tasks Aniolved in
'defining the ACCESS procest'were modifiedto a
degree - during the summer's work. After-the'July
26 -27 evalu4tion, specifications and'detailed---.
estimates'of,the_1.,,5 year Region wide Sy-stem Test
were dropped altogether. _-Instead, a one year Pilot
Test was specified.

.During June 19 74 a practical- workshop on cthe
experience of geo-,based infOrmation systems", was
:he14, and the first videocassette prOdudecV.



this time it was clear that the project, out' of
phase with the community activities, and behind
schedule as it was, was in need of additional
funding. The NSF staff site visit in late June
verified that need and the potential of the
project.

It had also become clear that simply showing
examples of the sort of visual communications
-which'ihe project intended to use was not con-
vincing of itself. The study groups all concluded
that specific region-al issues had- to be taken up by
the process. That was also the advice of the
evaluators in Santa Barbara on July 27, underscored
by the withdrawal of City Council support gbut
not-its funds) earlier that same week. ACCESS
project membership was of an importance, combined
with diversity, enthusiasm, and technical skill

'that apparently threatened a vocal few. But they
were well-connected in the City Council and the
project was vulnerable. It had been a year since
the City Council's commitment of $2,000 and ACCESS
had not yet delivered.

August,- November 1974

Design of the 3-5 year research test was dropped.
The review work of the study committees turned
instead to selecting. specific regional issues
which could be used, to demonstrate the utllit* of
the ACCESS process, with its stress on visual
comtaunication to explo*re policy alternatives.
Interested members for each of the six study,
committees agreed to take part in two special
meetings for this purpose, as was reported in
the previous sub - section.

Out of this series of meetings,- expanded-to three,
the ACCESS concept sblidified and an Advisory
Board was established (from which an Executive
Committee was formed October 22). The rest of
the work of the pralect was to glean from the
resource papers and their study reviews, the
eight regional policy statements. For $2,000.
the county.contracted.to support the develop-
ment of these statements. They werb also promised
to all regional sponsars.' Drafts of the kapott,
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to the-South Coast Region, which incorporated both
the policy statementsand the proposal for the one
year Pilot Test, were made available for review

in October. Subsequently, a public service tele-
vision show was produced by KEYT, rebroadcast two.

times on cable television (Channel 28) featuring
ACCESS members who also made the formal presenta-
tions to the County Board of Supervisors and the
Santa Barbara City Council. Fully aware of the
national prototype character of the ACCESS project,
the need to demonstrate it locally, and to com-
plete the design of the ACCESS process with test
issues, no local funds were requested of local
governing bodies for the pending one year Pilot

Test;
>

Cooperation with the ACCESS project's proposed'
one year Pilot Test was assured by almost all of
its original sponsors, including the county and

both cities. However, the-Sinta Barbara City
Council, which in July 1973 had voted 4-1 to with-
draw its endorsement of the ACCESS proposal, first
voted to cooperate with the one year Pilot Test

(4-3); then, the f011owinglqek it reconvened and

split 3,3. The legal result vas "no position".

November 1974 - August 1975

Project funds were expended Octobei 31 but ACCESS
members kept up monthly meetings, during which
theydecided to work at defining the represgiltation

%. and organization of a legally chartered non-profit

ACCESS-corporation. At the February meeting, as
part of that effort, the wording of the statementof
purpose for ACCESS was agreed upon. (It is given

on page 3.) A newsletter and speakers bureau,

were begun at this same meeting. - e

From January to August 1975, the Principal Investiga-

tor divided his time between Washington and 'Santa

Barbara. As had been agreed with NSF, the interest."

of federal agencies in the,ACCESS concept and..`
possible sharing in the support of the one year

Pilot Test was to .be explored. ,Prekentations
here made to eight federal agencies, fol ow d by

numerous meetings. The results have been ratify-

ing. As of August 1975,, offices of four federal
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agencies had addressed themselves to the proposi-
tion of funding the one year Pilot Test (Commerce;
NASA, Agriculture, and the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency) and four office-s of the National
Science Foundation were considering the project.

`ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE DESIGN PHASE

The purpose of the ACCESS project, d'S stated
in the approved grant application for the
Design

in such

Phase was:

to define the ACCESS pilot process.

a way as to:

(1) provide a
research;

sound basis for exploratory

-

(2) state the significance of the national
learning experiment which the pilot process

would provide;

(3) provjde useful policy reports to the

South Cast Region;

(4), develop enthusiasm, support and commit-
cmen,k to the pilot process in the South

COast Region; 0

(5) develop national.and local sources of

funding;

f
(6) develop interest in and. evaluation of

the proposed pilot process.50/

Accomplishments of the ACCESS project in its

Deiign Phase are covered in detail in the ACCESS

publication and visual-Or6ductions'iiste-d in the

APPENDIX. Since they are also summarized In

50/ See Footnote 28, p. 25.
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Section II,SUMMARY, pp.29-32, that listing will-

not be repeated here. This subsection of the
report will discuss the six study topics, the
ACCESS Regional Situation Room and efforts to

assure that the work of the Design Phase is
available and 'used.

Six Study Topics

ACCESS volunteer work, estimated at 10,000 hours

for the Design Phase, centered - around- the investi-

gation of Six topic areas. Study committees of
10-20 persons were organized for each topic area.-

Staff and commissioned consultants produced
.resource,papers for them to-review and in other

ways supported their participation.

Data and Information. The primary effort was to

gain faiilirity with regional information sources:
where information exist and how that information
can be obtained on econb-mic,'"physical, social,

.cultural, and Other Aspects-of-the South Coast

Region. Dean Robert M..,Bayes,, School-of Library

Science at 4UCLA,..provided an analysis of basic
information needs for regional planning and policy=

making, as well as guidelines for data referencing

and organization.

SixUCSB studefits conducted and'reported on a pre-
liminary-guivey of data sources.; the students

verified the difficulty of locating and arranging

for access to information sotirces.' Another survey
rsunimarized library resources in and available
to the region. A workshop on strategies far re-
gional information management brought to Santa
Barbara innovative project managers from Des
Moines, SarrDiego and Vancouver, J.C.

Research Resources. These resources include 1)
human resourCes-7the expertise associated with

personal skills, 2} meeting places, 3) advanced
-communication technology facilities, and 4) re-

search organizAtions: 'Am early survey Inventoried
meeting places threughout the region that could

be used for ACCESS and other purposes: _The

staff made efforts to begin identifidation
of individuals with various kinds of research
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interests, capabilities-and experience potentilly
relevant to ACCESS. _Additional surveys were begun
of research organizations and specialized facili-

. ties, especially those concerned with data process-
ing and communications media. -

4-

Relationship to General .Plan. The ACCESS expexi--
ment is an attempt to meet new and Pressing,
demands. It does'not compete with exist-ing
planning institutions in the South Coast Region, but
is an additional facility for 006 to make use
of. A review of planning institutions and efforts
in the region was compiled. (7114s.) This
essential information was previously unavailable'
in the region. Like other ACCESS resource papers, this

work "-paper lay become of considerable value
tq the phblic as'a reference if it is continuously
corrected, supplemehted, revised and ,.updated.

ACCESS initiated-contacts with planners, private
,groups and citizens in the'Sonth Coast Region to
explore' possible ways in.which ACCESS might
facilitate communication between-planners, decision -
makers

~and
the public of the region. The initial

periactof operation confirmed .the utility of the -
Regiodal situation Room, to which the Lugo Adobe`
has been adapted.

, -

Organization. Just how access to information,
analySis, expertise and-ersons of the region to
each other could be organized ad funded was
studied by ACCESS' members after the papers anti
discussions of the other five groups had made

.clear that a unique process would, indeed be
necessary. ,An organizatiqn was needed to test and
validate the ACCESS process that was:

(1) capable of handling information,

(2) open to and controlled by a balance .of
groups and'interests,

- (3) able to receive grants and other types of
support.

These requirements were reasons for the origina-
tion-of ACCESS and for Its diver-Se sponsorShip, but
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now required-more specification and the
to regal status. Amajor concern of the ACCESS

concept is broad representation for all ages,
income, and ethnic groups. Separate funding has
been arld-ds being sought to assure the integrity
of the effort to reach and hold the interest of

hard -to -reach "publics".

Broadcast and Cable TV. .Accessibility to-the
ACCESS pracets rests on graphic display Of infor-

mation. It' is believed that skillful use of
-television -can induce wider participation in- and

readier comprehension ofspolicy issues and

choices in a region: Television is an important

part of the design of the ACCESS process.- Infor-
mation to be assessed and-used-by the system-

.will he formatted to be compatible with color

TV.

The project has closely followed local developments
concerning cable television and, developments such as
the new Learning Resourtes Center at UC Santa Barbara.

The consultants, Ross Telecommunications 'Engihder7
ing Corporation and Arthur KlimaCki produced com-
prehensive descriptions of the current cable sys-

tem, its specifications for two-way capability
and the basic compatibility of 'CompOnents required

for the proposed system. A small film library was
assembled including, examples of computer-assisted
graphic presentations., Three videocassette
programs and anoverhead slide presentation were
produced which explained the ACCESS process and

its transferability. (See APPENDIX for the list-

ing of visual product-tons.).

,Computer Systems and Graphics. To stote,retrievei

handle, compare; revise and communicate information
for something as large as- a° region in this era

of rapid social change and complexity requires
electronic equipment. Hence, a substantial effort

of the Design Phase has concentrated on explor-

ing the,,requirements_for effectiVe use of
computers in the ACCESS process. A survey which

was conducted of computer facilities in the

region was-extensive and detailed enough to be-

come a resource in itself. Clearly, there is

substantial equipment and experienced talent in

the region.- ".
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Regional Situation Room

At the core of the ACCESS project; and one' of its
major achievements is its "Regional Situation
Room". The unique identity of the project, and
its major facility was established when the
ACCESS project leased and refurbished _the historic

-Lugo Adobe, Studio 4-, in Meriden Studios', 'at 114
East De La Guerra Street, one block-from the
Presidio and a half block ftom City Hall. The
wooden griffin sign that hangs over the sidewalk
at"the entrance-to Meridian Studios was adopted
as the sykbol of ACCESS. (In Greek mythology,
the griffin protected the treasures -Of
God of Reason. ACCESS protects the', treasures of
the

.
South Coast Region.)

The one,story, one room Lugo Adobe,with its brick
patio in back, -adjoining office and facilities-,
has served as the'meeting place for ACCESS since
May 2, 1974. The adobe has connection with
histoty as the house for one of the. soldiers Of
Santa Barbara's Presidio, over 160 years ago, and
as the office in which Pearl Chase began her work
for Santa Barbara over -50 years ago. It is
marked as.an historic landmark of Santa Barbara
on many maps.

The "Regional, Situation Room" in the,Ltigo Adobe,
gt is a 19' ic_..141,, 12 foot high,raftered room with a

sky4t. The room has been fitted w'ith ceiling
- track lights; tack boards for maps and project
information line the long walls. Four major
tapestries' (4 1/2' x 10 1/2') by artist Notma
LaLiberte, symbolizing "art "; "spirit", "science":
and "technology" are hung on tracks at the end
opposite the fireplace. They slide to one side
to provide a whole-wall for graphic images.

Two 35mm slide projectors, a 16mm movie projector,
a high fidelity sound system and a small film
libraiy are housed in a projection booth fitted
onto the fireplace wall, outside a dutch door
with a glass- windowed-top. A 6' x 18' white
sectional table-20" high is the center of the
room eurrounded by 22 wicker chairs: There are
49 chairs in all'in th* room; including those
against the walls. The outside patio has space
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THE -HISTORIC'LUGO

ADOBE,. home of the A.CCESS-pirolectt,

114 Eist. De Za, Guerra St.,, Sant_a.Barbara- iCalifainia 93101.
. .

ey

-
THE REGIONAL SITUATION ROOM INSIDE 'THE LUGO ADOBE,

ecinipped,,for visualizing policy dialogues.: (photographs

by Steve Malone)
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for aAother 100.

The conference table was designed for a 13' x 4'
(2,000' scale) topographic map or model of the

- region, can be disasseMble'd into six 6' x 3'
tables. At this stage the Regional Sicuation Room
is used.hy other groups as well as ACCESS for their
meetings. There is no sense of technology in the ,
room and that is deliberate. It is first of all
a pleasant space in which" to meet andi'discuss.
There are two flip chart easels, an overhead
projector, and string from-which newsprint sheets are
hung, which provide means-to visual dialogue now.

In the Pilot Test, the intention is to further
equip the Regional Sitdation 'Worn With: an aerial
photograph of the region developed on the surface
of the topographic relief model to be made of-the
region, an Advent Video projector and 6' screen,
a 19.," color television monitor, a videocassette
player and a program- locator, a, computerized
electronic polling system and a.computer terminal.

oThe room is to be connected to one of the "head
ends" of Santa Barbara Cable Televisidn and to the
UCSB computer. The- result is the second -stage in
the'evolution of the Regional Situation Room,
enhanced for: ACCESS dialogues on regional policy
issues. These dialogues could also be v3deol-
taped or carried "iivei"on television: The ACCESS
prOject will make till:a. facility available to the
community.

During the one year Pilot Test, only the simulation
of a Regional Situation. Room is'practical with such
minimal equipment. Videocassettes will-be used
-with the Advent projector -to display 6' images.
Graphic images will be interactive at this stage
in the sense that the visualizations of each
alternative for the test issues stored in'Video-
cassettes can be called up for immediate projec-
tion by means of the program locator. Available
computerized data coupled to the Advent projector
can also be called up and displayed.

The ACCESS project will make use of all means of
visual and oral communication,, but will, design
its information storage and processing for com-
puter- handling compatible with television display

.A_
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at a rate that, is practical for the.uSers -of the

process and within the financial capacity, of the

project; The-basic concept is to devise a test

project that provides the opportunity to_study
visual means of communication as used to facilitate

dialogue; understanding of information concerning

regional policy ssues-, options and impacts, and

responsible Citizen contribution to regional

policy making.

Utilization

Urban information systems- have been the subject

of over $25 million in reserach and development by

thefederal government in the USAC program'alane.5I/

Those programs have investigated the development

and computerizing of information bases, primarily

to meet opez-ational.requirement of local.go'vern-

ment. The Resourde and Land Investigation program of

the Interior Department, NASA's exploration into
.remote-sensed data, Oak Ridge National Lahorecories'
-study, of a universal grid system, and the Integrated.

,Regional Environmental Managemont project kn.San

Diego funded by the Ford Foundation are some infor-

mation handling efforts i,,n addition to UHAC. This

listing makes no attempt to account for the much

_larger, sustained programs in information handling

financed by DOD, NIH,-NSF"and others. .Most nI.these

programs have concentrated on information manage-

, ment. systems per se.

The ACtESS 'project in its Design Phase has attempted

to define how to.s.twdy the communication of infor7

-mation from-the point of view of regional policydakers

as users,of .information. This is a perspective

which has specific demands to make on technology and

programs for'-information handling.52/ It is this

"critical "point of sale," "interface," "perceP-tion":af

information that concerns the ACCESS project." Part of:_

the ACCESS thesis is-that pnrential-users should .

51/(USAC) Urban Information System Inter- Agency,,

Committee;. ten federal agencies led by HUD.

52/See footnote 29.
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themselves have more of a role in designing the
information handling process than they have been
permitted to date. This_ is consistent with the
.mandate in law that.came with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 1969 concerning
environmental impact statements and the sufficient
and meaningful involvement of citizens: in
policy making concerning the environment.

In order to explain the ACCESS concept and to report
on progress already made during -the .Design Phase,
five briefings were held in 1974 at NSF in Wash-
ington to which federal agency and NSF departkent
persons,were invited.

Scored of presentations., official -and unofficial,
, were, made in the South Coadt*Region and in Cali- ,

fctrnia... The project has been included in numerous
published_ accounts concerning new approaches to
future regional policy,,making, including the
Conservation Foundation Newsletter of Mlle-
1975.

"ACCESS Q: Who Needs It?" a half hour television
show Trostuced by KEYT in Santa Barbara, was -

'broadcast three times-in December 1974. In
Detroit a half hour "Common Ground" television
show on Channel 56 clearly revealed that the
graphic emphasis of the ACCESS process was
quickly grasped nd approved.

.

Presentations were made by the Principal Investiga-
,tbr and others to the American Association for the

. Advancement of Science (AAAS) in 19-7-4 arid 1975;`-"to
the Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers,
(IEEE) in 1975 and to the World Future Society in
June 1975. The Comiuter.Graphics and Spatial
Analysis Laboratory at Harvard Zniliersity requested
a print of the ACCESS - compiled film showing -

examples of computer assisted graphics which the
Bureau of Social Science Research included in one
of its graphic social'indiaators workshops:.

Most recently, Pacific Gas and Electric Company
arranged for the.Principal Investigator to
make three Tresentations: to the company, a
San'Francisco Bay area group, and tu, pub'l'ic and
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private utility governtent affairs officers'of the

ten western states.

From January to August, 1975, the Principal Inves

tigator spent two weeks of each month in gaShington.

The purpose was to 'explain the ACCESS concept; its

next step, and to seek support. Presentations were

matte and separate meetings held with the offices of

eight federal line agendie's, the National Science

,Foundation, and national nonprofitcorganizations such

as the-National Urban Coalition, The Conservation

Foundation and Resources for the Future: On

March_ 3, 1915 meeting for federal-agencies was

sponsored by James-Scheirer (D, N.Y.) and Robert

Lagomarsino (R', Calif.) in a hearing room of the

House -Science and Technology"Committee.

The total result has been a strong-con&rtStion'of

the national significance of ACCESS -project

objective's'. It tas been recognized that to get

important information-into policy makers' headS and to

make citizen involVetent sufficient and more

meaningful requires research such as that attempted

by the ACCESS project..
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LESSONS LEARNED RECONNAISSANCE PHASE

.If "the beginning is.half the whole" as Pythagoras '

t said, certainly it is- important to doCument the,
beginning effecti of.something as sensitive as
designing a new process for regional decision

. making. This is especially so if the process is
intended' and funded .as a national learning exper-
ience. _A-major factor and expense of the ACCESS
project has been the "sill conscioui'niture'of.
its work, its peerreviews, evaluations, "in'il_the
painstaken to document each step, of the way,
There are- vo pages-of documentation -plus basic
reports. (See APPENDIX lidping'df ACCESS repOrt:s.)

Because of the way it has been funded.(see.p. 10-11)
there have really been two "beginnings" for the
-ACCESS projedtUnd a third to come, if the Pilot
Test is funded) : -They will.be,reported on setidr-
ately heie as leisons learned in the ReconaissanCe
Phase (February to July 1973) an& in the Design

y:- Phase(Janueryto November 1974).' The intention is
to summarize what-Wax learned so that other
regions with similar concerns about the future
Quality of Life and improving regional policy
making can benefit froth the, ACCESS exp.ereince.

FolloWing the experiente of the Reconaissance
Phase, three fundamental prj4.nciples for establishing
a regional ACCESS institption and process were
stated:.

. .

(1) Sponsorship of the initiating action ,must
clearly gain nothingmaerial for the,
sponsors, whiCh probably means .funding froth
outside the region;

(2 66-explain and organize must be-,
and be accepted to be, independent of any
public or private institution or any sector
of societyln the region concerned;'

\
:(1) Open discussion, pa,rticipation and:support

should be sought from alI.sictors Of the
region froze the very outset, while avoiding
involvement in any political contests.

Other still valid rules for initiating an ACCESS-

I-
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Pike project, derive d at the time of the Recon-
-.naissance Phase, are as follows:53/

(a) Use acqualified person with no biasing ties

or affiliations within the region--to be

absolutely safe, use someone,from outside -

the region;

'(b) 'The initial effort to organize and explain

should be adequately funded through an in-

dependent, respected source;

(c) Establish office space, answering service,

"etc:: and publicize it so that' all are free

to reach the investigator-;

Op Spend time with both TV and newspapers to
establish the purpose of the effort and the

character of its sponsorship;

(e) Trovide printed-explanations from the first
,

visit pn, keep updated, reprint .newspaper

articles;

(f) Plan _two tothreemeetingst if possible, with

each indiviiival from whom support is sought- -

the first time or se they will be sizing you

_up, not listening very closely:to your words;

.(g) Avoid technical jargon, be specific (usevisw0A);'
o 7

(h). Meet with"all types of institutions and indi-

-viduals;

Ai) Refer to computeri and twotway television in

ways that make clear you understand their

limitations as well as their value, especial-

, ly what-might be practical initial applica-

tions versus their ultimate utility;

53/Rules (x), (y), and (z) apply if the investiga-

tor /organizer is from outside the region. Rue
(x) should be'rea& as ,the _getting acquainted

stage; the organization, film-ding, staffing,

demonstration stage leading to 'an operating full-

service ACCESS-like project will. take 2-1 years,.
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(j-) Seek financial as well as verbal support
fdr the design phase of fhe project; finan-
cial support even if minimal requires
policy board clearance--that takes longer.
but-it means tore;

4' -(k)- Kake clear that financial support of the
design phase brings with it no special advan-

. tage--it is a.harder way to vin support but
it verifies the independence, of the proposed
process; .

(1) Recognize and adapt to local customs, Tace;
priorities - -it is offensive not to recognize
the basics of the Quality of.Life to be
enhanced;

(m) Avoid statements that matching local funds
are not necessary to the next stage in estab-
lishing'a process--maybe the sponsor doesn't
need funds but the proposed process will
need broad community support to establish
its credibility;

(n) No one'individual, institution or sector of
the community which contributes regional
matching funds should be allowed a dominat-
ing proportion;

(o) Sponsor and regional matching funds for the
design phase should be received and managed
through an institution accepted in the
region as unbiased and above any tampering;

(p)

(q)

(r)

In beginning work in the region, seek first
to meet with local teadership;

Begin early to identify organizations and
people who might serve as,resources to the
process itself, especially in universities
and research companies;

Avoid taking positions on current projecta--
there can be more strong feelings on all sides
of regional issues than one can appreciate
instantly;

Be prepared to explain the concept of the
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link between current decisions and long-

range consequences;

(t) If possible, the original organizing efforts.

should be funded well enough to take advan-

tage of and demonstrate the capabilities-of
graphics;

(u) Meet in-small groups, seek two to three hours

for-give-and-take discussions, once there have

been several short exploratory sessions;

(v) Seek out the regional issues of greatest

concern4

(w) Count on a minimum of six months to ,a year

for the initial organizing effort;

(x) Figure .on three trips to the region, the first

one fiord three to four weeks, the second from

two to three weeks, and the final one from

six to eight weeks;

(y) Establish a diverse ad hoc liaison group to

cover inquiries, between visits;

(z) Time trips to avoid major local events,
especially political contests.

lessons learned from, organizing the ACCESS

project are tantamount to instructions on how to

adapt and initiate the ACCESS concept in other

regions. It is useful to know, therefore, that the

lessons learned from the Reconaissance Th'ise were

verified by the experiences of the Design Phase.

It may also be especially important to .say,some- 0

thing here about the three basic rules stated at

the conclusion of the Reconaissance Phase,.which

stressed the independent character of the organiz-

ing effort and how it might be'established.

The fundamental liability of an existing organiza-

tion whiCh attempts to develop an ACCESS-Like

regional polidy making proceds is that such an'in-

stitutioil has an image, priorities, functions
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and relitionshigs which automatically take
precedence. This cannothelp but threaten the

. credibility and the scope required of an ACCESS-
like process.

Still, the initiative for adapting and organizing
an'ACCESS-like regional policy process has to
become based in a region. This can be accomplished
without prejudice if the initiating institution
or individual, after drawing attention to the
purpose of the process, proceeds to help establish
an ad-hoc dtganization that is truly representative
of the region and not dominated in any way by any
one existing public or 'private sector of the
regidn.

Establishment of the ACCESS project ii-the South
Coast Region is an example of that It was
assumed by the Ptincipal Investigator that this
environment-conscious area would have enough
interest in the ACCESS -concept to foster its
establishment. It and a broadly represen-
tative ad hoc group was organized. Twenty-five
individuals and institutions contributed $-12,000,
limited to a maximum of $2,000 from any one sponsor.
Fifteen other institutions endorsed ACCESS or provided
"in-kind" support. Most of these supporters still
sustain their interest in the project, and the
diverse chatacter of the ACCESS study committee
membership, as the ACCESS project evolVed in 1974,

. was further validation of its scope and indepen-
dent integrity in the region..

As a national exploration, the ACCESS project is
not only concerned with the design of a process.
It is just as seriously concerned -- assuming the con-
cept is valid--with learning how to initiate
ACCESS-like processes in other regions. It vas'
assumed from the outset that extraordinary expenses
would be required to conduct such a giound break=
ihg study. Being unproven, it could not be expect-
edlihat there would be adequate local funding for
thfS. Major funding was expected to come froM
outside the region. Furthermore, the nature -

of the exploration which was attempted, severely limited
posdible sources of funding outside the region.
It took the "Advance Scout" mission of the Office
of Exploratory Research and Problem Assessment inthe.
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ACCESS member Jeffrey Holyrod, UCSB, Architect-Designer,-

College of preatiVe Studiesi-takee a note from Donald-A.

Scho, MIT, Ford Professor of-Urban Studies and.Education.

10,1)rfr-
.

/,
P ,,,g077;

THE NATIONAL
EVALUATION, JULY 26-27, 1974 Experts from

across the nation gather in Santa.Barbara to critique the

ACCESS project. Roman grozinski, National Academy of

Engineers, CoMmittee on Telecommunications,
listens'to an

explanation by Garland Green of the American Revolution

Bicentennial Administration,Horizon Program. (photograph

by Leinie Nagel)
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RANN (Research Applied to National Needs) program
of the National Science Foundation to recognize and
fund the. initiation of the ACCESS project.

LESSONS LEARNED - -DESIGN PHASE

At the conclusion of..its .one-yeai Design Phase,
the ACCESS project had learned the following
lessons:

Integrity

There must be real An& recognized independence of
-process organizers from local direction by-any
special - interest -group, individual, political
party or ideology. Rarely would any existing
organizAtion'be found whiCh is as broadly represen-
tative, free from manipulation, and of the
technical scope deemed essential to the integrity
of the ACCESS proceis.

.
With that recognized-independence can come the
realization that the process cannot be "taken over"
by any one group. This fact may convert those whOftel'
especially threatened into active opponents..-- It
may cause other established institutions. to be
apathetic, to wait for the initial effort to die
out so that-they can assume command of whatever
portion of the process fits their own established
agenda.

(All project funds for'ACCESS.were made to and
managed through the American Society of Landscape
Architects Foundation. This "buffered" the'
project from any pressure from sponsors. Further,
no special favors from any quarter were accepted
by the Principal Investigator, who himself was a
stranger to the region. In addition, he was
vouched for by the .respected local leader, Pearl
Chase. The liabilities of being a stranger in
town would have been overwhelming without staunch
local support.)

Continuity

To begin the organization of the process,, it is
essential that "hands off" backing At an adequate
level be committed to stay with the effort fot at
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least two years--three is probably more realistic.
It will take that long to familiarize people with

the total scope of -the process in ways that help

them see their own particular use of it, and for

them to relate to it comfortably.

Credibility of the ACCESS project in the region

was severely stressed by the "stop Ind go" nature

of the project attributible to its uncertain fund-

ing. Some - action - oriented people, naturally sus-

,picious of outsiders anyway, could not perceive

the funding =reason behind the project's lack of

continuity. Extraordinary .expenses for communica-

tions and staff time were thus required to sustain

community interest.

(The evolution of the ACCESS concept [gee pages.

:30-31] involved two'one-o-three month contracts,,
then six months of no funding and then the nine

months, of the project. During this entire span of

time, at least _a- third' of the Principal Investigator's

time went into searches for funding. This is

not the way to launch such a difficult project.
[See also "Funding ,in this subsection. ])

Staffing

To achieve both the desired local involVemenf and

the applilation of technical knowledge to initiat-

ing the process, the minimum staff As three per-

sons, assisted by consultants and volunteers.,

Staff skills required are professional-technical)
community relations and an administrative secretary.

(The ACCESS project was "staffed" by the Principal

-"Investigator and a secretary, plus uncertain

fundidg for part-time assistance and consultants.

The important and time-consuming business of

community relations:was necessarily slighted

because of efforts required to develop the conceptual

design, to report and to develop additional sustain-

ing funds.)

Involvement

.The design of an ACCESS: process should be open

and available to-all interested groups of, the

region from the outset. There will tend to be a
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limited number of volunteers involved idicOmplex,
neutral forum, abstract information process such
as ACCESS, .especially at first, but the oppor-
tunity and invitation should be there: A project
such as ACCESS does not have the emotional appeal
of many public interest groups. Volunteers tend
to work for a felt "cause" and are most easily
organized "against" some autside- threat.

Involvement in any new activity is difficult in the
faceof many already established community volun-
teer activities.

he previous- volunteer experience of ACCESS
members showed clearly in their pafticipation
It-is probably also true that time spent in ACCESS
meetings, which of -ten ran 2-3 hours, drained time
away from other volunteer organizations and in
that sense "competed" with them.

The relaxed, leitiurely pace of the South Coast
Region made it-somewhat difficult to gain the
involvement of some in th short term project
quickly enough.

The fact that people of the South Coast Region
are so concerned with its environment, (especially
those taking part in the ACCESS project) is
probably the basic reason the self and peer'
selected people who started with ACCESS in May
1974 have stayed with it all through its uncer-
tain "stop ,and go" evolution.)

Timing

The groundwqk for organization needs to have
taken place in time to involve people in the early
Fall. Most people organize for the year's
activities at the opening of the school year.

(Local commitments to the ACCESS project were
made May - July 1973. The National Science
Foundation funded the ACCESS 'Project in January
1974.-:It took until May 19 74 to get ACCESS
organized to the extent people could be usefully
involved in its work. By then people wexe already
either busy completing projects or getting ready '

for summer vacations Still,90 showed u0-in.May
and most of them stayed on.)
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Expectations

The complexities of establishing a technically
competent regional policy making process are

difficult to explain. People tend to expect more

than is possible. This makes tangible "by-
products" during the initiating activities espe-

cially important to help facilitate the early:

establishment of credibility.

-Education takes time and people tend to be impa-

tient. Besides they are already busy-. Two years

before results is, too long to- wait. Actually,
six months is too long. .People tend to want

instant solutions. FOrmal organization of the
project, identifying its local leadership, and

simple overhead slides, or other visual communica-
tion explaining the purpose of the-Trocess 'being
developed, may be the earliest possible "products".

(The ACCESS prOect foresaw the need of early
products and planned- for regional policy state-

ments in the Design Phase. Unfortunately, those
statements were delivered six months late for
maximum local interest, due to the gap between

local commitments in Jiine 1973 and NSF funding in
January 1974.)

Minorities

The long-range future is a vague abstraction to

most people. This is especially true for low

income, racial or ethniC groups with immediate, felt

needs outside the awareness of the.larger

community.. A special effort is needed to reach such

groups and other difficult-to-involve individuals
such as young, people, old people and women.

(Chicanos are-the primary ethnic minority group

(28%] in the South Coast Region. of Santa-Barbara

County; blacks compose about 1%. The Chicano people
of the region are not orgAnized as one group.

There may be a score nf separate Chicano communi-
ties, .but that is not known, nor are all their

leaders identified.

An unsuccessful attempt, to involve Chicanos was

made through one group in the spring of 1973.
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Foundation support-for this purpose and, most
recently, to develop and staff an independent
panel of ethnic leaders to help them relate long-
range policy and planning to the interestsof
their people, has not yet been found.

The ACCESS project will continue to strive for
the active participation of hard-to-reach indivi-
duals in its "program. It has been only modestly
successful in this to date.)

Funding

Wide community support at the outset is necessary
it there is to be credibility for the ultimate
process developed. Funding fiom one or a limited
number of sources is satisfactory only if the
source (ox sources) is recognized to be, and -is,.
strictly insulated from the power to manipulate
either the organizing initiatives or the process
that-is developed.

Desirable as it may be, funding from local public
bodies runs the risk of.their action-oriented
over-expectations. 'This can make the project
vulnerable to political pressure unless s-that
funding is committed over the life of the initiat-
ing efforts.

Reliance on local governmental funding tends to
dampen innovation because of the political risks
involved in financing experiments, especially
when there is always a competition fOr scarce,
discretionary local funds.-

(First commitments of funds for the ACCESS project
were assembled by the Piinciial Investigator from
a wide spectrum.of community organizations in the
otith Coast'-Region. A total :of $12,000 was sought

with no more than $2,000 from any one sponsor.
Ultimately, $12,045 in cash was raised locally,
and during 1974 an additional $5,600 -of in=kind
services,. office space, furnishing, etc. w s
provided.

Most of the local financing was accomplished by
June 1973, 'six montha before fluids were committed
byithe National Science Foundation. However, one



major local sponsor t$1,000) did not commit until

the winter of 1973-74 and one other ($2,000) did

not make payment until April 1975. A considerable

portion of the Principal Investigator's time was

diverted to seeking and collecting local and

national funding.

By the spring of 1974. it had become evident that .

the local funds ($12,000) and NSF funds ($67,500)

committed"wdle insufficient to achieve the purpose

of the Design Phase. Time spent by the Principal

Investigator, especially in seeking. additional

funds- from national foundations and federal

agencies, became a serious drain on the,project-

As it turned out, no such additional fUnding_was
secured except from NSF.

An NSF site visit in 'June 1974 and the July

1974 national evaluation, verified the worth of

the,p;roject'and the-need for funds. This. was

_sufficient to increase NSF support to a total cif-'

$120,700. In May 1975, NSF added an additional

$11,800 for extra copies of ACCESS publications,
duplication of its visual productions and .for

time of the Principal Investigator to make pre-

sentations,in Washington and elsewhere. This last

grant was for "utilization", to maximize the

transfer of what had been learned from the ACCESS

Research Phase,and to seek fUture involvement of

line federal agencies.

In addition, the Principal Investigator's records,

after deducting the utilization grant, shoe that

as of August 1975 he had contributed $36,000 in

consulting services and $13,000 in cash to

sustain the project since Design Phase funding

ceased October 31, 1974.)

Technology

A regiOnii43-6-licy process. like ACCESS which

attempts to recognize and deal with the complexity

of our fast-changing reality, seeks to span infor-

mation requirements from decision making to

citizen involvement.. This is seen to require a

much greater-use of visual communication, which

of itself seems generally accepted. But mention

of the means by which this sort of communication

can be achieved,(especially in large regions,)
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through computers and two-way cable.televiiion,
frightens some people. It is important to,
recognize this.. -

There are people, unacquainted with telecommunica-
tion technology themselves; and suspicious about
organizationsthat,can afford it, who areyipprehen-
sive about an:Anformation handling system that
proposes to rhvolye more people in regional policy
making by using computer-assisted graphics. (The
neceasity,to-protect .privacy_, general access
to intormAionoaPd freedom from manipulation are
recognized as. basic to aui'ACCaS-like process.)

There are other-people in organizations that al-
'ready use telecommunications who are
skeptical-about making. it available to broad.
publ±cs, especially if it increases citizen in
-volvement in regional decision making.

Among some eletted officials,,their boards and staffs,
there,arepeople-whO see in more citizen involve=
ment a threat"to their own, roles. They also
recognize no priority need for costly information=.
handling equipment--; especially if it is graphic,
since they tend to be people who themselves are
quite .facile with vexbal communication but not
,graphi.t..,00mMunicatron:- (See Section I, THESIS

It is li'mistake to place early emphasis on the tech-
nology required for a regional plicy making process
able to cope with the complexity of major metro-
politan regions and states.. Whereas such tele-
communications technology .cannot be overlooked,
it is more vital to establish how it is'to be
`managed, especially the Safeguards-=and what it
will accomplish:

Folloving is a diagram which is a representation of
the acceptance of various groups regarding the use
of technology for citizen participation. It ire i
slightly modified version of a diagram by Stuart
Umpleby, University of'Illinoiali54/ I

1

54/Umpleby, Stuart S. "Is'Greater Citizen Partici-
pation in Planning Possible and Desirable?"
Technological Forecasting ard'aocial Change, New
York, American Elsevier Publiahing'Co. 197247..61-76.
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HOW CERTAIN GROUPS VIEW PARTICIPATION AND TECHNOLOGY

The logical possibilities expressed by this diagram. .

were discovered in theactlial experience of organiz-

ing the ACCESS prOjegt. 'Citizen members of the

ACCESS' project are theinielveq,advocates of more

information to he4p decision makers, including more

,citizen feedback. ACCESS members' support the'
need to employ appropriate modern telecommunica-
tions as an "anti-body" to help control misapplica-
tions of technology. (The ACCESS project has
representatives in all sectors ofithe community".)

The most evident opposition in the region'to the
ACCESS concept to date has come from individuals
who see more citizen participation as "good" but
believe using more technology to achieve it is

"bad ". (The upper lift quadrant of the iagram.)

Some personS of the South Coast Region, as in the

lower right. quadrant of Uraplehy's diagram,,have tended
to be apathetic to the ACCESS proposal to'broaden
the traditional definition of regional policy

maker. They recognize the utility of modern

ti
=,Comiallnicaticin tCchnology°but are fearful about
liebppplg,the quality of information and deciaiOn
makiftg capabilities if the regional policy making
process. is opehed to more people. Their apathy,;

*rather than dire&t oppOsitIon may be-explained by

M=WININi&.
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theinknowledge of the costs involved in initd at
ing actual application of s,pch.technology.

4

Those in the'South,Coast Region who. are against
both more- citizen participation and more.tech-

.nology.to achieve it would locate themselves in
the lower left hand quadrant of the dia,grigi.
These tend-to be individuals who see thepres'ent
operation o representative government as already
providing adequate citizen participatiOn. Their
distrust' of technology',is easier to express openly
than opposition'to new forms of citizen participaf--
tion.

A 'weakness of the small scale of the ACCESS teat
region.is.-ehat much of the region's business is
conducted'- "face to face". This makes -it difficult
for some to imagine the necessity for exploring
the use of improved communications technology..
And some in the.region may not share the Principe; -

Investigator's conviction that the experience in
Citizen involvement .of the South Coast - Region
has a significant contribution to make to other--
large scale -Fregions, especially if.it is coupled
with the development of interactive graphiC tele-
cbmmunications.

The ACCESS project's close association with tech-
nology in the South Coast Region has,.another
diabipty. This being a region that seeks to
p-reserve" and "conserve is the home of some.

people ,who ieadily perceive in theapplication
of any technology the 'threat bf,unwanted change.
But this is not a view held by this Region
exclusively. 'The ability of people in the South
,Coast Region to articulate this viewpoint is, '

in fact, one of the 'reasons - for selecting it.

I
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V. Next Steps
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V. NEXT SUPS

National evaluators of the, ACCESS project conclud-

ed in July,-1974, as had. the ACCESS membership
preciously, that the ACCESS process being designed-"

shq ld be tested with specific regional issues.
Only in-thiErway can thw,process be understood and

its design.made practical. A number of Possible
issues were discussed in the following month by

ACCESS members. Ultimately two were 'selected:
Fuel Breaks in the Santa Ynez Mountains and the
Impact of the Quality and Quantity of Water on

Land Use.

This section summarizes the national evaluation

and describes'the one-year Pilot Test based on

these selected regional issues. It also sketches

the 3-5 year Region-wide System Research Demonstra-

tion to which the Pilot Test might lead, and

discusses the design of components for the demon-

strations which would also be undertaken during

the Pilot Test.
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE NATIONAL EVALUATION

During July 26-27, 1974 in Santa Barbara, a dis-
tinguished panel of seven evaluators (propose by
thy/ Principal Investigator; approved and funded by
NSF in the original grant application) and eight
other observers,-examined the mascent.ACCESS
project.55/ This evaluation was scheduled midway
in the project's development--late.enough to
identify project policies and progress, early
enough that the project could still benefit in the
Design Phase from a skilled, objective critique.
Although those named as evaluators led the examina-
tion, the observers joined in freely and also
provided written comments.

The conclusions and recommendationS of tie evalua-
tion both validated and challenged the ACCESS
project. This could be summarized as follows:

.- the project is creative, timely, promising, and
is working on an important and difficult problem;

- the project is making 'progress despite various
obstacles;

- the project should be given additional funding
to support a second research phase for about one
year after the current design phase ends in

November 1974 and before the 3 to 5 year
demonstration;

- the project- should begin to make its activities
more concrete and specific; this could involve
demonstrations of current issues and their-
alternatives; '

- the project should present a range of alter-
native activities which it would pursue in the
one-year phase,, along with estimates of funds
and other resources required, and possible
Phasing of alternatives.

55/For the full listing of the out-of-town persons
taking part July 26-27, see the APPENDIX, p. 180
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The outstanding qualifications of those assembled
for the evaluation and their appreciation of the
national significance of the issue which ACCESS
confronts deserve more than the brief summary
just provided. To accomplish this, verbatim
extracts from evaluator's observations are
provided (the indented paragraphs), proceeded by
the Principal Investigator's overall summary of

evaluator's comments (underlined).56/:

The Problem

1. Is the ACCESS project addressing a significant
nationwide problem? Yes.

ACCESS claims to address a major, national'
issue--one that, in my view, qualifies as
a candidate for the major national issue
presently before us: the quality and
effectiveness of public learning in America'
....TFust in local and regional units of

Government, and participation in their
processes, seems at a fairly low point.
The project attempts to identify local and
regional decision-makers, to informithem
concerning major issues and to provide
them with a means for participating in

significant problem7solving efforts. This

is not viewed as a process which would
operate outside of traditional 7political

units and structures, but which would open
these "to a greater extent and make their
actions more acceptable to the communities
they serve."

The ACCESS project is creative, timely

and promising. American society functions
through two principal channels, one of

which is official or governmental; the
other is private, or civic. If the public
order is to .operate most effectively
it must be strengthened by an informed,

56/All the written comments are available verbatim

in ACCESS Design Phase, Documentation, Volume B.
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continuing and vigorous private sector.
Project ACCESS is an institution-building
initiative at the level of small region
(county) government....I am deeply im-
pressed with the far-reaching importance
of the problem which ACCESS is tackling- -
it was significantly summed up'by one
of the commentators as being the-essence
of our continuing ability, to govern our-
selves.

2. Is the ACCESS emphasis on region and policy-
maker,.(from the traditional decision-maker
in organizations to the individdal citizen),
useful for attacking the problem? Basic
and correct.

3. Is ,the ACCESS emphasis on accessible informa-

tion and graphic communication, utilized
through a non-profit institutional base,
worthy of further exploration?, Yes.

Exploring, the feasibility' of applying
scientific advances as an aid to public
participation in local and regional
decision-making is an appropriate
project for'NSF sponsorship under its
program of Research Applied to National
Needs.

4. Is the ACCESS learning experience transfer-
rable to other regions? Yes, 2robably.

The "Regional Situation Room" gives ACCESS
a character of its own and will enable
widely diverging groups in Santa Barbara
County to come together not only to utilize
graphics or hook into, computer terminals,
but also to interact effectively as well

as cognitively. This unique forum can
help narrow the issues of disagreement
between contending parties or, in the
alternative, find. common stands that
neither group had thought of. The
forum must be maintained and enhanced.
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5. Other Comments?
vir

The principal problem to be dealt with by
the ACCESS process is not so much one-of
scale as it is of political relations-;

the number of regions with low urban
populations is vast; demographic trends
show population in non-metropolitan areas
increasing faster than in metropolitan
areas.

It seems to me that one of the weaknesses
of the literature and practice,of community
development has been precisely in the area
of information gathering, communicating,
and utilization. As our industrial society
grows ever more complex, the things
citizens learn in their families and in
school are increasingly inadequate for

providing them with the information they'

need to make intelligent decisions regard-
ing development. I also endorse the region-
al approach and the aim to develop an
informational system that will enable
ordinary citizens and citizens groups to

have some impact upon development decisions.

One of the major problems of linking infor-
mation to development decisions is provid=
ing ways in which diverse and technical
data can be conveyed in interesting and
understandable form to non-professionals
in the planning field. As ACCESS' learns
how to do this, it seems to me that the
ACCESS experience should be transferred to

other regions-.

The Project

6.' Is it appropriate to define and test the ACCESS
concept in a region with a small urban popula-
tion such as the South Coast Region? Yes.

The region is complex enough to be.

interesting and yet not so complex
as to be overwherMing. Most real-woild
socio-political research projects deal

with much less complex communities than
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this one which makes them of little
general use.

Santa Barbara, with the high spirit of
citizen involvement and a conducive
combination of geographical and social
factors, offers a suitable testing ground.

7. Is it appropriate-for ACCESS to deal simul-
taneously with theory and operationwith two
"clients" at once: the National Science
Foundation and the South Coast Region? Yes.

8. What appear to you to be the goals of the
ACCESS project? In this initial 9 month phaSe?
In a 3-5 year pilot test? Are they well
related to the problem? Overly' ambitious

in the Design Phase. The emphasis on action/
research was Valid but the way was paved for
psychological-disappointment.

The goal of identifying the many policy-
making components of the South Co4st Region
and to pull them together into a unified
open, structured process' is a very desirous

.
one, but this is not a task that one might
expect to accomplish overnight....Even so,
progress has been made on each objective of

-the'Design Phase:

- analysis, synthesis and communication of
regional problems and options for policy-
makers and the public;

- to provide_ technological input to
regional decision making and
experiment with new technology to
communicate problems and. options,
and to obtain feedback;

- to base activities on priVate sector,_
public interest activity;

to involve policy-makers;

- to serve as a model for other regions
and for future-oriented activities
during the U.S. Bicentennial Era.

ti 1.44
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Is the ACCESS concept of openness to all people

and all ,ideas during its -design phase appro-

priate? -Essential."

But openness can be awkward in the early
stages especially. It risks encouraging
false expectations, especially if openness
occurs before experts provide a sense of
direction by means of a plan'.

10. Tboes the'ACCESS,-concept duplicate, parallel
or Supplgmeht existing institutions in the

regionT Not its_generalist function.

However, it could be viewed by some as
competitive until its purpose is clarified

-by an action program.

11, Is the ACCESS concept understood in the

region? No.

There is a low level of underStanding but
surprising respect and credibility.
(See 17 below.)

A -re the resources at the disposal oftACCESS
adequate to its initial purpose of design and

review? No.

Not enough time or funds for the Design

Phase. (See 17 below.)

The perception that such support is forth-
coming, and that therefore the p.roject is

a long term one, is a necessary ingredient
to meaningful community involvement.

Possibilities

13. Does the ACCESS concept face unusual obstruc-
tions in the South Coast Region compared to
what it would meet in other locations? No.

The major obstructions are political, not
unique to the region...new enterpriies
such as this are bound to run into some

sort of opposition wherever they are
attempted..-But ACCESS took a heavy risk
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when it chose the South Coast Region.
The educational, economic and other
assets of the population are high enough
to generate intense competition among
civic groups without marshalling a strong
sense of direction.

14. Are there other equally developed possibilities
elsewhere? Yes, but...

-I have seen no other project so dedicated
to the goal of enabling a citizen to make
public choices with some'understanding of
what their long -term consequences might'

be. The concept of ACCESS is steeped in
the American tradition. De Tocqueville's
emphasiS on the peculiar but vital
liberty we call "freedom of association"
is testimony to this....The failure of
ACCESS,'which is almost ideally sited,
would not only be,a setback for this
project itself, but would discourage new
means for citizen participation in

government throughout-the United States.
For those of us who believe that the
laity as well as the "expert" should
make and Implement public policy, the ,z

death of ACCESS would indeed be discourag-
ing.

15. Other Comments?

One_uniqueness of ACCESS is the reversal
of the centralization of resources in the

society. It affords a local concentration
of resources not otherwise available4...
The potential impact of the ACCESS process
on the political processes of policy. and,
decision-making is incalcuable. The
prospect of .a truly.enlightened electorate
is very exciting, indeed. However, it can
be equally frightening or threatening to
certain political figures 4nsi_Apial
interest groups. This leads to what I.
see as the-major obstacle to the success
of ACCESS: institutional jealousy'and
fear on the part of those agencies and .

interest groups which ACCESS would like to

serve.
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ACCESS can provide policy research with a

difference. Unlike other policy research
organizations, ACCESS...

(a) has a local focus

and

(b) not only reviires citizen
participation, but sees itself
as a policy research arm of

local publics.

The pollcy sciences are now a well-estab-
lished academic discipline, and ACCESS
could be perhaps the model use of them_

in a mission-oriented way.

Overall Evaluation and Recommendation

16. What are the chances for useful further ex-
ploration of ACCESS in the-South Coast.Region?

.."4 A gamble.but an interesting one.

The Principal Ihvestigator is on sound
ground when he' emphasizes persuasion,
communication and tentativeness. It is

not astonishing to find that he runs into
many culturally generated snags despite
the patient and open manner that is' so

obviously his own. It is much easier
to take/a strong promotiofial line that
conforms to a pattern-that has often led

to the triumph of "causes" without
transforming either the policy sharing
volition ar the capability of the "target"

community.

The ACCESS concept of 'affording citizen
groups a strong voice in local-regional
planning and decision-making is a unique

and worthy one. However, it is also
a complex and time-consuming one to
implenient. A great deal of urban regional
planning is currently underway,in the

Santa Barbara region, with some 'twelve
profects involving such subjects as

"populatkon trends, educational needs,
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housing, and water resources and coastal
development. ACCESS must find a uniquely
useful role in this complex of on-going
planning activities, and this utility
must become evident to a crosssectiOn:
of the region's influential citizens.

404

17. What time, budget, prganization, and other
suggestions -do you have to make? For the
design and review phase? For the 3-5 year
project? There is need to fund a one- year period

of consolidation, a Pilot Pest, before the
3- 5 year system test.

The project needs to quickly and carefully
pick a concrete regional issue, benign to
the future of the ACCESS project .(but
appealing to everybody), to demonStrate
itself. This should be done at once.
ACCESS is not ready to go to a 3-5 year
test. The project ShOuld be attractive
and ambiguous and not limited to one issue
or one function. In the next stage staff
should.be trained; and there should be
more emphasis on affective commdnications.

Policy research, data base. assembly And
,simulation are not possible at this stage.
Computers should be de-emphasized--the
public is not comfortable with them.
Instead, focus shOul4 be on improved
public inquiry into policy issues confront-
ing the _region.

THE ONE YEAR PILOT TEST -
TWO DEMONSTRATION ISSUES

ti The business of designing the ACCESS process was,
,in the Design Phase, of necessity somewhat abstract.
Basic elements of the system--a site; essential
information, participants, and methods for partici-
pation--had to be assembled and,. put into place.'

During this time-it has been difficult to assess
the usefulness of ACCESS operations. This was
recognized both by ACCESS committees and -

the evaluators. In a series of working sessions
with ACCESS members in August1974, twb
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issues were selected to_refine the ACCESS process

design and make it-more -concrete-.

'The Pilot_Test of the project will address two

specific regional issues chosen during the Design

Phase by the citizens involved in the ACCESS.

'project:

Fuel Breaks in the Santa Ynek Mountains,

and

2) Water quality and quantity is it 'relates

to population growth, density and-alter-
native land use patterns.57/

In addressing the alternatives for these two issues,

the project;will be concerned with all ten elements'

of the ACCESS process Section III,

CONCEPT, pp. 56 &-61.)' ln this discussion abctut
the,issuei we will stress just four of them: .

-,The set of important Policy Questions which
the ACCESS process attempts to address:

(Problem, Zausps, Impacts, Options, Impacts

of Options, ImpleMentatIon, Conditions for

Success, Costs and Benefits,-ZIiteria for
Evaluation, Trade offs,....PrioritY.; and .

- How to study and communicate about these

important policy questions. (This involves

Intellectual Tools; Social Processes; and

Technological Tools.)
I

,Fuel- Breaks

This test will focus on the issue of fuel-breaks
, on the Santa Barbara Front of the Santa Ynez

Mountains. It is obvious that the public impact'
of creating fuel-breaks will be significant be-
cause the ridges constitute one of the region's
most powerful visual pleasures.

57/See Section III, DESIGN PFASE, p.'58 for :basic

issues -from which these were selected.
Pilot tests could be devenilied atothd kny of,

these issues.
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There are alternative methods of clearing the ridges,

but no matter which one is finally aapted, the
impact tne fuel breaks will be highly visible
throughout the South Coast- Region. Theseaward face
-of the Front and the Pacific Coastline bound the
region's form which is that of a corridor- The
horizon line 6f,the sea and the mountains are its
"walls" and the' fuel breaks, like.. the existing
offshore oil rigs, are likely .to be extremely
-controversial.

But the fuel-break issue is one which involves not only

questions about the alternatives of how-to undek-
,

take fuel - breaks,, but also questions concerning
whether to create fuel-breaks and what the long-
range impacts are if fuel breaks are not cut into
the Santa Ynez Front.

.
It should be recognized that the immediate damage
-caused by a wildfire is not necessarily the most
sevvre_fmpact, especially .when the fire occurs
in rugged terrain adjaceht to a heavily developed
area. Typically, the fire removes substantial
amounts of vegetative cover from the slopes it
bairns, exposing the Underlying eon and rock
materials to erosion.. Winter "rains then dislodge
these materials, creating floods and-dumping
large quantities of sediment down'ttream in-densely
populated arta& which may not have bee at all,
affected 'by the fire itself

Figures prepared by the-staff of the Los Padres,..,
National_Forest--whosWboundaries include the
section of the.SantOnez mountains, known as
Santa Barbara Front, which rises directly behind
_tbe.South Coast Region'a population centers--indi-
cate that the sediment deposition rate during the
first winter after a fire can increase up'to 43
times the normal. This can result in the removal of
eppxoximdtely 51,000 cubic yards of soil and rock
per square mile of burned watershed cover.

Fire is a particularly Urgentidanger along the
_Santa Barbara Front both because of the extreme
proximity of urbaniied areas and the unusailly
Steep slope of the mountains, themselves. The
slope is sb great in most areas that it is impos-
sible to use conventional fire-fighting equipment
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(trucks, bulldozers, etc.. Fires must he controlled
almost entirely by.hand; in some locations the use
of mountain - climbing gear or helicopter is necessary

even to reachthe ridges,

Forest Service officials nationally and locally

are experienced in computer-assisted information and
analysis, and are convinbed'nf the need to achieve
improved public involv"ent in policymaking. Los

Padres National Foref supervisors have agreed to
work with the ACaSS*pxoject to' present to the

public the reasons for undertaking the construction
of fuel breaks, and the' Various implementation
options. They have further agreed to incorporate the

opiniOns of South Coalgititizens derived from thePe_
presentations into their final detecrmination.

Presentation. In presetrng the.fuel break policy
options, the ACCESS project plans to use bOth

Static and dynamic compute'- assisted vdsual-

pregentations to study alernativ% possibilitieS.
The actual site for -the alternatives treatments
will determine which portion, of the Front is to he

photographed or modeled. ACCESS will convene
a special committee to make that selection.

To orient the viewer, a 1" = 260.0' contour model
of-the South Coast Region-and its vicinity will be

tinted to match the Simulator model. A simulated

helicoptor or plane flight over the 1" =.2001P

model at a simulated elevation of 3,000 feet will,
quickly convey the overall effect of the fuel
breaks and provide a means to relate the boundary
of Los Padres National Forest to existing and

pending development. (This model would flso be

used for-the-water-issue examination). It would

be On public display in the ACCESS "Regional
Situation Room" in downtoWn qanta.Barbara, positioned.

on the ACCESS conference table. It would provide

a unique.means'of communication for 'community
forums and would be photographed and videotaped

in numerous demonstrations.

The Fbrest Service, with The Aerospace Corporation,

has just 'completed the development and testing of

the MOSAIC comput,e4 program for accurately
ing potential tuil breaks to the contours of the

land in a static mode. This- is accomplished first
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by digitizing the contours of the land in the
vicinity of selected sites and then, by locating the
fuel breaks on those contours. The contours of the
fuel breaks are then overlaid on a color photograph
of the site, taken from any vantage point.

HaVing precisely located the fuel break-, the
portion of it that'can be seen from a selected
-vantage point isdrawn in by an artist using an
airbrush. The result is an accurate poktrayal
of the aesthetic impact of the fuel break. With
the VSAIC technique, alternative locations for
fuel-breaks and varying landscaping treatments can
be examined readily.'

For dynamic presentation, the ACCESS project may
also employ visual simulation technology developed

the University ofiCalifornia, Berkeley under
e sponsorship of the National Science Foundation

(depending on availability as determined by NSF).
The Berkeley Simulator is a sophisticated computer-
guided device which drives an optical probe and
camera assembly through small-scale models, prbduc-
ing highly realistic films, videotapeor liv-e TV

output. A 16mm movie may be produced presenting
the problem and each of the alternative solutions.

The basid Simulator model would be constructed at,

a scale of 1"' = 200' except for the'area immediately
adjacent to the route of trav'l which would be'
modeled at 1" = 30' for the sake of achieVing
extremely realistic detail in the viewer's foreground.
'Each _fuel-break alternative (clear cutting, selective
cutting, landscape design and species substitution)
would first be viewed in a series of oblique pans
frOm a "vehicle" traveling along Highway 101.
After a run of one-and-a-half to two-scale miles,
for instance, the vehicle could turn off 101 onto
San Ysidro Road for approximately three-quarteis
of a scale mile, stopping in a Barking space which
would allow a final 110 to 160 pan of the entire
Front. Each of the four runs (one for each fuel
break-alternative) will last two-and-a-half minutes.

%The total presentation of the fuel-break issue,
\however, must also, and with clarity, convey the
liTe, flood and- landslide dangers to life and
property. Obviously, all of this cannot be
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HIGHLY REALISTIC DYNAMIC PERCEPTIONS of small scale physical

Models can le made by means of a special lens, suspended

'from a gantry. Movement of the lens is guided with the aid

ofa mini-computer. The motion pictures that result

accurately simulate what a person would see at eye-level'
from a moving car.. (photogtaphs courtesy Environmental
Simulation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley)
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A topographic grid is plotted to match a photograph.

A physical change is then defined on the topographic grid

and accurately located on the photograph beloW.

ACCURATE STATIC PRESENTATIONS are possible with the compu-

ter program MOSAIC, developed for the U.S. Forest Service.

A proposed physical
change--in this case a fuel break in

the Santa Ynez Mountains behind Santa Barbaracan be

accurately located and then realistically portrayed by an

artist. (courtesy Aerospace Corporation)
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handled by either the dynamic Simulator or the

static MOSAIC prepared photography. Other graphic/
visual means must be used, including animation,
diagrams and charts to convey social and economic

impacts of policy decisions concerning fuel-breaks.

Water

The issue under discussion, water, is a highly
controversial matter in the South Coast Region of

Santa Barbara County. The manner in which the
issue is handled, the openness with which. Work

Committees are formed, the manner in which challenges,

to data and information are treated, the extent to
which information is used can contribute consider-

ably to the credibility of the ACCESS project.

It is not presumed' that in the ode year Pilot
Test there will be the once -and - for -all definitive
contrast, f alternatives concerning the importation

of water. However, the method whereby a region
can learn more about an issue of critical impor-
tance to it can be defined. Both.quantity -And
the quality of water would be explored; including
importation as well as conservation of water.

Throhghout the Southwestern United States, includ=
ing Southern California, the availability and
quality of water is a major determinant of
population growth and land use patterns. In

effect, the nature of the local water supply- -

its quantity and quality--tends to limit the
number of people a particular area can accommodate
and the types o'f use to which the land:can be put.
If an urbanizing area, such as Los Angeles,
increases dramatically in size, it is typically

necessary to supplement the local water supply by
importing water, e.g., from sources, in Northern

California.

The South Coast Region of Santa Barbara County is
currently at the point where demand,approximately
equals the yield from the water sources available

in the region. Demand'in the South. Coast Region

was estimated to be 45,000 acre-feet in 1973,
exactly the estimated obtainable supply from

present sources. Most of the local leatef supply is

held in two reservoirs, Cachuma Reservoir (22,900 ace-feet in'
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1913) and Gibraltar Reservoir (2,500 acre-feet).

Four ground water basins yield an additional 12,500

acre-feet.

Without a major breakthrough in regional water

conservation, including recycling, the existing

water supply in the South Coast Region will not be

adequate to permit population growth in the long

term future. The region's limited supply of

water also does not permit any restructuring of it's

economic base if that would significantly increase

water demand. Whether or not this fact is- con-

sidered fortunate depends upon the point of view of

the particular citizen or decision-maker. Many

residents of the South Coast Region, anxious to

stop or severely limit population growth, regard

the restriction-of the water supply as a powerful

means to achieve that control. Others, believing

that some growth is inevitable, desirable, or both,

wish to expand the present capacity of the water

supply system. 'The issue,is an extremely contro-

versial one throughout the South Coast Region.

A great deal is at stake--the region's unique

"Quality of Life," its future economic viability,

its relationship to the major urban centers to the

south (i.e. Los Angeles)--and, therefore, the sub-

ject of water has been continuously debated in

recent years in political campaigns, in, the media

and as a topic of everyday conversation.

The problem of water supply and quality has been

extensively examined by a number of public agencies

and consultants. (Greatest emphasis has been on

quantity, although the quality of imported water

would be of real significance to agriculture, water

softening and the taste of water.)

Tour alternative Year 2000 projections.concerning

water supply requirements, population growth and

land use mix are developed in the Toups Report.58/

This report and a new one by the County, Livingston

and Blayney's studies for the General

58/Water Resources Management Study: South Coast- -

Santa Barbara County, 1974. Toups Corporation

of Santa Ana, California.
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Plan revision, will form the basis of the ACCESS

presentation. Minor refinements of the projections
will be made from the County and Agricultural Exten-

sion Service data. In effect, the projections
constitute (as amended by both quality and conser-
vation) a set of options, each with distinct costs

and benefits, about which the South Coast public
may conduct a policy dialogue concerning the
important policy questions outlined above.

Presentation. The first portion of the ACCESS
presentation, would be crevoeed to an analysis of
the existing patterns of water supply and consump-
tion, population distribution and density, and
land use in the region. This introductory portion
of the presentation would include data and graphic
materials obtained from,NASA's remote sensing

programs. Satellite photography and a physical
model would be used to "zoom in" on the region and

its various communities, thus providing a context,,

or rather, a graduated sequence of contexts, for

the presentation.

The relation of this_ information to present land

data would be shown. There are particular capa-,
bilities for this. purpose 3.n the Santa Barbara

region. The- University of California, Santa Barbara
Department of Geography holds contracts with NASA

now for remote-sensing interpretations' (The

sensors themselves- are assembled by the Santa
Barbara Research Center, a subsidiary of Hughes.)

Three 197572000.projections or alternatives would
be displayed as computer-geherated diagrams epict-
ing land use in 1980, 1990 and 2000. (In the deinon-

strations described-above, the three Year 2000
"futures" would be treated as alternative possibili-

ties--zero, moderate and significant growth.)

Land use and population distribution and density
would be shown for each alternative in'solid colors

on a perspective drawing of the South Coast Region
generated b,y computer, then animated to show growth

and change. Further, it will be possible to
"window" or "zoom in" from an overall view'of
the region, to a community area, down to a
grouping of buildings.
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This display of alternatives can be accomplished-
within the scope of the one-year Pilot Test by:

(I) digitizing hand-drawn maps consisting of
land use and population planimetric data with
topographic informaion available'from Project
FIRESCOPE (Riverside Fire Laboratory, U.S.
Forest Service);- which is

(2) input to computer program 'GDS* (Graphic
Display System); then

(3) interfaced with program MAPIT*; which

(4) can either be output via program IGOR*59/
in hard copy using. an optical reproduction
machine or by color display monitor.(driven
by three scan conversion memories for
1024 x 800 points).

In addition, the 2000' scale topographic model would
be used for orientation purposes, and other visual
media as appropriate.

Television Format for the Two Issues

The basic procedure which the project would use to
study and communicate about the two issues involves

- the creation of two one-hour long visual productions;
one hour for each issue, broadcast on KEYT-and then
replayed on Santa Barbara Cable Television.

Each television production would have the following
components (in each of which every attempt ,would be'

made to make the selection of citizens and community
groups involved diverse and representative):

*59/In-house programs of the Remote Sensing Project
at UC Berkeley. GDS is a highly developed
graphic routine which allows perspective
display and transformations which eliminated
the "hidden-line" problem:
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(1) a filmed or videotaped analysis and
presentatiOn of the issue and the
important policy questions with
respect to the issue, prepdied
from work of the ACCESS-Work Commit-
tees, staff and consultants (about
15 minutes);

(2) a filmed or videotaped reaction to
the ACCESS analysis and prdsentation
of alternatives, by selected citizens
and community groups (about 10
minutes);

(3) based on (1) and (2), and following
them, studio dialogue concerning the
issue, moderated bythe ACCESS project
and stimulated by, but not confined
to points raised in components.in
(1) and (2), to be filmed or video-

= taped (about 20 minutes);

(4) live, phonein reaction to the ACCESS
presentation and to the subsequent
ditcussion (about 10 minutes or more);

(5) summary' by the moder....tor or moderators
(about 5 minutes).

The visual productions, in videocassette form and

edited versions of them, would be on ACCESS's
video-player. Citizens would be able to select
and view the alternatives and reactions to them
at the ACCESS Regional Situation Room (and else-

where). They-would be encouraged to register
general reactions, observations and preferences
on prepared forms.

The ACCESS process would be tested and'completed
using the selected regional issues. The one year
Pilot Test would explore,the credibility of

the ACCESS process, its capability to select and
process relevant information, to visually
communicate policy alternatives to policy-makers
and to enhance public involvement.

For each regional issue, ACCESS will organize committees
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.
which would help to define alternatives, and
edit their presentation. The visualizations that
result would convey the alternatives for the nw

' selected policy issues to representative community
groups: Reactions at these meetings would be
added to the total ptOgram. The ACCESS process,
which examines alternatives, and the diversity ,

of its sponsors and members,'are, in themselves,
safegmards which assure objectivity. Work on
the specific issues selected for the ona year
Pilot Test would demonstrate that fact Lnd
would suggest how the process deSign might be
improved.

Discussion,

This effort. would be made in a way that recog-
niies the potential threat inherent in any
powerful new means of communication. The ACCESS
project lust demonstrate in its one year Pilot
Test that its interactive Visual display -

of information is part of aptocess that
prevents:

(1) centralization of information closed to
public examination, challenge and use;

c

(2) invasion of proprietary and personal
anformation; and

(3) 'manipulation of data and information that
distorts ar forecloses thoughtful study
of alternatives.

Policy-makers with differing viewpoints would
thetselves also be involved in the actual creation
and use of presentations of alternatives for

television broadcasts. This includes also,
importantly, the videocassettes stemming from
those programs as used by small groups in
dialogue. The Work Committees organized for
this involvement would be supported by consultants
and staff work.

"Choices for '76" by the Regional Plan Associa-
tion of New York, "AlternatiNies for Washington"

P (state) and a Maine television series funded by
HEW made- use of television in exploring public
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issues, reaching about ten percent of, the possible

viewing. audiences. These have been useful
experiences, helpful to the development of the
ACCESS process, but they will not be repeated.
Computer assisted graphic images were not part of
those programs, nor were they produced for a
"Regional Situation Room.,."

The power of visual means of communication, within

a total process, would be studied in the ACCESS

PiloeTest. All presentations would'be formatted

to be compatible with television (to make them
widely available), but,.hroadcas is not their only

use. There.is more happening to be tested than

can be learned from-television market research
surveys. The major instrument for-graphic presen-
tations would be the "Regional Situation Room,"
involving many levels of policy=makers, "covered"

by television.

Through the "Regional Situation Room," people-can
understand options for solving regional issues

in their world, national and state Context.
The local perceptions of a national issue may
be quite different than the national ones. Both

levels can be, and choose to be, quite ignorant

of the validity in each other's perception.
Yet, national policies'must all be implemented

"locally." The visually equipped "Regional

Situation Room" should assist understanding of

the interrelationship of national policy and

local implementation.

Actual implementation of a national energy
policy, for instance, tends to happen in some

"local" place, from-redource extraction, trans-

port and processing, to the generation of
electricity and its distribution. National

policy not made in Santa Barbara (but affected

by Santa Barbara interests) has important effects

on oil drilling off the coast of Santa Barbara,

transport in the ocean channel, and on-shore

processing.

A supertanker port and processing facility oft-

Point Conception, for both Indonesian and Alaskan
liquefied gas, are current subjects for national
environmental impact studies. Another energy
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matter for future debate is additional power
generatiOn capacity-in the region to serve a
block of western states.

How is-balance to be 'achieved? When should regional
preferences prevail over existing motional policies;
or vice-versa?

The omni-presence of various types of uncertainty,
the distribiltj.on of political power and a variety
of other factors lead to the conclusion that

' absolute "I:answers" or "solutions" of the type
tliat'can 15-e specified and achieved in chess,
for example, do not exist for the sort df issues _

which concern the citizens of the South Coast or
any other region of the world.

The fact that there are no unqualified, certain
answers does not mean that issues should_mot be
raised and debated. On the contrary, that
.uncertainty requires intense and widespread public
discussion of problems, policy and action. If

definitive solutions existed, then individual,
hlghly-skilled. technicians Tight be trusted to
discover them. But because solutions do not exist,
because the best that we can do is constantly to
"re-solve" problems or formulate approximat
answers, it is necessary to subject the iss es
confronting us to the broadest possible scr tiny
and debate, and to develop a spectrum of p icy

options. The ACCESS procegs recognizes this
and attempts to provide A process which involves
such an approach.

THE ONE-YEAR PILOT TEST -
DESIGN OF REGIONWIDE SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The presentation of the two regional issues
prdvides a means to simulate and to refine the
ACCESS process. <To complete the ACCESS design
during the Pilot Test, certain components of the
regionwide system must be studied or designed
in greater detail than was previously possible.
Concurrent with the two pilot test issues, the
project would undertake six studies (see below). i

The results of these studies would be disciplined
by the reality of their actual use in the 3-5_
year Regionwide System Research Demonstration',
the next logical stage in the evolution of the
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ACCESS process. (The Dedign Elcementsp[pp. 56 &
61] to which the sixstudies would relatevare
given in parentheses below-)

Geo-Based Data Techniques Dialogue
(Intellectual Tool)

A state-of-the-art three day technical workshop
will help the ACCESS project select and price the

techniques to beused to structure data concerning
the South Coast Region 'Continuing from the work-
shops of the Design Phase 60/one of the three, day's

would provide for discussions with the policy-makers
who could use a geography-based information system
(city and county officials, their boards and staffs;

professionals; educators; private decision

makers; non-profit citizens groups; voters).

Data related to specific operating functions within.

the region (suchas,property descriptions, plats,
assessments, zoning, public works, commerce and
industry, traffic, utilities, housing, water, sewer)

would be maintained by the organization that
presently has responsibility for and greatest use

of that data.. That data would be coded,'' indexed

and put into compatible computer-format so that

4 could be easily accessed from remote terminals,

and spatially displayed in relation to other data

and information.

The grid and polygon means of coding information
'would be evaluated as well as the uses and tech-

niques of remotely sensed information. Ekperiences

of NASA, recent studies of the Interior Department's
RALI program, and others would be-incorporated.
(See the Utilization subsection of Section IV,

DESIGN PHASE, p. 103.) ,

Bibliography of Data and Information Sources

(Intellectual Tool)

The ACCESS process will need traditional library
storage techniques tailored to the special purpose

of regional policy formulation. However, the volume

of accessible data required, the multiplicity of

60/See Resource Papers (1-3), APPENDIX, p. 174
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sources and interpretation into ordered informa-
tion require that information to be put in
machine-readable (computer) form. In the Design
PhaSe the'UCSB student survey verified the
difficulty ofven locating inforMation.61/ During
the one year Tilot:Tege, a machine-readable bibli-
ography of sources of data would be compiled.
The cost of this beginning effort has been estimated
by the University,,of California, Santa Barbara frol
Design-Phase studies byJXCESS staff and consul-
tants.62/. This study would provide realistic designs
and estimates of data and information costs for the
3-5 year Systems Test, including the extent to
which-a computer assisted. data base should be
developed. '(At the same time, a useful policy-
making tool will have been acquired.)

Tabulation of Research "Resources
(Intellectual Tool)-

To facilitate people's access to expertise and to
each other, for the purpose of making.policy, this
study would put into machine-readable form the
specific capabilities of people and institutions
of the region. This inventory was begun in the
Design Phase. The experience gained with survey
forms and their distribution' has served as the
basis for estimating the cost of this listing.63/
It is recognfied, for instance, that .certain
private consulting firms have a proprietary
concern about specifically naming people and skills
in their employ. Yet, persons as private citizens
have skills they may want to employ, for the t nefit
of the region in which they live, but have-no
ready means to do so. There'was no roster of such
skills in the South Coast Region when the ACCESS
project began its work. What has been developed
by,the ACCESS project is only a beginning, yt.t it
provides an estimate of what would be required to
make such information easily accessible to all.

61/See Resource Papers (1-1), APPENDIX, p. "173

62/See Resource Papers (1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6),
APPENDIX, p. 174

-63/See Resource Papers (2-1, 2-2,.2-3, 2-4, 2-5,
2-6), APPENDIX, p. 174
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The Organization.of ACCESS

(Institution-Organization)

Once the nature of the ACCESS process was estab-

-liahed with ACCESS committee members during the ,

DesAgn'hase, study began on the organization of

people required to operate the ACCESS. process.

Since January 1975, a committee has examined.and,

discussed with members of the ACCESS Advisory

Board the formal form of organization required.

For the Pilot Test, the ACCESS project will become

a new section of the.501(04 non - profit` Community

Arts Association, incorporated in Santa Barbara in

1923.64/

,A major task of the Pilot Test is to define a

national prototype organization for the ACCESS

process that is:

(1) able to service infotpation and analysis

requests from policy-makers of all. sorts

(elected 'government officials and corporate

executives to environmental groilps and

interestedlAndividuals);'

(2) representative of the people and institu-

tions of the region;

(3) legally qualified to receive grants and

execute contracts for services rendered.

The purpose of the ACCESS project is to design a

process which.supplemenLs official long=range

policy-making with a higher order of data, better.

information, and more skilled technical analyses,

through two-way graphic telecommunications and

'Indi.iidual.participatim
that has not yet been'

possible anywhere in the nation. The particular

emphases of the ACCESS proceks are both to make

information and analysis of alternatives more

64/See Resource Papers (3-1, 3-', 3-3, 3-4, 4-1)

in the APPENDIX, pp. 174-175
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available and understandable, and to give the people
of the region a responsiblz means to make known
their priorities, attitudes, and abilities in order
to help resolve the region's problems and enhance
their Quality of Life.

The ACCESS project is an original effort:

(1) to collect and order regional data and
information;

(2) to analyze, synthesize and convey infor,-.
mation and analysis of alternative policies;

(3) to "stimulate the integration of separate
ata,bases;

(4) to stimulate policy dialogue, informed by
research, for expert and citizen participa-
tion;

(5) to develop a new order of graphic communica=
tion for policy research axd development
concerning future alternatives; .

In a way that:
4

(1) is distinct in purpos,e tro'M existing.
institutions, but supplementary to them;

(2) facilitates the use of lay and expert
voluntee'rs i.n conjunction with a skilled
staff and consultarks, bringing 'to bear
high Orders4of ,teCpro4ogy, as appropriate;
and

? i
(3) devises sources of funding and. schedules of

user charges. wIlich support the process in
a manner wpich assures continuity and

objectivity.

The expertase of the University of California will
be made available to policy makers by means of its
Community -and Organization Research Institute,
working through the Community Arts Association.

The ACCESS process must satisfy a broad range of

"publics ,l' skills and motivations without seeking
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a specific resolution for a particular problem.
This will require an organization that includes in

its By-Laws provision for repregentatives pf the

professions, business and :labor; education and

culture; and public interest organizations. This

must be accomplished in liason with governmental
entities and-unincorporated areas of the region

in such a way that there is representation of
geographic (community) interests and of age,
,incomel,.ethnic and minority groups.

Operational requirements of the ACCESS process,

besides funding, include:

Staff

adminfstration
interdisciplinary policy analysis--social, /

economic, physical
computer programming odperations

graphic communications
information system management

Consultants

university departments
governmental agencies
private corporationa
contracted individuals

Volunteers

policy board membeIrs

work committee members
staff --contributed time; partially paid

consultant -- contributed time; partidlly paid

Facilities

central work plac--"Regional Situation Room"

community and 'neiihborhood meeting. rooms
talecommunications\equipment and prfograms

reference files

Means to Involve Hard-to-Rea

\

h Publics (Social Processes)

A major concern of ACCESS from its 14eption has been
broad representation from all age, income and ethnic groups.
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ACCESS would make an organized effort to involve the
hard to reach public during the one year Pilot Test,
especially the Chicano community (28% of the region's
people). An independent 5-7 member policy committee,
representative of various Chicano groups in the
region, is planned. The committee would be serviced

.,,,.

by professionals who would work with the ACCESS
Pilot Test as part of their effort to make compre-
ensible the long term consequences of current

r ional policies and decisions. The objective is
to'learn how to help the Chicano groups develop an
ability to see how regional interests and their
own future long term interests interrelate, and to
help them take a more active part in the long range
policy making process.

Graphic Telecommunication Facilities and Systems
(Technological Tools)

For the one year Pilot Test, a minimal amount of
equipment will be used in the Regional Situation
Room. (See Section IV, DESIGN PHASE, p. 100.)
How should this be expanded to a region-wide
system?65/ Graphic display in the "Regional
Situation Room," designed especially for this
purpose (and televised), provides the means for
many more people to become aware of the "different
realities" of the region as derived from different
perceptions of the same regional data, information
and analysis. This new awareness, learned in a
neutral forum, should help people move from ideolo-
gical advocacy of fixed positions to dialogue about
possibilities. By reducing ignorance, uncertainty
and sense of risk, people with naturally conflicting
interests may more readily discover what they
share, and be more prepared to work toward consensus.

To facilitate analysis, synthesis and communication
on issues of moment to the region, ACCESS would make
appropriate use of telecommunications technology.
Mowever, ACCESS would not itself make actual regional
policy choices. Public and business decisions would
be made where they are now. The effect that is intend-
ed is. to alter the agenda of policymakers, to better

65/Much of this subsection is edited from Graphics
for Regional Policy Making, pp. 7r15.
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illuminate their choices, and to involve many more

people in the total policy-making process. The

decisionmaker would have a much better informed
constituency and conversely; Even without the

power of decision, a competent, credible, non-profit

regional institution, such as ACCESS, with continuity

and its own base of communication, would provide

the region with a significant new means for policy

dialogue from which should arise better understand-

ing about regional issues and options.

Another practical discipline of the ACCESS concept
and design is to select, test and cost facilities

and telecommunications equipment for the 3-5 year

Region-wide Systems Research Demonstration and.to

design the system in which they would be combined.66/

To date, two-way television has been oversold and

under-delivered, but that does not negate its

potential. In 1976, three full-scale community
demonstrations financed by NSF are underway. For

purposes of regional policy - making, technology is

available, but it is not believed practical to

begin with use of two-way television from Regional
Situation Rooms into each home of a community. A

more appropriate beginning would appear to be

multiple "Situation Rooms" of different degrees of

complexity within a region, for either separate

use or simultaneous interaction.

The ACCESS project would, in the 3-5 year Systems

Demonstration Test, equip a Regional Situation

Room which would be tied into compilter-based infor-

mation sources and terminals/receivers in communi-

ties and neighborhoods throughout the region.

(Such a system in use would provide a research

base for studies in visual perception, information

assimilation, learning and communication.)

For active policy-makers the detail of images,

presentation of data, and.the ability to "interro-

gate" various kinds of data sources might be

considerably greater than for the public at large.

66/See Resourde Papers (5-1, 5-2, 6-1), APPLNDIX,

P. 175
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One feature might be an on-line, computer-based
"conferencing" arrangement. Numerous individuals
could "confer" with each other at times of their
own chcosing, with the computer holding a record
of all messages until accessed by "conference"
members using computer terminals at different geo-
graphic locations throughout the South Coast Region.

- The selection of computer terminals is critical to
the goals they are to serve. Present terminals,
and the programs they use, have been developed
largely by or for middle management for operational
purposes. If computers are to be used effectively
for policy-making, adaptations of certain equipment
and programs seem needed. Computer terminals
should offer policy-makers:

(a) response to unstructured questions;
(b) visual display-that is capable of continuous

tone, color and movement;
(c) larger-size (than is typical now) display

letters, in both upper and lower case;
(d) hard copy of any display;
(e) audio as well as visual responses;
(f) audio as well as graphic and keyboard inputs;
(g) interchange with other terminals in all

modes (audio, graphic, keyboard, etc.);
(h) access to data for personal use at place

of work, in designated public places (such
as schools, or libraries or community centers)
and at home;

(i) access "to data for dialogue purposes in
specially designed "Regional Situation Rooms".

oar

Some of these capabilities are available now, but
-not all, and they would be needed in varying degrees
of completeness at various locations. The "Regional
Situation Room" would be the most completely
equipped. Computer backup capacity for the
"Regional Situation Room" could be by telephone
line to commercial or university facilities.- Simple
means to make inquiries should he made possible
for any user. It is probable that a number of
different programs and computers will be needed.

The concept being considered here is not that there
is one big computer program to be developed that
can automatically arrive at the best decision,

e
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PREDICTED ANNUAL
-CARBON MONOXIDE
LEVELS .(PPM). FROM

TRAFFIC - 1970

L.S. POPULATION

DENSITIES

(1974)

COMPUTER-GENERATED DISPLAY OF DATA and "instant" graphic

response to viewers' "what if" questions, Can be programmed

in black and white or color, animated or static, for a

Regional Situation Room. Ultimately, by means.of coaxial

TV, this information exchange could be made available

``.throughout a region. (illustrations'courtesy Laboratory

for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis, Harvard

University)
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given the data on any particular conservation or
development problem. Rather, what is proposed is
to use a variety of computer programs to store,
retrieve, compute, and display information--or to
provide other specialized capabilities, such as
to geiferate computer assisted graphic presenta-
tions, including "walks" through proposed projects.
Programming for graphic displays responsive to
unstructured query of information bases seems
quite important to attempt.

Dealing with different computers and their different
programs, at their present stage of development,
is like dealing with Swedes, Chinese, Italians,
Frenchmen and Englishmen all at once. They may, or
may not, all "understand" the same basic language;
but they are not necessarily individually compatible
(interchangeable). It' is therefore necessary to
have persons present to whom specialized questions
could be put. lach would operate the computer
terminals in his own special area of expertise.
In a "Regional Situation Room," information might
be divided Into areas such as social, economic,
physical, cultural and political, each with its
own "specialist." If questions requiring especial-
ly powerful computation capacities were asked, the
specialists concerned could turn to a special
terminal for this purpose.

THE ONE YEAR PILOT TEST -
EVALUATION

Typically, persons responsible for organizing a
"new setting" do not provide for a sympathetic,
but independent external evaluation to strengthen
the formation of'that venture.67/ -Too often,
therefore, good intentions are subverted by the
stress,.of the setting's evolution and the ration-
alizings of those directly involved in its success.
Not only do events which might have been prevented
occur, but a learning experience is missed. In

concrast, the ACCESS project incorporated, in the
Design Phase, outside site visits, a national

67/Sarasan, Seymour B., Creation of Settings,
Jossey-Bass, 1972
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mid-project evaluation and peer reviews. It is

planned that the sophistication of the evaluation

will grow with the project in the one year Pilot

Test, and beyond.

The ACCESS project is attempting to invent a new

regional process--the organization of a new setting

as a national prototype. ACCESS, therefore, needs

to match its actual policies, organizational design,
and operations to its goals. For each of these

aspects of the Pilot Test, ACCESS proposes indepen-
dent qualified evaluations by persons of recognized
competende as well as sympathy with the purpose of

-ACCESS.

The evaluation of the Pilot Test would be designed

to address several specific but interrelated

questions:

(a) To what extent do the goals of the project

help to meet the educational, informational

and decision-making needs of the Pilot Test
"region," or other regions in the country?

(b) To what extent does the overall approach
taken promise achievement of the goals?

(c) What are the impacts of the activities
undertaken during the Pilot Test, and

to what extent do the various components
(specific activities, technology, environ-

ments, e.g. Regional Situation Room, teed-

back mechanisms, etc.) of the total process
contribute to the achievement of the project's

goals?

(d) How effective can the ACCESS process become;

from the perspectives of cost vs. outcome

in terms of, for example; the utility to

the decision-maker; education; informed
participation and hence the influence of the

citizen in the decision-making process; and
prognosis for the long-term quality of4 life

in ,a region?

(e) How and under what minimal conditions (funds,

physical resources, expertise, people, etc.)

is the process: transferable or adaptable to
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other regions of the country?

.(f) What changes were effected in the project as
a result of the feedback, monitoring, and
self-evaluation mechanisms? To what extent
were these changes a function of the project
location -as opposed to shortcomings or
oversights in the overall project design?

(g) Based on the above, what are the criteria,
guidelines, etc. for pursuing effective
alternative or modified approaches? and

(h) Overall findings, conclusion's and recommen-
dations for further study and action.

The ACCESS project places emphasis on involvement
in "policy, dialogue, informed-by research, which"
makes appropriate use of science and technology
assisted by graphic telecommunications." To
deal with "the complexity of reality." ACCESS
pr -oposes to make use of computer - assisted graphics.
The ACCESS project will use and evaluate in differ-
ent settings, various techniques of vexbal, visual
and compuier-assisted visual presentations concern-
ing the two selected pilot issues.

The evaluation of the Pilot Test is expected to
provide ad independent assessment of the workability'
of the ACCESS concept with respect to the. design
elements that are involved in the two pilot issues.
The evaluation will be independent in the sense
that evaluators will be researchers from the faculty
of the University of California, Santa Barbara (and
others) not involved in the development or imple-
mentation of the two pilot issues. Such an evalua-
tion is essentiaL if potential grantors are to
consider the allocation of further resources to
broader scale experimentation,with the ACCESS

.prototype. Such an evaluation is also essential,
if this test is-to be used as a justification for
the Santa Barbara community to proceed on its own
with similar projects, or if other communities are
to make use of the ACCESS prototype, as it has
evolved thus far, in designing programs to use the
ACCESS concept to help solve their own policy
problems.
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An interdisciplinary action-research project such

as ACCESS is unlike a basic theoretical research
experiment in one of the natural or physical

sciences. ACCESS is an evaluative research

project.68/ The question, therefore, as Suchman

has said, is not "Is'evaluative research scientific?"

so much as "How may evaluative research make the

best use of research designs and.techniques?"697

As the number of contingent factors increases, the

number of variables over which there can be control

decreases. The rigor of evaluation must grow'in

ways other than more precise control of isolated

variables. A restatement here of the goal of the

ACCESS project'and its basic assumptions will estab-

lish the conditions of the Pilot Test evaluatiod.

Objectives and Assumptions of the ACCESS Project.'

The goal of the ACCESS project is to verify and
demonstrate a multi-faceted process which can

increase the effectiveness of the policy-maker with. 0

regard to actions which affect the quality of human

settlements--the physical, cultural, social and 4)

economicenvironment of a region.. ACCESS assumes

that the most recurring and pressing policy-making
tasks- within a region require:

(1) consideration of complex, interrelated

and interactive facts, elements, issues

(including scientific, technological,
economic, social and political);

(2) consideration of the long-term as well as

immediate consequences of decisions concern-
.

ing the total "environment" of the region;

. (3) education or self-education of all who take

part inthe policy-making activity;

_J

68/See pages 6, 56, 69, 124

69/SuchTan,Odward A., Evaluative Research, Russell

Sage Foundation, New York, '1967, p. 85
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(4) the involvement of an informed citizenry,
and in different ways depending on the nature
of the problem or,issue; and

(5) easy access to data, methods and other
resources, appropriately selected and
"packaged" for objective, comprehensive,
and comprehensible communication.

Thgse assumptions, and therefore the process to be
tested, address policy making in its various phases,
forms and purposes ,(e.g. planning--urban, regional
development, housing and community development,
transportatidn, energy tgenerator siting, power
transmission and distribution, conservation and
demand],l' land use, and other resource use and
allocation; assessment -- technology, environmental
impact; implementationcoastal zone management,
water supply and quality control, air quality
control; communication and education=-citizen and
policy maker study of problems, options and impacts
affecting the quality of the total human environment).

The ACCESS process incorporates the exploratory use of:

(1) structured policy dialogue among individuals
with different backgrotinds and interests in
order to identify appropriate value-sensitive
-contexts which can help in considering
regional issues and options;

(2) interactive computer graphics and other
visual media,,as an approach to effective
communication about complex, policy problems
in unbiased and interdiscip1inary ways;

(3) creative environments (i.e. the "regional
situation room) to encourage self-education,
participation and informed input to the_in-."
formation base and, to the policy making
process by interested citizens;

(4) dissemination mechanisms to ke'ep ehe general
public and decision makers informed;: anti

(5) a variety of methods for feedback.and for
evaluation of the total process and its
various components.
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Evaluation Approach 70/

Established social scienCe-techniques will be used

to evaluate certain aspects of the ACCESS approach

with the public and with decision makers within

the community. The extent to which given informa-

tion flows reach an audience and become a part of

the fund of knowledge used by the public and by

decision-makers in discussing public issues can be

measured by a variety of techniques. These include

attitude surveys and interviews with the general

public, with stratified samples of that public,

special interest groups and leadership groups.

Controls" are needed in order to distinguish between

the impact of the ACCESS approach and the flows of

information that take place without ACCESS. The

project will therefore use non-community partici-

pant subjects and study issues for which the ACCESS

approach is not provided.

The following question has been selected
priority for examination through the two regional

issues of the one year -clot Test: What are the

impacts of graphic communications combined with

policy dialogue?

The principal assumption of the ACCESS process is

that graphic displays will have an impact on the

level and quality of information held by the

general public and by decision-makers. Such

displays will be provided by various techniques:

television productions, graphic presentations to

small audiences both in special interest group

`settings as well as in the Regional Situation Room

set aside for that purpose. While it is impossible°

to control for extraneous influences, the assump-

tion is that the ACCESS approach to information

(communication will make a significant difference

70/This description draws upon both ACCESS project

and Univers-ity of California, Santa Barbara

evaluation, designs. The later was contributed

in December 1975 under the direction of Dean L.

Mann, chairman of the UCSB Political Science

Department.
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in knowledge., understanding and perspectivevpn
vital public issues. That. difference should be
subject to measurement.

Some communication flows will be directed at the
generalpublic through broadcast television, through
cable television and thr6ugh a two-step process
from leaders of organized groups to the-membership
of those organizations. Survey research will be
the principal instrument for pbtainint information
on the levels'ofinformation, understanding and.
attitudes before and after use of the ACCESS
.approach. Before the ACCESS communication process
begins, one survey be made Of a random sample
of the. general population of the South Coast area.
This, survey will provide a baseline for measure-
ment of change upon the application of the ACCESS
techniques.

Not all ACCESS techniques will reach the entire
population, however.: Some graphic presentations
will be made to specific groups, and questionnaires
will prove useful to measure changes caused by
specialized techniques.

ACCESS will use several methods in the evaluation .

activity, with emphasis on flexibility, creativity,
apcourftabillty and suitability of the evaluation to
the nature of the evolving process, the complexity
of the issue and the inherent requirement for a
"systems" approach to assessment and forecasting.
The methods for evaluation will be drawn from those
used in traditional research, technology assessment
and general systems planning.

Specific research hypotheses to be investigated
include:

Graphic display techniques (e.g. simulatiqn
Via physical models, animation, computer
generated imagery, etc.), combined with
policy dialogue increase:'

A. Understanding of issues, options and impacts;
B. Involvement of policy makers and the public;
C. Perception of the utility of being able to

interact with graphically displayed informa-
tion combined with\Rolicy dialogue.
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The one-Ahot" survey is a method which might

be us)ed to investigate theimpacts of graphic
communication combined with policy dialogue,

and to test he 'hypotheses outlined Aove.

The basic reference for the one-shot\survey

is Campbell ARd'Stanley!s Experimental. and'
Quasi-Experimental Design for' Research,
Chicago, 1963.

Such a survey is a comprmise between controlled

experimentation and simple survey research.
Controlled experimentation attempts to 'control.

all the variables, impossible In; this sort .

of social circumstance. 'Simple survey research,
such as that which Gallup and Harris perform,
does not/attempt to take into account
exogenous information inputs of the moment, the
history effects,- which-can skew a whole survey,
at any given time.

The - one -shot **survey, to oversimplify, does

its best to account for history effects and
to identify ar.d deal.with variables. It

, is self-conscious about how survey questions
are put and the nature and dontrol.ofthe
social process in which they are used.
The one -shot survey skillfully sets out to determine

what the correlations are fn. a given circumstance.

It doesn't prove anything. It attempt's to indicate

clearly.

Another-strategy will be adopted to evaluate the

impact of the various compone,nts of the ACCESS

approach. Essentially this will involve ,presenta-
tion of information to stuient groups on 'the

Univeraity of California, Santa Barbara campus,

using alternative presentation techniques of

the ACCESS project, as well as other more

traditional approaches to communication, especially

written materials. Measurements of differences

of levels of information, understanding and

changes of attitudes will be possible under highly'

controlled conditions. Students in the environ-

mental studies program at UCSH will be suitable

subjects, and there are excellent experimental__
facilities available on the campus.
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Because much of the communication will be directed
toward the leadership of the community, it will be
necessary to conduct before and after interviews
with a sample of this group. To the extent
possible, assessments will be made of movement in
information levels, and attitudes on both the two
issues selected for ACCESS techniques and for the
ACCESS project itself.

The explorations wifth the ACCESS project in the
Santa Barbara community do not include study or
evaluation of decision-making processes, although
the focus of the proposal is.on the need for a
regional approach which emphasizes broad environ-'
mental and long-term consequences. Nevertheless,
the AC.CESS projectidoes stress the potentiality for
increasing community consensus on issues and
facilitating the resolution of community'conflict.

An additional strategy would involve a monitoring
effort to determine the'response of individuals in
various forums where gioups, with presuMably oppos-
ing viewpoints interact. Tined observers would
monitor the extent to which issues are narrowed or
broadened, the levels of intensity of feeling, and
the degree of polarization.

Evaluation Methods

To summarize, the evaluation will report on what has
been learned from the Pilot Test about the'ACCESS
project policies, organization and operation and
about the impact of the-ACCESS process policy
dialogue combined with graphic communications. In

addition to a project overview by a national
evaluation panel, the following will be undertaken:

(1) Population Interviews: personal interviews
with a sample of residents at two points,
before and after ACCESS intervention.

(2) Leadership Interviews: approximately 100
interviews conducted from a relevant sample
of representatives rrom organized segments
of the population.

(3) Controlled Experiments: paid student
subjects tested for response and information
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level, involving possible use of UCSB lab

facilities.

Monitoring of Group Meetings by Participant

Observers: skilled'behavioral scientist
observations at the time of ACCESS policy

dialogue supported by grapHic\techniques.

The complexity of this evaluation doe's not negate

the need for it. Quite the contrary. \ An applied

social sciences policy research project as con-

cerned as the ACCESS project is with complex
information _handling and the involvement of policy

.makers, would seem ill-conceived if it did not

"propose a maximum effort to understand the impacts

of its efforts to communicate. Bqt it will take

the 3-5 year Regionwide System Research Demonstra-

tion and Verification to judge specifically perfor-
mance of the ACCESS process for criteria such as:

- effectiveness in relation to solving a
policy problem

- cost effectiveness for scope and scale

of services offered
transferability to other regions

- degree of local conflict - cooperation
consensus

- evolution of the regional' process
- changes in individual visual perceptiop and

thought

THE 3-5 YEAR REGIONWIDE SYSTEM RESEARCH DEMONSTRATION

Purposes

The ACCESS project, upon completion of the one year

Pilot Test, proposes to initiate a 3-5 year Region-

wide Research Demonstration and Verification. The

purposes of-the demonstration would be: to test

the ACCESS project prototype of the "voluntary
association" mentioned by De Tocqueville, updated

to this fast changing Technological Era; to intie-

grate science with other elements of society; tp

develop access for, people to expertise and to each

other which recogniTes the powers of science and

technology and guides them with greater awareneska

of human values; to strengthen the capabilitiesof
citizens and the independent sector in the proceSs

of regional policy-making; and to evolve a process
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of analysis, perception and communication of the
consequences of pending decisions, and possible
alternative futures, which is as dedicated to long
range outcomes as most present institutions are to
the short term.

Functions

The functions of this 3-5 year Research Demoilstration
would be: to foster policy dialogue on a regional
scale; to serve as a clearing house for reference
sources, information and participatory processes;
to stimulate the perception and exploration of whole
ranges of possibilities and their future conse-
quences without taking policy positions; to
facilitate the experience and mastery of the
dramatic technology of modern graphic telecommuni-
cation, and demonstrate its ability to make the
complex and intangible more comprehensible to
decision makers and lay citizens; to educate
concerning the unique resources of the region, its
people and their values; to develop a regional
sense of community and awareness of the inter-
relatedness of forces for change acting simul-
taneously at regional, county, state, national
and international levels.

There is.no estimate as yet of the total cost of
the ACCESS analysis/synthesis/communication process
for regional policy making under discussion here.
Important questions have yet to be addressed. What
technological systems are available and feasible
now? What may become available? How extensively
might they be used? What are the benefits to policy
making? What criteria are to be used to evaluate
costs and benefits?. (This should include assess-
ment of the waste and social damage prevented by
the ACCESS process.) Who might share-use and cost
of faCilities (for example: television companies,
government, research, businesses, schools and univer-
sities, civic groups, etc.)? At what scale of region
would which services he cost effective? When?

To answer such questions is work for the 3-5 year
Regionwide System Research Demonstration.
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ACCESS ADVISORY BOARD, FIRST MEETING, October 25, 1974. At

the conclusion of the Design Phase, ACCESS members selected

a 29 person policy board.. Dan Wormhoudt, University of

California; Berkeley, ACCESS staff consultant, at left, with

board members_Willidin Wittausch, Citizens Planning Associa

tion, and Larry Padway, community activist, Isla Vista.

(photograph by Randall Smith)
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VI. APPENDIX

ACCESS PUBLICATIONS AND VISUAL PRODUCTIONS

RECONNAISSANCE

The following two reports were contracted investi-
gations for The National Science Foundation,-which
led. to the ACCESS project Design Phase.

Ewald, William R., Jr. ACCESS, The Santa
Barbara Regional Pilot Process, July 1973
(54

Graphics for Regional
.Policy Making, A Preliminary Study, NSF,
August 1973 (65 pp.)(availabli through NTIS)
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BASIC REPORTS

Ewald, William R., Jr. Information, Perception &
Regional Policy,AUX3..,51miessizn________
Phase, Final-Report to the National Science
Foundation, July 1975 (210 pp. )

ACCESS DESIGN PHASE,
Report to the South Coast Region, November'
1974 (84 pp.)

(et al) ACCESS 'Design
Phase Documentation, Volumes-A & B, November
1974 (500 pp.)

BROCHURES

Ewald, William R., Jr. '"Telecommunication -
to Facilitate Regional Policy Making."
(paper for the IEEE International Conference
'on Communications, June 16-18, 1975
San Francisco) (4 pp.)

(et al) ACCESS Q:
Who' Needs It?, December 1974 (14 pp.)'

(et al) Newsletters,
Issues 1 and 2, February & March 1.975
(8 pp., 16 pp.)

"Choices and Conse-
quences = Rationale for ACCESS-,"
(paper for The Center for the Study of
Democratic Institutions" dialogue;
April 1, 197'4) (5 pp.)

VISUAL PRODUCTIONS

Ewald, William R., Jr. (Barbara Walker,
Jeffrey Holyrod, 'et al)
Language A and Language B. Describes
science/humanism approach of ACCESS
project. (7-1/2' production; 16mm
filmed scenes of ACCESS meetings,
stop motion animation, voice-over
added to 3/4" videocassette; dubbed
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onto 16mm film positive.) June 1974

(et al) ACCESS Q:
Who Needs It? Three segments': Testimonial._
statements of citizen leaders, selected
computer assisted graphic film, edited,.
and a "Meet the Press" format re ACCESS
policies. (30' production by KEYT on 2"
quad videotape; transferred to 3/4" video-
cassette) October 1974

.(et al) Same, but
just computer assisted-graphic film
edits (11' 16mm film positive) October 1974

(et al) Briefing On the
ACCESS Project (20 overhead projector
slides) March 1975

(et al) Donald Sheldon,
Detroit Metropolitan Fund and William Ewald
in a dialogue-interview on the "Common Ground".
Show about the transferability of ACCESS
graphics. (30' production produced by WTVS
on2" quad videotape; transferred to 3/4"
videocassette) May 1975 .

RESOURCE PAPERS

Resource papers of the ACCESS Designyhase (included -

in-Documentation Volumes A and B) are listed below
by the study groups forwhich they were
prepared.

Summary

W. Ewald (1 -10) , 14 pp.

GROUP ONE - Data and Information

Six UCSB Students Survey Sources of Data (1-1)
L. Rossi, 6 pp-

,

ACCESS Information Services (excerpted) (1-2)
R. Hayes, '31 pp.
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(full working paper) (1-2a)
R. Hayes, 64 pp.

Summary of June 1 Workshop,(1-3)
B. Walker, 12 pp.

ACCESS and Data Referencing (1-4)
R. Hayes, 22 pp.

Regional Library Resources (1-5)
W. Ranill, 9 pp.

Los Padres National Forest (1-6)
(An example of a Regional Source of
Data and Data Processing)

L. Rossi, 19 pp.

GROUP TWO -,Research Resources

ACCESS Space Survey (2-1)
K. McDaniel, 4 pp.

Organization and Expertise Letters & Forms (2-2)
W. Ewald & B. Walker, 3 pp.

Computer and Communication Letters & Forms (2-3)
W. Ewald & T. Ferguson, 4 pp.

Example of a Special Survey for Aegional
Talent (2 -4)

W. Ewald, 3 pp.

Research Resources (2-5)
B. Walker, 21 pp.

Computer Facilities Survey (2-6)
K. Kelley and F. Bellamy,
11 pp.

Qs

GROUP THREE - Relation to General Planning

Survey of Current Planning Effortd in Santa
Barbara County (3-1)

L. Rossi, 72 pp.
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City Planning and Environmental Law (3-2)
K. McDaniel, 5 pp.

Communities, Neighborhoods and Electronics

(3-3)
L. Rossi, 4 pp.

'Issues and ACCESS (3-4)
D. Wormhoudt, 29 pp.

GROUP FOUR - Organization

The Organization of the 3-5 Year Pilot Test

(4-1)
W. Ewald, 8 pp.

GROUP FIVE Broadcast & Cable TV

ACCESS Pxoposes Two-Way Television (5-1)
W. Ewald & B. Walker, 13 pp.

Group Dialogue Stimulated by Electronic
Polling System (5-2)

W. Wittausch 7 pp.

ACCESS Produces a Videocassette (5-3)
B. Walker, 10 pp.

Selected Films (5-4)
V. Comer, 5 pp.

GROUP SIX - Computer Systems

Computer Systems Under Consideratipn (6-1)
A. Klimeck,.31 pp.

Grids, Polygons, Latitudes-Longitudes Workshop

(6-2)
L. Rossi, 11 pp.
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READING BIBLIOGRAPHY IN VISUAL PERCEPTION

Abrams, Marshall D. "Graphic Communication of
Data From the Digital Computer, "IEEE Trans-

actions on Education, 1969 (December),
vol. E-12(4), pp. 2801.292.

rnheim, Rudolf. Art and Visual Perception; 1954,

University of California Press and Cambridge
University Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles and

London, England.
7

Toward a Psychology of Art, 1966,
Universityof California Press, Berkeley and

Los Angeles.

Visual Thinking, 1969, Univer.sity

of'Dalifornia Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles.
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Arnheim, Rudolf. "Visual Perception and Thinking,"
Viewpoints,_1971 (July), vol. 47(4). pp, 99-111.

Brooker. E. "Audio-Visual Communication - An
Editorial," Audio-Visual Communication Review,
1955 "(February) , vol.'3(4), p. 243..

Brown, D. R. and Owen, D. H. "The Metrics of Visual
Form: Methodological DyspePsia," Phychological
Bulletin,-1967 (July-December), vol.. 68, pp. 243-
259.

Bruner, Jerome S. On Knowing_- Essays for the Left
Hand, 1962, The Belknap Press of Harvard Uni7
versity Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Toward a Theory of Instruction,
1967, The Harvard University'Pregs, 'Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

et al. Studies in Cognitive Growth,
1966, Wiley, New York.

'Cancro, Robert and. Slotnick, Daniel L. "Computer
Graphics and Resistance to Technology'," American
Journal of Psychotherapy, 1970 (July), vol. 24(3),

, pp. 461-469.

Carmichael, L.; Hogan, H. P.; 'and Walter, A. A.
"reproduction of Visually PerceiVed Form,"
Journal af Experimeneal,sychology, '1932 (February-
June), vol. 15(1-3),'pp. 73-86.

0 ,

Cassirer, Henry R. "Learnidg to Se.e," Audio-Vis-nal
Communication Review, 1957 (Fall), No, 15(4),

pp..501-.512: .*0

Eisner, Elliot W'. "Media, Expression and the Arts,"
Viewpoints, 1970 (September)b, vol: 46(5), pp.

10311-118.

Entwhisle, D. B. "Iconic Memory in Children,"

Child Development:1973, vol. 44, pp. 392 -394.

Finn, J. D. "A Look at the Future of Audio-Visual ,

Education, "Audio-Visual4COmmunicition Review,
1955 (Fall),vol: 3(4),'pp.-244-256.
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Gibson, J. "The Information Available in Pic-
tures," Viewpoints, 1971 (July), vol. 47(4),

pp. 73-95.-

"On Theories for Visual Space
Perception - A Reply to Johansson, "Scandanavian
Journal of Psychology, 1970,.vol. II, pp. 75-79.

Gohbrich, E.H.I. Art and Illusion, 1960, Bollinger:
Series, XXXV 5 Pantheon Books, New York.

Haber, R. N. "Eidetic Images, "Scientific American,
1969 (April), vol.."220, pp. 36-44.

Huggins, W. H. "Iconic Communications, "IEEE
Transactions &h Education', 1971 (November),

Vol. E-14 (4), pp. 158-163.

Huggins, W. H. and Entwhisle, D. B. "Computer
Animation for the Academic Community," I.F,I.P.S.

Conference Proceedings, Spring Joint Computer
Conference, 196,9 (May) A.F.I.P.S. Press, Montvale,
New Jersey, vol. 34, pp. 623-627.

Hsia, Hower J. "Intelligence in Auditory, Visual
and Audio-Visual Information Processing," Audio -

Visual-Communication Review, 1969 (Fall), vol.

17(3),!pp. 272-282.

"Output, Error, Equivocation; and
Recalled Information in Auditory, Visual, and
AudiovtsuAr Information Processing with Constraint

4 and Noise," Journal of Communication, 1968
(December), vol. 18, pp. 325-358..

. Johansson, Gunnar. "On Theories for Visual Space
Perception - A Letter to Gibson," Scandanavian
Journalof Psychology, 1970, vol. II, pp. 67-74.

-Licklidiri J.C.R. "A Picture is Worth a Thousand
Words; and it Costs," IFIPS Conference
ProceedingsSpring Joint Computer Conference,
1969 (May), AFIPS Press, Montvale, New Jersey,

vol. 34, pp. 617-621.

Miller, George. "The Magical NuMber Seven, Plus or

Minus Two: Some Limits," Psychological Review,
1956,,63, pp. 81-97.
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Mowrer, 10. H. Learning Theory and the Symbolic
Process, 1960, Wiley, New York.

Neisser, Ulrick. Cognitive Psychology, 1967,
Prentice-Hall, New York.

Noll, A. Michael. "Computer Animation and the
Fourth Dimension, "IFIPS Conference Proceedings,
Fall Joint Computer Conference, 1968 (December),
The Thompson Book Company, Washington, D.C.,
vol. 3 (Part II), pp. 1279-1283.

"Computer Graphics in Acoustics
Research," IEEE Transactions on Audio and
ElectroaCoustics, 1968 (June), vol. AU-16 (2),
pp. 213.-220.

Piaget, Jean. The Construction of Reality in the
Child, translated by Margaret Cook, 1954, Basic ,
Books, New York.

Schwartz, Judah L. an4 Tylor, Edwin F. "Computer
Displays in the- TeacAing of Physics," IFIPS
-Conference Proceedings, Fall Joint Computer'
Conference, 1968 (December), The Thompson Book

1G mpaily, Washington, D.C., vol. 33 (Part

Ai . 1285 -1292.

Sz!edslund, Jan. "The Circular Relation Between

0
Oinderstanding and Logic, "Scandanavian Journal
of Psychology, 1970, vol. II, pp. 217-216.

Walkup', Lewis F. "Creative Imaging," American
Association of University Women Journal, 1968

(March), pp. 120-123.
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NATIONAL -EVALUATORS OF THE ACCESS PROJECT

CHAIRMAN,, Harold D. Lasswell, ,Professor Emeritus
of Law and Political.Science,yale University; and
Distinguished Yrofessor of Policy Sciences, John
Jay College of Criminal Justice, City University
of New York. He has lectured widely in this courvr
try and abroad, and is the author of many studies
dealing with decision processes, analyses of
political behavior, language of politics, sand
personality an politics. Among his books and

_papers relevant to the ACCESS project. are: A

Pre -View -of Policy Sciences and "Technique of
Decision Seminars".

Earl Ewald, Director (Retired Chief Executive
Officer) of the Northern States Power Company,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. In 1965, he received

- the University of Minnesota Outstanding Achieve-
ment Award: In J967, he was named "Engineer of
the Year" by the Minnesota.Society.of Professional
Engineers, and elected a BenjaMin Franklin Fellow
of the Royal Society of Arts. (No relation t6
the ACCESS Principal Investigator.)

Donald 'A. Schon, Ford Professor of Urban Studies
and Education, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. With an academic background in philosophy,

he is the former pre§ident of OSTI(Organization
for SOcial and Technical Innovation); and he has
served the government in the. National. Bureau of

Standards and the 'U.S. Department of Commerce.
One of the nation's leading authorities on,tech-

snology transefer and change, he is a member of

the-Commigaion on the Year 2090, American Academy

of Arts and Sciences:

Ralph G. H. Siu, a bio-chemist by training, has

been a private consultant in corp6rate planning
and strategy in Washington, D:C. since 1969, and
is- currently Chairman of tfre Members, Academy for

Contemporary Froblgms. His previous positions
include - Deputy Director of Research and,Engineer-
ing, Army Material Command; Chairman, Army

A
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Research Council; and Director of the National
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice.
He has published many` -papers on scientific, man-
agerial, and philosophical subjects; his books
include The Tao of Science, The Man of Many=
Qualities, and The Ch'i.

William F. Whyte, Professor, New York State School
of Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell Univer-
sity, Ithaca, NeW York. One of the country's
leading social anthropologists, his many pUblished
studies include Organizational Behavior: Theory
and Practice', and Dominacion y Cambios en-el Peru
Rural. He is the recipient of the National
Institute of Mental Health Research Career Award,
1964-1969 and 1969-1974.

John ,Milkinson, Senior Fellow, Center foi the
Study of Democratic Institutions, Santa Barbaia,
and Executive Director, World Simulation Organiza-

tion. Originally a classicist, then a physicist,
and then a philosopher, he is the author of num-
erous Center papers and the translator of Jacques
Ellul's major study, The Technological Society.
His most recent work is an ongoing Center study
on Retrospctive ruturology in which computer

'simulations are employed for a social and histori-
cal analysis of human systems.

Herrick J. Young,'Vice President and Secretary of
the Edison Electric Institute, the natio:tel. trade

association of investor-owned electric light and

power companies. He, also serves as Executive
Secretary'of the Electric Power Council on Environ-
ment; and is a member of the U.S. Department of '

-Transportation's Advisory Coimittee on Railroad
----Elect_r_ification_and the Federal Power Commission's

, Advisory Committee on inergY.-tonservacrm.-

AD

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION REPRESENTATIVES, AND
GUESTS FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE ACCESS PROJECT.

Kenneth Gayer, Acting Director, Office of Explore-
ti
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f

tory Research and Problem Assedsment, RANN (Re-
search Applied to National Needs), National
Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.

Robert Lamson, Program Manager, Office of Exp]ora-
tory Research and Problem Assessment, RANN, Nation-

"- al Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.

Richard Barrett; Assistant to. John D. Rockefeller,
III.

Walter Ehrhardt, HUD, Office of Evaluation,
Community Planning and Development.

Richard Falknor, Administrative Assistant to
Resident Commissioner Benitez, Puerto Rico.

John Gerba, Envirohmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C.

Garland Green, American Revolution Bicentennial
Admihistration, Washington, D.C.

Wayne Howell, Charles F. Kettering Foundation;
Dayton-, Ohio.

Roman Mrozinski, Commimed-on Telecommunications;
National Academy of Engineering, Washington,-D.C.

David Strauss, Inter-Action Associates, San
Francisco.

C.P. *Wolf, Institute for Water Resources, Corps
---of'-Engineers,-Mashington,D. C.
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ACCESS CONSULTANTS

John C. Bollens
Professor, Department of Political Science
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024
213-825-1611

Robert M. Hayes
Dean., Department of Library Science
University of California, Los Angeles
Associate, Beckman & Hayes, Inc.
1161 San Vincente Boulevard
Los Angeles, Californiangeles,-California 90049
213-82571379

Arthur Klimeck
iddmputer Specialist
Litton Data Systems

4 8000 Woodley
Van Nuys, California
2i3-871-8211

Dan C. Ross
President
Ross Telecommunication Engineering

Corppration (RossTEC)
1750 Penn Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
202-298-7476

Melvin M. Webber
Professor

fu

Director, Institute of Urban and
Regional Development

City & Regional Planning .
University of California
Terkeley, California 94707
415-642-4874

Harold,L. Votey, Jr.
Direzcto-rTLdommuntty--&-Organiza_t_i_om

Research Institute 0

University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, Calfiornia 93106
805-961-2548
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William R. Eigald, Jr., Principal Investigator of
the ACCESS concept for the National Science
Foundation, has-been involved for 30 years in
policy research, planning, design and communication
that relates current decisions to'-the long range
futuieehvironment. Responsible experience .

at tall levels of government led to his direction
of U.S. operations' for the world-wide poxiadis
planning Jorganization. 7.

Since-I9-6-3 he has headed his own Washington- based.
consultant practice with major corporations;
professlonal societies; non-profit-institutions;
federal, state and local governments.. Study of the
ACCESS concept in Santa Barbara began in 19 -72.

An ScB graduate of Brown University (post-graduate
work at the University of Michigan), Mr. Ewald is
a member of the American Institute of Planners,

inraitute
of Graphic Arts, Council on Social GraphTcs, Cosmos
Club and PolicyBoard of the Carnegie Corporation7
sponsored exploration into-changing liberal eduta-,
Lion in the United States,
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